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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section I: Purpose and Objectives

The City of San Leandro is the administering agency for Health and Safety Code Division 20,
Chapter 6.95, Article 1. This statute mandates that the administering agency develop and maintain
an Area Plan that describes the jurisdiction's plan for the prevention of, preparation for, and
response to hazardous materials incidents and threatened incidents.
The City entered into a contract with the Alameda County Fire Department (ACFD) for fire and
hazardous materials services on July 1, 1995. ACFD is the primary emergency first responder for
hazardous materials incidents within San Leandro. See Attachment 1A for a copy of the
agreement.
The Area Plan and its components are based upon the nature of the community, the businesses
located in it, the transportation routes traversing it, and the resources available for addressing
hazardous materials issues. The information contained in the Hazardous Materials Business Plans
and the Risk Management Plans was utilized in this process.
This Plan was developed using the Health and Safety Code, Article 1, CCR Title 19, Article 3, the
Final Area Plan Guidance Language, and the Cal OES Area Plan Checklist. Each requirement in
these four references has been addressed in this Plan. Attachment 1B contains the Cal OES Area
Plan Element Checklist. Page numbers have been provided in this Attachment for ease of review.
The Plan was originally put into effect on September 1, 1998 by a joint memorandum between the
City Manager and the Fire Chief. The Plan is designed to address the full range of hazardous
materials activities and facilities: training; inspections; response procedures; large facilities and
small. It is considered to be in effect at all times. Portions of the Plan relating to response are
activated on an as-needed basis as incidents occur. Activation occurs automatically through the
implementation of operational procedures.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section II: Administration

The City of San Leandro Environmental Services (ES) is the primary administrator of the Area
Plan. The Public Works Director is responsible for ensuring coordination with ACFD on the
development and administration of the Plan. The Public Works Director is also responsible for
coordinating updates to the Plan. This includes scheduling triennial review of the plan with the
Hazardous Materials Committee and other individuals, ensuring necessary changes are made to
the Plan, and providing the updated Plan to the distribution list. The Deputy Chief of Operations
of ACFD is responsible for notifying the Public Works Director of any changes in activities,
equipment, or procedures that affect the plan.
The City has established a Management Operations Plan that describes the City’s response and
capabilities during a disaster or emergency, including a hazardous materials emergency. This Plan
and the Area Plan are coordinated so that in the event of a large-scale hazardous materials
emergency, responsibilities are clear. The Area Plan is a resource document for the Emergency
Operations Center during a hazardous materials emergency.
A Hazardous Materials Committee was formed within ACFD to develop policies and procedures
for hazardous materials issues. The Committee makes recommendations regarding all aspects of
hazardous materials emergency response, including but not limited to preparation (training, preplanning, equipment maintenance, etc.), response (operational procedures, etc.) and follow up
(post incident analysis, cost recovery, etc.). See Attachment 2A for the assignment of areas of
responsibility for the members of the ACFD Hazardous Materials Team.
The Area Plan is updated as follows:
This is a working document and the information it contains will change over time. As
information that materially affects emergency operations changes - response procedures,
available equipment, etc. - the Plan will be updated.
Every three years the Plan will be reviewed and updated as necessary. Cal OES will be
notified of the outcome of the review.
Attachment 2B contains the distribution list for the Plan.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section III: Agency Coordination and Other Plans

ACFD is not the only agency involved in hazardous materials response. Many agencies could
potentially be involved depending on the nature of a particular event. Policies concerning mutual
aid response both in-county and out-of-county have been developed and are attached as
Attachments 3A and 3B. These agreements include responses to hazardous materials incidents.
A Mutual Response Area (MRA) agreement is in effect for Oakland and San Leandro. This is
attached as Attachment 3C. An Automatic Aid Agreement (AAA) with San Ramon Valley Fire
Protection District has been developed and is Attachment 3D.
An internal policy on shared responsibilities between the City of San Leandro Public Works
Services Department, the City of San Leandro ES and ACFD concerning responsibilities for
hazardous materials emergencies was finalized in September 1996. This is attached as Attachment
3E.
Other agencies that may be notified and coordinated with are listed in Section V.
The county health department has notified the City in writing that in light of the fact that the City
is the Certified Unified Program Agency for San Leandro, it will not respond to hazardous
materials-related incidents.
The California Hazardous Materials Incident Contingency Plan (State Plan) was consulted in the
development of this Plan. This Area Plan is consistent with the State Plan. The City coordinates
with state agencies via both the Cal OES warning center and direct calls to agencies.
Roles and responsibilities of local, State, and Federal Agencies during a hazardous materials
incident is included as Attachment 3F.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section IV: Planning and Community Right to Know

1. PLANNING
Planning for hazardous materials incidents consists of several steps:
Awareness of the existence of specific hazards
Inspections to enforce applicable codes and regulations
Documentation of site-specific information in a manner accessible to emergency responders
Drills and site-specific training programs
A. Awareness - Actions taken to ensure City awareness of hazardous materials handled
within the jurisdiction
Referral from City employees to ES (such as from Building for plan review)
Fire Inspection Program
Tracking of information in databases
Zoning Ordinance Hazardous Materials Declaration
Building Permit Hazardous Materials Declaration
Hazardous Materials Business Plan collection and review
Recognition of major transportation routes - Highways, railroads, airport and pipelines (see
Attachment 4A for a map of these routes).
B. Inspection
Hazardous materials facilities are inspected by ES for compliance with Unified Program
elements. The inspection program is structured as follows:
Environmental Specialists inspect hazardous materials facilities subject to the Unified
Program at least once every four years. Facilities with higher hazard potential or
compliance problems are inspected more frequently. Depending on the type of activity,
materials stored, or compliance history, most facilities are typically inspected annually,
biennially, or triennially.
Facilities that are required to prepare a hazardous materials business plan (HMBP) must
develop, submit, and maintain them in the State’s California Environmental Reporting
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System (CERS) database. HMBP facilities must resubmit annually in CERS and must
update and resubmit within 30 days of any of the following changes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business name
Owner or operator name
Business location
100% or greater increase of any previously reported hazardous material or waste
Any previously undisclosed hazardous material or waste at or above reporting quantities
Substantial change in structure or layout of the facility as depicted on the site map
If ES determines that the HMBP is deficient in any way

Submissions into CERS generate email notices to ES, which triggers review of the
submissions by ES. ES determines whether the submission is “Accepted” or “Not
Accepted.” ES works with facilities with “Not Accepted” submissions to make required
changes until they are accepted.
C. Documentation of information collected through activities described in 1 and 2 above
Through the administration and inspection program, hazardous materials facilities are assigned
to one of two categories for the purpose of transmitting necessary information to ACFD
suppression division.
Group 1: Facilities for which engine companies can handle incidents without site- specific
data relating to hazardous materials, either because the hazards are minimal (example: two
55 gallon drums of motor oil) or because the hazards are obvious and familiar (example:
gas station). Hazardous Materials Business Plans (HMBPs) for these sites, if required, are
collected, reviewed, verified, and uploaded into CERS and the facility file.
Group 2: Facilities that ES considers “target hazards,” which includes facilities with
hazardous materials onsite above minimal quantities that may pose a danger to engine
company personnel during a fire.
A list of target hazard facilities is included as Attachment 4B. Attachment 4C is a map
showing the location of the target facilities. Site-specific data for the facilities in the form
of the Hazardous Materials Business Plan is kept in the address files. NFPA placards are
required to be placed on the building. A note will be placed in the CAD file that they are
a target hazard facility. Further information about the facility can be found in the facility’s
Hazardous Materials Business Plan. Alameda County Fire Department personnel have full
access to CERS for training and on site emergencies.

The list is updated as new target hazard facilities come into San Leandro. The list of target
hazard facilities is updated annually. The Environmental Services sends the updated
annual target facility list to the Hazardous Materials Team Program Manager for
distribution, training, and use. ACFD and all other emergency responders have twentyfour hour access to all HMBP facilities within the City of San Leandro through CERS.
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2. COMMUNITY RIGHT TO KNOW
Hazardous Materials Business Plans are available in the address files and accessible for review by
appointment. In emergencies (e.g., exposure requiring medical attention), files can be accessed at
any time by any ES personnel.
3. DATA MANAGEMENT
The following information is kept in the ES database, which is accessible to the Public Works
Director and ES staff: name and address of facility; type and quantity of hazardous materials stored
onsite; permit tracking information; hazard ranking; inspection dates; fees billed; and underground
storage tank information. The database is continuously updated. Additionally, name and address
of facility; type and quantity of hazardous materials stored onsite; permit tracking information;
inspection dates; and underground storage tank information are all maintained in the State’s CERS
database.
4. DRILL PROGRAM AND SITE-SPECIFIC TRAINING
The ACFD Hazardous Materials Team conducts regular drills.
Training is provided on selected target hazard facilities. The supplied Target Facility list is
reviewed by the ACFD Haz Mat Team and engine companies in classroom settings. The list is
crosschecked against the applicable CERS HMBP facility record.
These sessions serve to familiarize companies with the high hazard materials facilities, provide
an opportunity to discuss the types of events that may occur at the site and how to handle them,
and allow for review of skills and concepts. In addition, facilities are selected for onsite tours
each year. This training also teaches the engine companies how to use CERS for all facilities
with HMBP records.
5. TRANSPORTATION ROUTES
Several major transportation routes pass through San Leandro:
Oakland International Airport (5 minutes from San Leandro)
Interstate 880
Interstate 580
Interstate 238
Railways – Southern Pacific Railroad and Union Pacific Railroad
Petroleum Pipeline (through San Leandro to Oakland Airport)
Santa Fe Pacific Pipeline
Natural Gas High Pressure Transmission Lines
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
AC Transit
Port of Oakland (10 miles away in Oakland)
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Hazardous materials are transported by the above modes in various types and quantities.
Hazardous materials are conveyed to and through the city on surface streets including bulk fuel
loads and chemicals are handled at fixed facilities. The three interstate freeways and two
railroads present an elevated potential hazard.
Attachment 4A contains a map depicting the major transportation routes through the city.
The Santa Fe Pipeline (formerly known as the Southern Pacific Pipeline) which extends from
refineries in Richmond to San Jose runs through San Leandro. This pipeline is no longer active.
The Kinder Morgan petroleum pipeline through San Leandro to the Oakland Airport is active.
6. SENSITIVE RECEPTORS
Attachment 4D is a listing of the street addresses and phone numbers of the sensitive receptors
in the city including hospitals and schools. Attachment 4E is a map showing the location of
the sensitive receptors.
A sensitive receptor is contacted directly (see Attachment 4D for phone numbers) if a
hazardous materials incident occurs that may affect it. Additionally, the San Leandro Unified
School District Superintendent and/or San Lorenzo Unified School District Superintendent is
advised if there is a fire or explosion involving hazardous materials within ½ mile of a school
in their jurisdiction per §25507.10 of the California Health and Safety Code.
7. CODE ENFORCEMENT AND EDUCATION
As the Certified Unified Program Agency, the City's responsibilities include working to
reduce the number of hazardous materials incidents and to minimize their impact. This is
achieved through education and enforcement.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section V: Reporting and Notification

Depending on the nature of an incident, one or more public agencies may need to be notified.
Reports must be made as soon as possible by phone after confirmation of the initial spill report.
The Incident Commander is responsible for ensuring required notifications are made. Attachment
5A contains a matrix identifying the circumstances under which agencies must be notified.
Attachment 5B contains phone numbers for these agencies and other resources. Attachment 5C
is the Chemtrec Emergency Assistance Guidelines. Attachment 5D is the Release Reporting
Requirements Matrix with tables that describe types of releases, applicable law, when to report,
who must report and to whom, and the reportable substances and quantities.
Cal OES shall be notified and a State CHIMERS form is submitted for all hazardous materials
incidents as described below:
• All releases or threatened releases that pose a significant threat to human life, property,
or the environment shall be verbally reported to the Cal OES Warning Center as soon as
possible.
The following categorical exemptions are meant as guidelines for determining
what types of incidents do not need to be reported since they GENERALLY do not
pose a significant threat. It is important to note that events involving the materials
listed below are reportable if they constitute a significant threat to life, property or
the environment (e.g., 30 gallons of gasoline from a car fuel tank discharged into a
creek.)
Petroleum spill of less than 42 gallons from vehicular fuel tanks
Sewage overflows
Leaks in low pressure fuel lines to residential properties
Also, there are other types of events (e.g., a few quarts of oil on the ground) that need not
be reported since they do not pose a significant threat.
• Confirmed hazardous materials releases above reporting thresholds shall be reported in
the CHIMERS form system.
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All documents generated during a hazardous materials incident are given to the Incident
Commander at the conclusion of the incident. The Incident Commander sends this paperwork to
the ACFD Hazmat Program Manager who then gives it to the ACFD Records Administrator who
maintains the files at Station 12.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section VI: Finance and Cost Recovery

The ultimate responsibility for costs associated with hazardous materials incidents varies
depending on the nature of the incident. The City will in all cases make every effort to determine
who is financially responsible and to ensure that person or company pays costs associated with the
incident.
In all cases the City requires the responsible party to pay for services and equipment provided by
non-City entities (e.g., clean up companies). In cases involving malicious acts, negligence, and/or
failure to comply with State, Federal or local regulations, the City also recovers costs for City
personnel and equipment use.
During an incident that can be cost-recovered, the Hazmat Group Supervisor keeps track of
equipment used and personnel time expended. This information is passed on to the ACFD Hazmat
Program Manager who passes it on to the Deputy Chief of Operations who delivers it to the San
Leandro Public Works Director. There may be additional services and equipment provided by
City of San Leandro Public Works Services Department and ES. The Public Works Director
prepares an invoice for City of San Leandro expenses and ACFD expenses. The Director prepares
a letter and attaches both the ACFD and City of San Leandro invoices together. The responsible
party may pay with one check made out to City of San Leandro. Attachment 6A contains form
letters that provide a template for billing.
It is the responsibility of the agency in charge of the incident or phase of an incident to initiate
and/or continue appropriate steps to access clean up funds. When more than one department is
involved in an incident a cooperative, coordinated effort by all parties is necessary to ensure all
needed actions are taken.
In many cases, timely response requires actions be taken and costs incurred before agreements can
be reached with responsible parties, and it is usually necessary to do what is needed at the time
and seek redress later. However, in some cases the responsible party can be located and
arrangements made for their involvement in a timely manner. Whenever possible without
adversely impacting the incident, the responsible party shall contract directly with clean up
companies to limit the City's financial participation.
In some situations money is available from State funds to pay for clean ups. Whenever possible
and appropriate, ACFD shall access these sources. These include the State Emergency Reserve
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Account and for major incidents, federal EPA funds are available. Attachment 6B and Attachment
6C are copies of the Department of Toxic Substances Control Division memo regarding the State
Emergency Reserve Account for funding in the event of clandestine drug labs and emergency
response incidents, respectively. A detailed description of these funds is located in the Cal OES
Hazardous Materials Incident Contingency Plan. A copy is located in each ACFD Hazmat Unit
and Battalion Chief car.
The City of San Leandro maintains an account within the ES budget for unavoidable costs
associated with responding to and controlling hazardous materials emergencies. Responsible
parties must reimburse some of these costs. This fund cannot be used for any other purpose. If an
incident occurs that depletes this account, it is replenished from the General Fund with no impact
to other areas in the City’s budget.
Attachment 6D is a listing of other funding options for emergency response.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section VII: Communication

The incident commander shall coordinate communication during the incident by dedication of
tactical channels to the different group supervisors as required, i.e., Command Staff, Operations,
Haz Mat Group Supervisor, Medical Group Supervisor, etc.
The primary means of communications is initially the 800 MHz radio system. Initial units are
assigned to a tactical channel per dispatch instruction. Interagency communications utilize the
State white channel (154.280). Responding agencies may be given a San Leandro 800 MHz
portable radio when assigned to the incident. The staging officer will supply radios as required.
The Incident Commander will assign the tactical channel.
Alternate communication includes use of the State white channel (154.280) and separate
operations use the white 2-channel (154.265) or white 3 (154.295). Fire Department Operations
and Command may communicate with the City Emergency Operations or other City Departments
on the City A-10 channel (channel B-10 on ACFD radios). The ACFD Hazardous Materials Team
may communicate with each other on VHF radios.
The Deputy Chief is responsible for roll call of ACFD personnel. Roll call takes place with the
800 MHz radio system by using either normal power and channels, emergency power and normal
channels, or emergency power and "talk assured" channels.
On-duty ACFD company officers and ES staff are provided with cellular phones. Each piece of
apparatus and ACFD administrative staff are also provided with cellular phones.
If a life-threatening condition develops, all personnel evacuate to safe refuge. ACFD Policy
32.006 describes the Emergency Notification procedure (Attachment 7A).
The City of San Leandro has an Alerting and Warning system comprised of three separate
components. The first component is Radio San Leandro, at 1610 AM. This station plays
prerecorded community messages on a continuous basis, but can be used to deliver emergency
information as needed. The second component is a partnership between the San Leandro Police
Department and Nixle known simply as Nixle. This new service will streamline the public
notification process providing information to the community by text message, email, voice calls,
social media, and also includes a component for citizens to report anonymous tips. Nixle includes
an emergency notification system allowing the police department emergency dispatch to initiate a
voice message broadcast to residents or businesses based on their geographic location. Some
examples of emergency notifications include evacuation notices, shelter in place notices, imminent
13
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threat to life or property, or any incident that could be defined as a community emergency (e.g.
missing child). Residents can sign up for Nixle at https://local.nixle.com/city/ca/san-leandro/ or
http://www.sanleandro.org/depts/pd/services/nixlereg.aspv. Currently, over 20,000 residents have
signed up for Nixle. Both Radio San Leandro and Nixle are controlled by the City of San Leandro
Police Department emergency dispatch. The final component is cable television Comcast Channel
15 and U-verse Channel 99. Channel 15 and 99 air a variety of programming, but can also deliver
emergency information as needed. Channel 15 and 99 are controlled by the City’s Public
Information Office. Attachment 7B covers Nixle and is on City’s website.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section VIII: Training

Overview
ACFD has a training program for responding to actual or threatened spills or releases of hazardous
materials. Personnel at all levels participate in the ongoing program to meet or exceed minimum
requirements established in State and Federal regulation for their level of response. The following
publications were used to establish current training standards: California Administrative Code
Title 19, §2645, Federal OSHA, 29 CFR §1910.120 and Cal OSHA Title 8, Subchapter 7, §5192.
Chief Officers and Captains have received training required by law for incident commanders in
addition to First Responder Operational training.
Responsibilities
ACFD Training Division is responsible for training all suppression employees. This includes
training of new personnel and annual refresher training for all personnel. Haz Mat Team members
such as the Hazardous Materials Technician receive 240 hours of training. The Hazardous
Materials Specialist receives 320 hours of training. ACFD Policy 34.800 establishes a standard
for training the Hazardous Materials Team (Attachment 8A). Training records are maintained for
all personnel in the ACFD database.
Training Program Adequacy Review
The success of the training program is evaluated through table top and manipulative drills and post
incident analysis of actual emergencies. The evaluations include interdepartmental and
interagency participation. Identified problems or concerns with established procedures are
corrected or modified to provide a safer and more effective operational plan. Corrections and
modifications become part of the training criteria to address observed deficiencies. The update or
revision of the Area Plan may also require changes in the training program. (See Section XI - Post
Incident Analysis and Follow Up).
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section IX: Supplies and Equipment

ACFD maintains a complement of supplies and equipment necessary to respond to all levels of
hazardous materials incident. All response apparatus carry binoculars, hazmat line tape, absorbent,
and reference materials. Absorbent, test kits, monitoring instruments and protective suits are
maintained in stations and can be requested as needed. For larger incidents, the department has
two hazmat units fully equipped for Level A response. Hazmat Unit 3499 is equipped with a
computer that can access hazardous materials databases.
A binder containing compatibility data for personal protective equipment is kept with the
equipment on the primary Hazmat unit.
Inventory, Testing and Maintenance of Equipment
Attachment 9A contains an inventory of supplies and equipment along with a worksheet that is
used at hazardous material incidents. Please refer to Attachment 2A for the assignment of
personnel from the Hazardous Materials Team responsible for ensuring supplies and equipment
are adequately maintained.
Resources from neighboring jurisdictions
Additional equipment is available from other fire agencies through the mutual aid system, and
through private commercial firms.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section X: Emergency Response Procedures

ACFD and neighboring agencies have a high level of expertise and training with respect to First
Responder Operational level procedures during hazardous material emergencies. See Section VIII
- Training and Section IX - Supplies and Equipment for detailed information concerning these
subjects.
Additional personnel and/or special technical expertise may be obtained from outside ACFD to
perform specialized tasks such as hot tapping and righting of rail cars.
ACFD generally is responsible only for stabilizing incidents and generally does not perform cleanups.
Written emergency response procedures have been developed and are contained in Attachment
10A. An ACFD policy on definitions of levels of response is attached as Attachment 10B.
Procedures for decontamination are detailed in ACFD Policy 34.201 and are included as
Attachment 10C. ACFD uses the “Passport” Personnel Accountability System as required by
OSHA.
Disposal Options
Once basic operational concerns have been addressed (isolation, identification, control), a
determination is made by the incident commander whether disposal can be handled by City
personnel and facilities or whether a disposal company must be used.
Materials are disposed in the following manner:
Used adsorbent generated from hydrocarbon vehicle fuel spills is transported to the Public
Works Service Center where it is drummed and disposed as hazardous waste.
Used motor oil collected during incidents or drop-offs is taken to the Public Works Service
Center where it is placed in 55-gallon drums and recycled.
For any incident that is beyond the limited scope of our cleanup capabilities or for other
reasons not advisable, a licensed hazardous waste cleanup contractor will be utilized.
Some materials may be taken to an Alameda County Household Hazardous Waste Facility.
Guidelines for using this facility are the same as for small businesses and are contained in
17
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Attachment 10D. In addition, businesses that generate less than 27.5 gallons (or less than
100 kilograms) of hazardous waste per month and homeowners can utilize the facility. The
phone number is (800) 606-6606.
Disposal of Non-Hazardous Spills and/or Wastes is outlined in Attachment 10F.
Emergency Management System
ACFD routinely uses the Incident Command System and uses the Standardized Emergency
Management System as required by State law. The City of San Leandro has completed
Standardized Emergency Management Systems (SEMS) training for City employees and the
City’s policy is listed in Attachment 10G. The City of San Leandro adheres to the SEMS, NIMS,
and ICS guidelines.

Emergency Alerting System
This system is accessed through the City’s Police Department emergency dispatch. A call
directly to KCBS Radio 740 AM (415-765-4112) establishes immediate notification to all
broadcast media.
The City of San Leandro has an alerting and warning system. It is comprised of four separate
components. The first component is Radio San Leandro, at 1610 AM. This station plays
prerecorded community messages on a continuous basis, but may be used to deliver emergency
information as needed. The second component is Nixle. It streamlines the public notification
process providing information to the community by text message, email, voice calls, social
media, and also includes a component for citizens to report anonymous tips. Nixle includes an
emergency notification system allowing the police department emergency dispatch to initiate
a voice message broadcast to residents or businesses based on their geographic location. Radio
San Leandro and Nixle are both controlled by the City of San Leandro Police Department
emergency dispatch. The final component is cable television Comcast Channel 15 and U-verse
Channel 99. Channel 15 and 99 air a variety of programming, but can also deliver emergency
information as needed. Channel 15 and 99 are controlled by the City’s Public Information
Office.
Dispatch information gathering
The following list of questions shall be asked by the dispatchers of parties reporting hazardous
materials incidents:
•What is the nature of the incident?
•What is the location of the incident?
•Are there any victims? If yes:
-Are they trapped?
-Are they exposed to product?
-Are they accounted for?
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-Are they conscious?
-Where are they?
•What is the type of hazardous material involved?
•What is the quantity involved? Total amount present AND amount released.
•What is the extent of contamination of the area?
•Is there a responsible party on scene?
•Request the reporting party to meet the engine upon arrival and to specify where they will
be.
Documentation
The following documents are completed for any hazardous material incident involving Level
B or Level A entry. Attachment 10E contains these forms. Copies of the forms are included
on the hazardous material response clipboards.
•
•
•
•

Decontamination plan
Site access plan
Entry team action plan
Site Safety Plan

Additional Reference Materials and Worksheets
Copies of the documents are included on the hazardous material response clipboards. The
Incident Commander shall ensure they are used as applicable to each incident.
•Notification Matrix
•Phone Number List
•Cost Recovery Worksheets and Accessing Clean-Up Contractor's check sheet
•Hazardous Material Incident Cost Recovery Checklist
•DTSC memo regarding the State Emergency Reserve Account

Turning over Responsibility for Site Control after Life-Safety Issues Have Been Removed
ACFD is responsible for stabilizing and securing the scene to protect life-safety, property and
the environment from acute releases and threatened releases.
When a scene is under control and the threat to life-safety, property and the environment has
ended, ACFD may terminate on-scene involvement. One of the following criteria must be met
before ACFD may clear the scene:
•All hazardous materials are removed from the scene and/or are contained in their normal
containers under normal conditions.
•All hazardous materials are in a secured location and in a stable, known condition under
the control of either the owner or another regulatory agency.
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•All environmental issues (such as spills to creek, etc.) are under control. Input from the
Public Works Director may be needed to make this evaluation.
If the second situation described above is involved, the Incident Commander documents the
name, company/agency, phone number and title of the person to whom responsibility for
oversight was turned. See the IC Checklist for method of documentation.
If State Emergency Reserve Account (ERA) or other state or federal funding is being used,
then the appropriate paperwork must be filled out, which includes filling out the City’s
emergency hazmat clean-up log.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section XI: Post Incident Analysis and Follow Up

The Area Plan must accurately reflect actual available resources and procedures. The most
effective means is to require rigorous post-incident and post-drill analysis with effective followup methodologies. ACFD established a policy to notify appropriate personnel of any hazardous
materials incident response for quality control, record keeping, and cost recovery purposes. This
is attached as Attachment 11A.
A post-incident analysis is conducted for all significant incidents. As soon as possible after an
emergency involving Level A or B entry, a structured analysis of the event shall occur. Effort
shall be made to involve as many individuals and agencies as participated in the event. The
Training Division, assisted by the Incident Commander, shall chair these analyses. The Incident
Commander shall solicit detailed comments from each participating agency. Each agency shall
solicit and summarize comments from its participants.
The Training Division shall compile a comments summary. The comments shall either validate
and reinforce all appropriate sections of the working Area Plan or shall indicate necessary
modifications to the document. The summary shall be given to the Deputy Chief of Operations
and the Public Works Director.
City departments affected by the change must approve any modifications. The changes are to be
given to the Public Works Director, who is responsible for modifying the Area Plan and
distributing any modifications.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section XII: Incident Investigation

In all incidents, ACFD personnel attempt to determine who is responsible for the occurrence of
the incident, to document that responsibility, and to determine whether or not a violation of State,
Federal, or local law exists. This is done for purposes of both law enforcement and cost recovery,
either by the ACFD, City of San Leandro, other agencies, or injured parties.
ACFD's incident investigation program utilizes a team approach--the police department provides
expertise in handling the crime scene, while the ES provides expertise in hazardous materials
regulations and handling.
In cases where an incident occurs that might involve an environmental crime, the Public Works
Director will contact the District Attorney’s office to request assistance from the District Attorney
Investigator and Alameda County Environmental Task Force in developing a case.
To the extent allowed by the incident, emergency response actions will be coordinated with the
police to ensure evidence is not lost or damaged. In no case shall human life, safety, property, or
the environment be endangered in order to preserve evidence.
Attachment 12A contains the Chain of Custody Form used to track samples. Attachment 12B
contains a sampling procedure.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section XIII: Media Interface

The media often covers hazardous materials incidents. It is the policy of the City of San Leandro
to cooperate with the media to the greatest extent possible. The Incident Commander will call a
Public Information Officer as a part of implementation of the Incident Command System structure.
State law addresses the rights of the media at emergency scenes:
Penal Code - Public Peace
§409.5 Authority of peace officers to close disaster area; unauthorized entry;
exception
(a) Whenever a menace to public health or safety is created by a calamity such as
flood, storm, fire, earthquake, explosion, accident or other disaster, officers of
the California Highway Patrol, California State Police, police departments,
marshal's office or sheriff's office, any officer or employee of the Department of
Forestry designated a peace officer, and any officer or employee of the
Department of Parks and Recreation designated a peace officer, may close the
area where the menace exists for the duration thereof by means of ropes,
markers, or guards to any and all persons not authorized by such officer to enter
or remain within the closed area.
(b) Officers of the California Highway Patrol, California State Police, police
departments, marshal's office or sheriff's office, any officer or employee of the
Department of Forestry designated as peace officers may close the immediate
area surrounding any emergency field command post or any other command post
activated for the purpose of abating any calamity or any riot or other civil
disturbance to any and all unauthorized persons whether or not such field
company post or other command post is located near to the actual calamity or
riot or other civil disturbance.
(c) Any unauthorized person who willfully and knowingly enters an area closed
pursuant to subdivision (a) or (b) and who willfully remains within such areas
after receiving notice to evacuate or leave shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
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(d) Nothing in this section shall prevent a duly authorized representative of any
news service, newspaper, radio or television station or network from entering the
areas closed pursuant to this section.
This sections means that the media cannot be excluded from any area simply because the area is
involved in an emergency. However, several conditions apply to the media's right of access.
1. Penal Code §148 prohibits anyone, including the media, from obstructing an officer in
the performance of his/her duty. For example, in the Southern California fires, media
vehicles were prohibited from using narrow roads needed for emergency vehicle access,
but individuals were allowed in.
2. The media and their equipment are subject to the same decontamination procedures as
the entry team. (If the owner so desires and the equipment is not obviously ruined,
equipment may be bagged and retained to allow the owner to arrange for tests and clean
up to salvage the equipment).
3. Penal Code §602.8 regarding property rights states no one, including the media, have to
be given access to private buildings or private property that is fenced, posted, or is a
cultivated field unless the property owner has given permission.
4. The individuals at the scene must be able to document their employment by a news
agency.
5. §91.137 of the Federal Aviation Regulations regarding no-fly zones provides an
exception, which says that the press (with proper credentials) can fly in a no-fly zone.
However, they must file a flight plan and air controllers will give them a specific altitude
at which to fly.
6. If the event is legitimately considered a crime scene, then the area may be closed for the
protection of evidence.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section XIV: Baseline Medical Monitoring

ACFD has the following baseline medical monitoring program in place for individuals trained to
the Hazardous Materials Technician or Specialist level. The Deputy Chief of Operations is
responsible for the program, which consists of the following elements:
A medical file is created for each Technician/Specialist that contains medical examination
results and exposure records.
Each Technician/Specialist is given a baseline medical examination at the time the
Technician/Specialist level training is completed and again when removed from the list of
active Technicians/Specialists.
Pre- and post-assessment medical examinations include, at a minimum, the following:
General liver function
General kidney function
Blood-forming function
Pulmonary function
Work and exposure history
Annual medical examinations are conducted on all suppression personnel that include the
following tests:
Blood SMAC 20, blood count, and blood lipid screen
Strength and endurance test
Flexibility test
Joint mobility test
Pulmonary function
Blood pressure, resting heart rate
If any exam reveals a possible exposure-related injury, that person will be taken off
hazardous materials Technician/Specialist response assignment while a medical follow-up
is conducted. Reassignment to hazardous materials response is only approved upon the
written consent of a qualified physician.
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A physician experienced in occupational medicine oversees the medical examination. This
physician has approved this medical monitoring program.
In addition, ACFD has a policy on Fire and Hazardous Materials Exposure Tracking
(Policy 34.500) that provides a procedure to track occupational-related medical disorders
related to exposure. This is attached as Attachment 13A.
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AREA PLAN
Section XV: Clandestine Drug Labs,
Pesticide Drift, Terrorism

Clandestine Drug Labs
Clandestine Drug Labs (Clan Labs) have become a widespread problem throughout much of the
United States. The majority of Clan Labs are for the illegal manufacture of methamphetamine,
but production of other types of illegal drugs or chemical precursors is possible. Clan Labs can be
found anywhere and in any type of structure. Likely first responders are law enforcement,
followed by ACFD, legal forensic teams, and licensed hazardous waste haulers. Funding and
procedures for the gross removal and decontamination of the site are covered in Attachment 6B.
Once the chemicals have been removed, the property may still be contaminated. At this point,
Alameda County Department of Environmental Health (DEH) is called to the site to determine if
the property is contaminated. If the property is contaminated, DEH oversees the remediation of
the site so that it is safe for general use. DEH’s policies and protocols are included as Attachment
14A.
Pesticide Drift Protocols
The Pesticide Drift Exposure Response Act, SB 391 (Florez), ensures that people who are
exposed to pesticide drift receive immediate and proper treatment. SB 391 also provides for
reimbursement for medical bills incurred from exposure. The law only applies to incidents in
which pesticides were used during the production of agricultural commodities, and the medical
payment requirements do not apply to employees working for the agricultural company.
SB 391 requires the following:
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•

Makes any person whose violation of the laws related to pesticide application that results
in illness or injury, responsible for the medical costs and care from acute injuries of the
exposed individual.

•

Requires that any person who violates the law submit a written plan for how they will
reimburse individuals to the Director of the Department of Pesticide Regulation within 30
days.

•

Requires the California Environmental Protection Agency to establish minimum standard
protocols for pesticide application and to incorporate a pesticide drift component in their
area plans.
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Currently, the City of San Leandro is a built-out city with no remaining commercial agriculture.
Due to little or no remaining arable land, future agriculture within San Leandro is unlikely. As
such, the pesticide drift protocols mandated in SB 391 do not currently apply and there is little
likelihood that people within San Leandro could become ill or injured due to a commercial
pesticide drift incident. Nonetheless, the City of San Leandro Environmental Services along with
other City divisions will continue to monitor new businesses coming into the City and existing
businesses that have business activity changes that would necessitate SB 391 pesticide drift
protocols. Should such a business locate within San Leandro or an existing business commence
such activity, a specific plan for that business that addresses all requirements of SB 391 will be
implemented. The plan will be specific for that industry and its location, which hospitals would
be used, how those hospitals would be notified, and the specific pesticides used. The plan will
also guarantee that communication with all residents in all required languages is possible including
using City staff and/or the AT&T Language Line Services (888-855-0811) for translation service.
Alerting the public would also be done via the Nixle system (see Attachment 7B). Before ES
approves the plan, ES will also consult with the Alameda County Agriculture Commissioner to
ensure that the plan meets all requirements including medical attention and compensation of
victims (see Attachment 14B).
Terrorism Hazardous Material Incidents
The likely first responder to a hazardous materials/weapons of mass destruction (WMD) terrorist
event within San Leandro would be ACFD. ACFD rotates a hazmat unit and a heavy rescue unit
between a fire station in San Leandro and a fire station in Castro Valley. ACFD also has hazmat
units stationed at the Lawrence Livermore and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories. ACFD
has the equipment, staffing (see Attachment 14D), and supplies required to be classified as Type
1 HazMat Team (see Attachment 14C for FEMA minimum capabilities). ACFD staff receives
ongoing WMD and hazardous material training to recognize and respond to a terrorist WMD event
(Attachment 8A and Attachment 10A). ACFD will treat the event as a hazardous materials
incident to save lives and property while concurrently initiating the Incident Command System
(ICS) and assuming the role as Incident Commander (IC) until properly relieved, and make the
necessary reports and notifications to required agencies including the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (see Attachment 3F), which will ultimately take over and manage the event as a
crime scene once the lifesaving portion of the response is completed.
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AREA PLAN
OPTIONAL - MODEL REPORTING FORM
CHECKLIST for AREA PLAN ELEMENT

ELEMENT
LOCATION

Reference: CCR, Title 19, Div 2, Chapt 4

ARTICLE 1
Section 2622 - Pesticide Drift Exposure Incident
ARTICLE 3
SECTION 2640 - Proposed Are Plan
Description of Requirements
Provisions for HMBP Integration
Pesticide Drift Incident Response Protocols
Element Information Form
Section 2642 - Emergency Response Procedures
Approach, Recognition, and Evacuation
Personnel Monitoring and Decontamination
Equipment Monitoring and Decontamination
Section 2643 - Pre-Emergency Planning
Pre-Incident Site Surveys
Planning and Coordination
Emergency Funding Access
Disposal Facility Access
Emergency Response Contractor Access
Integrated Response Management System
Section 2644 - Notification and Coordination
Notification and Coordination
Emergency Communications
Responsibility Matrix
Cal OES Notification
Section 2645 - Training
Emergency Response Personnel Training
Training Documentation
Training Exercises
Section 2646 - Public Safety and Information
Site Perimeter Security
Safety Procedure Information
Information Release Responsibility
Medical Notification
Evacuation Plans
Section 2647 - Supplies and Equipment
Listing and Description
Testing and Maintenance
Section 2648 - Incident Critique and Follow-up

Element
Not Provided,
Justification
Attached

27-28, A14B

2, 3
5, 6, 7
27-28, A14B
A1B
9, 10, 13, 18, A7E, A10A
25, 26, A10B, A10C, A13A
16, A9A, A10C
5, 6, 7
5, 6, 7
11, 12, A6C, A6B, A6D
17, A10F
17, 19, A3F
3, 4, A3A-D, A10A-B
4, 9, 13, A5B, A5D
13, 14, 18, 28, A7B
A2A, 19, 20, A3F
4, 9, A5D
6, 7, 15, A8A, 15, 17, 18, A10B
5, 6, A10E
6, 7, 15, A8A
22, 23
19, A10E, 21, 23
18, 23, 24
25, 26, A13A, 27, 28, A14B
13, A7A, A7B
16, A9A, A10A
16, A8A, A9A, 24
21, 22, A12A, A12B

a page number preceeded with an A refer to attachment, e.g., A14B is attachment 14B

April 2017

Proposed
Date for
Completion
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Alameda County Fire Department
Hazardous Materials Response Team
Areas of Responsibility

Jim Call, Deputy Chief of Operations
Dave Winnacker, Division Chief of
Special Operations

Responsible for all ACFD Operations, Divisions and represents
the department.
Chairs Special Operations section for Alameda County,
oversees all special operations teams, develops and monitors
budget, represents all special operations teams at state
regional and state levels. OAG and SOG approval, represents
Special Operation teams at PDMP.

Matthew Portteus, Captain
Special Operations Division,
Hazardous Materials Team Program
Manager

Supports Division Chief, coordinates, schedules and oversees
training. Manages involvement of teams in the county and
region training opportunities. Liaison with other county,
regional, state and federal agencies. Manages all HM team
equipment, maintenance, purchasing, electronic and technical
tools, archives all records and reports, and responds to all
Level 2 and 3 Special Operations incidents.

Jamie Foster, Captain

Responsible for maintaining all HM team PPE including suit
testing, record keeping, coordinating repairs, and cleaning.
Station 12 HM Coordinator, responsible for all HM related
items and issues.
Station 19 HM Coordinator, responsible for all HM related
items and issues.
Station 25 HM Coordinator, responsible for all HM related
items and issues.
Station 20 HM Coordinator, responsible for all HM related
items and issues.

Brian Sheehan, Captain
Mark Garcia, Captain
Dave Huang, Captain
Duncan Wylie, Captain
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AREA PLAN DISTRIBUTION LIST

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

City Manager
California Office of Emergency Services
Alameda County Fire Department
City of San Leandro Police Department, Emergency Services
City of San Leandro Public Works Department
City of San Leandro Environmental Services Section
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

Mutual Aid Response: In County

POLICY NO.
37.001

Approved By: Demetrious N. Shaffer, Interim Fire
Chief

Page 1 of 2

Reviewing Authority:
Deputy Chief of Operations

Revised Date:
07/15/13

Effective Date:
03/03/95

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish guidelines for mutual aid responses to jurisdictions within
Alameda County. The plan is implemented when resources have been
depleted to the point that, in the opinion of the fire chief or his/her designee,
additional resources are necessary to provide reasonable protection for the
jurisdiction.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of the Alameda County Fire Department to provide
mutual aid resources that have been identified as available for mutual aid
response without depleting our own jurisdictional emergency response
capabilities. It is the responsibility of all Alameda County Fire Department
personnel to be familiar with these policies and procedures.
POLICY:

The ACFD is committed to the spirit of the County and State Fire Mutual Aid
system. The following policies and procedures shall be followed with regard
to mutual aid responses.

PROCEDURE:
I. GENERAL
A. The Alameda County Fire Mutual Aid Plan provides mutual response within the county.
Response to a mutual aid request anywhere in the county is to be immediate. Resources
may be utilized to control the incident, staged as a resource near the incident, or to coverin at fire stations. Binders with the Mutual Aid Plan including Appendices shall be
maintained in the administrative office, ACRECC and each battalion or division office. The
mutual plan in its entirety will be maintained on the department intranet (G:\ADMIN\OAGSOG\30.000 - 39.999\37.001 County MA Plan folder).
B. The responding Battalion Chief will be responsible for facilitating the response of mutual
aid apparatus. The unaffected Battalion Chief(s) will be responsible for moving remaining
apparatus as may be required to balance available resources throughout the jurisdiction.
The Battalion Chief shall make the final determination as to the number and types of
apparatus to respond based on existing resource status at the time of the mutual aid
request.
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C. Resources that are already provided to the requesting agency by auto-aid or day-to-day
mutual response area agreements are considered part of the maximum commitment
under the plan and have been identified in the attached matrices.
D. Personnel responding to mutual aid requests shall have the minimum required personal
protective equipment required to perform the function in the capacity of the requested
assignment.
II. BACK FILL PROCESS
A. As a general guideline, the ACFD will commit eight (8) companies to short-term in County
mutual aid. Up to four (4) companies may be committed without backfilling. If the
Department determines that companies assigned to the mutual aid request will be
committed for an extended period of time, sufficient off-duty personnel will be recalled to
staff reserve companies.
B. The Battalion Chief, however, has the discretion of backfilling at any time as might be
required due to incident conditions and resource status.
III. HOURLY ACCRUAL
A. All hours worked while assigned to a mutual aid backfill company shall be added as
mandatory overtime hours as the response will be considered an emergency response.
B. It shall be the responsibility of the Battalion Chief, who approved the overtime of the
employees, to update telestaff for recording purposes.

Cross References: Alameda County Fire Mutual Aid Plan, OAG 80.000, 23.003, 31.000
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject: Mutual Aid Response: Out of County

POLICY NO.
37.002

Approved By: Fire Chief
Reviewing Authority:
Deputy Chief of Operations

Page 1 of 8
Effective Date:
03/01/95

Revised Date:
06/07/19

Operations Volume I
PURPOSE:

To establish guidelines for all mutual aid responses to jurisdictions outside
Alameda County.

RESPONSIBILITY:

It is the responsibility of all Alameda County Fire Department personnel to be
familiar with these policies and procedures. Out-of-county mutual aid will be
coordinated by the Operational Area Coordinator or his/her designee through
Region II in accordance with the California Master Mutual Aid Agreement.

POLICY:

The ACFD is committed to the spirit of the County and State Fire Mutual Aid
System. The following policies and procedures shall be followed with regard to
mutual aid responses. This policy shall be reviewed annually by the Wildland
Committee during the winter months (OCMA forms shall be reviewed).

PROCEDURE:
I.

RESPONSE RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

The Alameda County Fire Department is committed to providing the following mutual aid
commitment:
•
•

Two (2) OES Type III Engines
Five (5) Local Government (LG) companies (combination of resource Typing)

B.

The Deputy Chief of Operations may adjust daily response levels based on the availability
of ACFD resources.

C.

Battalion 2 shall submit the completed ACF XAL Morning Report to the Region
Coordinator (ACRECC) by 09:00 each morning.

D.

Personnel assigned to Strike Team apparatus shall be documented on the XAL ReStat
Report and posted on the ACFD OCMA Bulletin Board (located in Outlook) in the morning
each day during fire season. Battalion 2 shall post the XAL ReStat Form on the OCMA
Bulletin Board as soon as it is received. Once the report has been generated and the
crews have been listed, it is the responsibility of all on-duty personnel to check the list and
notify Battalion 2 as soon as possible should they be unavailable to respond. The list may
be modified by Battalion 2 if personnel have prescheduled time off or found his/her
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replacement prior to deployment. This may result in personnel movement to another
station prior to a deployment, in order to facilitate a response. This does not apply at time
of the response. Exemption requests made at the time of response will be denied, and the
deployment of the affected employee will be considered a continuation of shift and OTM
exemptions will not apply.
E.

Matrix of fire stations that will provide out-of-county mutual aid apparatus. If Mandatory
Assignment is required to fill positions, it will come from the stations, identified in the
matrix regardless of apparatus assignment. Rated persons with the lowest mandatory
hours within that station will be assigned to OCMA. If unable to fill from the initial station,
selection will be made from within the affected Battalion based on lowest OTM hours. For
the purpose of this OAG Battalions 2 and 4 will be considered as one battalion.
LOCAL
TYPE
I
III
VI

OES
TYPE
III

GOVERMENT
24
8
26

8235

26
18
16

9
23
6

32
30
7

8233

OAG Policy No. 37.002 - Page 2
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F.

Responses will be rotated in the following manner. The Battalion Chief may alter the
rotation based on operational needs to ensure a timely deployment: Reserve apparatus
shall only be used for Initial Attack (If a reserve apparatus is in service at an OCMA
station, the personnel from that station shall respond). BCs shall assign a replacement
apparatus.

Month
Station

Jan
24
26
9
32
17
16
29

Feb
29
24
26
9
32
17
16

Mar
16
29
24
26
9
32
17

Apr
17
16
29
24
26
9
32

May
32
17
16
29
24
26
9

Month
Station

Jan
8
18
23
30

Feb
30
8
18
23

Mar
23
30
8
18

Apr
18
23
30
8

May
8
18
23
30

Month
Station

Jan
6
7
16
26

Feb
26
6
7
16

Mar
16
26
6
7

Apr
7
16
26
6

May
6
7
16
26

Type I Rotation
June Jul
9
26
32
9
17
32
16
17
29
16
24
29
26
24
Type III Rotation
June Jul
30
23
8
30
18
8
23
18
Type VI Rotation
June Jul
26
16
6
26
7
6
16
7

Aug
24
26
9
32
17
16
29

Sep
29
24
26
9
32
17
16

Oct
16
29
24
26
9
32
17

Nov Dec
17
32
16
17
29
16
24
29
26
24
9
26
32
9

Aug
18
23
30
8

Sep
8
18
23
30

Oct
30
8
18
23

Nov Dec
23
18
30
23
8
30
18
8

Aug
7
16
26
6

Sep
6
7
16
26

Oct
26
6
7
16

Nov Dec
16
7
26
16
6
26
7
6

G.

Battalion 2 will be the OCMA Coordinator and will establish seven (7) designated OCMA
crews in the morning each day of the tour. Battalion 2 will utilize the Telestaff OCMA Pick
List to create the designated OCMA crews on the morning each day of the tour.
Mandatory deployment of personnel will come from the station providing the apparatus.
Battalion 2 will prepare in advance by selecting the correct apparatus and notifying the
appropriate personnel as soon as possible. If Battalion 2 is not available, another OnDuty Battalion Chief will create the list.

H.

If the Department knows a response is imminent, the Battalion Chiefs should move the
appropriate personnel into position to respond. If the Department has early notification
and there is adequate time, the BC may send out a group notification to off duty personnel
to fill any vacant positions.

I.

The Station 25 Captains, with assistance from their crews, will be responsible for
developing the designated OCMA crews for each respective shift. The finalized OCMA
crews shall be posted on the OCMA Bulletin Board.

OAG Policy No. 37.002 - Page 3
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II.

J.

Personnel wishing to respond on OCMA assignments should sign up in Telestaff by
selecting OCMA on their calendar for all available work or off duty days. Personnel will
maintain their position on the OCMA Pick List as long as the OCMA tab is selected in
Telestaff. Personnel who are unavailable, must assure that the OCMA tab is not selected.
It is the employee’s responsibility to assure their Telestaff calendar is correct.

K.

If an insufficient number of personnel have not signed up on the OCMA Pick List or
available personnel cannot get to the rendezvous location in a timely manner, the
Battalion Chief shall mandate the appropriate ranked / qualified person with the lowest
mandatory hours within the station and /or battalion for the 4th person that is providing the
response apparatus.

L.

Battalion Chiefs will coordinate the movement of personnel to the Strike Team
Rendezvous location. The selected apparatus may travel to stations and exchange
personnel or may be directed to the rendezvous location to complete the personnel
exchange. If unable to fill the vacancy from the OCMA Pick List, the BC will fill vacancies
with mandatory assignments.

M.

The Battalion Chief may modify the crew assignments to meet response time
requirements or operational need.

LEVELS OF RESPONSE
A.

Initial Attack: Response is immediate (treated like a 911 call); on-duty crew responds
directly to the incident or staging location. In these situations, a 3-person crew may
respond if there are any delays with assembling a 4-person crew. Reserve apparatus can
be utilized for response and no “Engine Boss” is required.

B.

Immediate Need: 30 minutes, from the time of request, to have an apparatus staffed
with 4 personnel to the Rendezvous Point. All apparatus should assemble and travel in
strike team formation.

C.

Planned Need: 1 hour, from the time of request, to have an apparatus staffed with 4
personnel en route to the Rendezvous Point. All apparatus shall assemble and travel in
strike team formation. Any Mandatory Overtime assignments will be filled from within the
affected battalion based on the lowest OTM hour list in Telestaff. For the purpose of this
OAG Battalions 2 and 4 will be considered as one battalion.

D.

Relief Crew: Department will have a designated reporting time and location in advance of
the deployment. The BC should send out a group notification to all off duty personnel to fill
any vacant positions. Any Mandatory Overtime assignments will be filled from the
mandatory overtime list in Telestaff. Relief personnel must be identified 72 hours in
advance in accordance with OES Guidelines.

E.

Pre-Position Strike Teams will be filled in a similar manner as Section II.C. The clock for
strike team requests does not begin until Battalion 2 has received official notification of
deployment (ROSS Orders) from ACRECC.
OAG Policy No. 37.002 - Page 4
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III.

LIST OF VOLUNTEERS
A.

The Department shall establish a Master Mutual Aid Availability list in Telestaff. The list
shall be sorted by last deployment, followed by seniority.

B.

The Union Executive Board will provide an updated list to the Operations Chief by January
31 of each year and maintain the list throughout the year.

C.

The first list will have personnel listed by Department seniority. An individual will move to
the bottom of the list after each deployment (regardless of duration). Thereafter, the
Master List will be updated with personnel shown by list seniority, with new people added
by Department seniority to the bottom of the list. Personnel who refuse an OCMA
assignment will be placed on the bottom of the list.

D.

For Relief Crews, the Battalion Chief will use the Master OCMA Pick List. The Daily List
will be used for Immediate Need and Planned Need responses. If an employee is listed
on OCMA Pick List and refuses a response assignment, he/she will be mandated to the
strike team assignment.

E.

For Initial Attack, Immediate and Planned Need responses from a single company (3
person) station, the fourth person will be selected based on the OCMA Pick List and the
individual’s proximity to the responding apparatus. The BC will assign the fourth
person/qualified individual using the Telestaff Shift OTM List with in the Battalion (sort by
“on duty”).

F.

The OTM List will be used for sorting purposes only. For the purpose of this OAG
Battalions 2 and 4 will be considered as one battalion.

G.

Accessing the Mutual Aid List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Double click on Microsoft Outlook.
Click on Official Bulletin Board in the Outlook Bar.
Double click on the files titled Mutual Aid List or OCMA List.
When the file comes up, click on Read Only. (You may have to do this twice.)
Select your platoon from the file tabs located on the bottom of the page.
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IV.

V.

DESIGNATION OF PERSONNEL
A.

Local Government mutual aid commitment for a Type I strike team will be four (4)
personnel (1 Captain, 1 Engineer/upgrade, and 2 Firefighters). Qualified personnel may
be upgraded to fill vacancies. One crew member must be qualified as a Paramedic.
During an “Initial Attack” assignment, three (3) personnel may respond per apparatus. All
PPE is required.

B.

Local Government and OES mutual aid commitment for a Type III strike team will consist
of four (4) personnel (1 Captain, 1 Engineer, and 2 Firefighters). One crew member must
be qualified as an Engine Boss. One crew member must be a rated Engineer. One crew
member must be qualified as a Paramedic. During an “Initial Attack” assignment, three
(3) personnel may respond per apparatus. All PPE is required.

C.

Type VI strike teams will consist of three (3) personnel (1 Captain, 1 Engineer/upgrade,
and 1 Firefighter). One crew member must be qualified as a Paramedic. Qualified
personnel may be upgraded to fill vacancies. Structural PPE is not required. Due to
space limitations, an ALS Fireline medic kit may be used in place of full ALS compliment.

D.

No probationary personnel on their 90-day ACO assignment will be allowed to respond on
an OCMA with the exception of Initial Attack. During an Initial Attack Request, a 90-day
member will be allowed to respond.

E.

The ACF Strike Team Leader (STL) will be assigned a Strike Team Leader Trainee. If no
Trainee is available, the STL will utilize a qualified Captain or Chief Officer to respond with
him/her as an aid.

F.

The ACFD shall send a minimum of one (1) Paramedic with each responding company.
Additional paramedics may be assigned to mutual aid companies as long as it does not
affect operational needs.

PREPAREDNESS OF PERSONNEL / EQUIPMENT
A.

The Company Officer is responsible to assure that all equipment and the apparatus are
kept in a state of readiness for OCMA responses.

B.

The Company Officer may remove non-essential equipment (i.e., RIC equipment, Hurst
tool, ballistic equipment) required for the response to make room for additional OCMA
equipment.

C.

All personnel shall be prepared at all times to respond on an Out-of-County Mutual Aid
event whether they are on the out-of-county volunteer list or not.

D.

All personnel shall have an OCMA bag packed and ready for a 14-day deployment. The
bag should contain extra uniform clothing, underwear, toiletries, medications and money.
All personal gear must travel in enclosed cabs or compartments. Nothing is to be secured
externally on the apparatus.
OAG Policy No. 37.002 - Page 6
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E.

The Department will attempt to relieve local government crews after seven days of
deployment. However, the deployment could extend one or two days based on the
incident location, the crews work rotation and incident needs. Personnel assigned to an
incident may request to extend their assignment.

F.

Personnel assigned to an OES Engine could be deployed as long as 14 days and may
have an option of 21 days, before a crew rotation occurs.

G.

Following a rest period at the incident and after demobilization from the incident, strike
team personnel return to work timetables are as follows:
1. Returning strike team personnel (scheduled shift is on duty). When the strike team
returns before 2200 hours, personnel will remain on duty the remainder of their
scheduled shift. When the strike team returns after 2200 hours, personnel will be given
the remainder of the shift off and granted a 10 hour rest period.
2. Returning strike team personnel (scheduled shift is off duty) scheduled to work the
next day. When the strike team returns before 2200 hours, personnel shall report to
duty @ 0800 hours the following day. When the strike team returns after 2200 hours,
personnel shall be granted a 10- hour rest period before reporting to work.

VI.

H.

Strike team personnel that are being rotated home without a rest period at the incident will
be granted a 12-hour rest period upon returning to Alameda County. This will not apply if
a relief driver is provided.

I.

Returning “on-duty personnel” may utilize vacation or compensatory time to take the
remainder of their tour. This leave will be granted even if above maximum vacation
vacancies allowed.

J.

Returning strike team personnel will be exempt from mandatory overtime for the first two
off-duty shifts (48 hours) following their return.

K.

No driver shall drive more than 10 hours (behind the wheel) during travel to and from
incident. Multiple drivers in a single vehicle may drive. A driver shall drive only if they
have had at least eight (8) consecutive hours of rest. Exception: When it is essential to
address or accomplish immediate and critical objectives including firefighter or public
safety issues.

CODE OF CONDUCT
A.

Company Officers shall maintain an ICS 214 Form listing daily activities and significant
events.

B.

Class B uniforms shall be worn while traveling, while in towns or cities, at meals and
while attending meetings or briefings. The Strike Team Leader shall have discretion to
dictate variances based on circumstances.
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VII.

C.

OCMA responses are reimbursed portal to portal assignments. All personnel are
considered on duty during the entire deployment (including rest periods). All Department
Rules/Regulations apply while on OCMA assignments (24/7). See Attachment A:
Alameda County Fire Mutual Aid Plan Appendix R -- Code of Conduct.

D.

Under no circumstances will gambling or the consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs be
tolerated.

E.

Any conduct violations will be subject to the disciplinary process upon return from the
assignment.

F.

Upon return, out-of-county assigned personnel shall return the apparatus and
equipment to an in-service status including cleaning and inventorying apparatus. The
Company Officer shall notify the Battalion Chief and turn in the completed F42 Form,
credit card receipts and narcotics. All “cache” equipment shall be returned to its original
location before being released from duty.

G.

Any equipment damaged or missing during the deployment shall be reported to the
Battalion Chief. Completed F42 and 225 Forms shall be forwarded to the Deputy Chief.
The Company Officer shall complete the ACFD After Action Strike Team Form (see
Attachment B) that is sent to Deputy Chief of Operations (original) and the Wildland
Committee (copy) within one week of return from deployment.

STRIKE TEAM LEADER RESPONSIBILITY
A.

Strike Team Leader assignments will be filled on a rotational order, based on
deployments. On-Duty Battalion Chiefs will have first priority. Battalion 2 will maintain the
rotational list. The BC responsible for completing the “Morning Report” will refer to the
rotational list to ascertain which BC is next up.

B.

The Strike Team Leader shall send unit logs (ICS-214), reimbursement forms (F42 or FC30), credit card expenditure report and workers compensation paperwork to the Deputy
Chief of Operations within 72 hours of returning. The Strike Team Leader should
complete an ACFD After Action Strike Team Form (see Attachment B) and send to
Deputy Chief (original) and the Wildland Committee (copy).

VIII. HOURLY ACCRUAL
A.

All hours worked while assigned to a mutual aid incident that are worked as overtime or
mandatory overtime because of off-duty status shall be added as overtime hours worked
in the appropriate box (i.e., long hours box or short hours box) via TeleStaff.

Attachments:
Attachment A: ACFD After Action Strike Team Form
Attachment B: Alameda County Fire Mutual Aid Plan Appendix R – Code of Conduct
Cross References: Alameda County Mutual Aid Plan, 15.000, 20.000, 20.003, 23.003, 26.001, 31.000,
32.023, 37.006, 80.000 and 81.002
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

Mutual Response Area (MRA)
Oakland/San Leandro

POLICY NO.
37.003
Page 1 of 4

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief
Reviewing Authority:
Deputy Chief/Operations

Effective Date:
02/01/97

Revised Date:
05/15/05

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

This policy sets forth plans for coordinated response to fire threats in
areas of San Leandro and Oakland designated as Mutual Response
Areas (MRAs) herein.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all personnel in the Alameda County Fire
Department to be familiar with the following procedures relating to
providing or receiving assistance in a Mutual Response Area (MRA).
POLICY:

The Alameda County Fire Department will adopt the following
procedures regarding MRA with the Oakland Fire Department.

PROCEDURE:

The response plans as described below shall go into effect each "Fire
Season" as declared jointly by the Alameda County and Oakland Fire
Chiefs, or when jointly declared by the Alameda County/Oakland Fire
Chiefs based on critical fire weather conditions.

I. SCOPE
The response plans described in this Policy shall apply to the MRAs currently known
as, and described on the maps attached, and made a part hereof and as described as
follows:
A.

Oakland MRA
The area bounded by Foothill Boulevard on the west; 106th Avenue and
Malcolm Avenue on the north; Golf Links Road (and Chabot Golf Course) on the
east to Lake Chabot; on the south by the Oakland City line (along San Leandro
Creek).

B.

San Leandro MRA
All areas within the boundaries of the City of San Leandro; east of I-580 to
Benedict Drive on the south; to the San Leandro City line; to Lake Chabot and
San Leandro Creek.
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C.

Response Into Oakland MRA
The Alameda County Fire Department shall respond to any fire reported in the
Oakland MRA by dispatching a first-alarm assignment directly to the incident. If
the fire is reported to ALCO, the ACFD shall respond immediately, without
awaiting a request from Oakland, and shall simultaneously notify the Oakland
Fire Department. If the fire is reported to Oakland, the ACFD shall respond
immediately upon notification from the Oakland Fire Department.

D.

Response Into San Leandro MRA
The Oakland Fire Department shall respond to any fire reported in the San
Leandro MRA by dispatching two engine companies, one truck company, and a
chief officer directly to the incident. If the fire is reported to Oakland, the
Oakland Fire Department shall respond immediately without awaiting a request
from San Leandro, and shall simultaneously notify the ACFD. If the fire is
reported to San Leandro, the Oakland Fire Department shall respond
immediately upon notification from the ACFD.

E.

Staging Areas
Oakland units responding into the San Leandro MRA shall be prepared to stage
at Dutton and Middleton. Alameda County units responding into the Oakland
MRA shall be prepared to stage at Foothill Square (106th and Foothill).

F.

Response To Calls Outside Of The MRAs
If either San Leandro or Oakland receives a notice of a fire within the other city's
borders, but outside the MRAs established in this Agreement, the city receiving
the report shall immediately notify the other city's fire department of the fire.

G.

Advisory On Single Unit Responses Within MRAs
For all single unit dispatches within the MRA (auto fire, EMS utility, etc.), the city
receiving the report shall immediately notify the other city's fire department of
the fire.

H.

Inability To Respond
In the event that the city, which is to provide aid in the other city's jurisdiction is
unable to dispatch, in whole or in part, an agreed-upon response into an MRA as
described above, the aiding city's fire department shall immediately so notify the
jurisdictional city's fire department.

I.

Training
Joint training exercises shall be carried out periodically under the direction of
the Fire Chiefs for the purpose of maintaining efficient interdepartmental
coordination. Training shall include a review of this MRA Agreement by all fire
department personnel and at least one drill in each MRA every spring prior to
fire season. The drill shall include an actual response and deployment into each
MRA to evaluate, but not be limited to, the following: response, staging, radio
OAG Policy No. 37-003 - Page 2
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procedures, command structure, and coordination of resources. Each drill shall
be followed by a critique and a written report by the Incident Commander, which
shall be issued to each Fire Chief.
J.

Command Protocols
It is understood and agreed that the principles and protocols of the Incident
Command System (ICS), the standard organization system for fire operations
adopted by the National Fire Academy of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, shall be followed by both cities' fire departments in all aspects of fire
response, including, but not limited to, the establishment of command, passing
of command, staging of units, and utilization of resources. The primary goal is
for all responding units to operate under a single command structure.
It is agreed that the jurisdictional department shall assume responsibility for the
overall situation and release the resources of the aiding department from the
incident as soon as practical.

K.

Station Coverage
Units from either city not assigned to an incident may be requested to provide
station coverage to the other jurisdiction.

L.

Documentation
The jurisdictional department shall be responsible for obtaining information and
completing incident reports. The senior command officer from the aiding
department shall submit an after-action report detailing all activities taken by the
units from that department.
All reports shall be shared between the
departments.
Radio Plan For MRA Responses
The radio plan for all responses into either city's MRAs shall be for all
responding units to monitor and use Alameda County Mutual Aid VHF Tac 4,
154.070 (channel 4 on VHF radios). This will allow us to communicate with
ALCO Dispatch, OFD Dispatch, each other, and OFD units assigned to the call.

M.

In the event that an incident expands beyond the capabilities of both the
jurisdictional and aiding department, and additional mutual aide is requested,
fire fighting units may be directed to use alternate frequencies such as State
White #2, or #3, in order to keep Fire White #1 available for dispatching, and
responding strike teams, divisions, branches, etc.

OAG Policy No. 37-003 - Page 3
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It is understood that this radio plan shall be periodically evaluated as the radio
capabilities of both Oakland and Alameda County Fire Departments are
upgraded. The intent is to follow as closely as possible the guidelines as
established by the California Office of Emergency Services (OES) regarding the
use of the Fire White Radio procedures, as described in OES Operations Bulletin
No. 28 issued in 1983 and adopted by the California Fire Chiefs Association.
Also see “Fire Chiefs’ Association of Alameda County Radio Frequency Program
for Mutual Aid.”
Attachment: Maps

Cross References:
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject: Automatic Aid Agreement with San Ramon
Valley Fire Protection District
Approved By: Fire Chief
Reviewing Authority:
Deputy Chief of Operations

POLICY NO.
37.004
Page 1 of 2

Effective Date:
11/08/00

Revised Date:
08/15/17

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

This agreement provides a standard for optimum coverage to areas served
by both the SRVFPD and ACFD. Replaces: Memo 98-046.1165, dated July

16, 1998

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all personnel to be familiar with this policy.
POLICY:

It is our policy to provide auto aid to the San Ramon Valley Fire Protection
District (SRVFPD) with Alameda County Fire Department (ACFD) resources
when requested to respond or if we are dispatched into their jurisdiction. The
same auto aid will also be provided by SRVFPD to the ACFD if requested or if
they are dispatched into our area due to working incident(s) in our
jurisdiction.

PROCEDURE:
I.

GENERAL
A. These procedures are general guidelines and may be altered at the Incident
Commander’s discretion to assure optimum protection for both jurisdictions. These
procedures are intended to cover routine day-to-day operations, and they are not
intended to change or limit existing mutual aid provisions.

II.

RESOURCE COMMITMENT
A. SRVFPD will commit two engine companies (Type I or III) as part of the ACFD alarm
assignments either as part of the alarm assignment or to cover a station in the City of
Dublin. They will also commit up to two additional companies as part of the Alameda
County Mutual Aid Plan, for a total commitment of four resources.
B. Engine 39 will provide coverage for medical responses in ACFD District 16 within the
following boundaries: south to Bonniewood Lane and Limerick Avenue and all of
Lucania Street (with the exception of Dublin High School), west to Hwy 680, north to
the County line, and east to the Iron Horse Trail. Engine 16 will respond to service calls
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in this area.
C. ACFD will provide resources for coverage or will respond as part of an alarm
assignment to SRVFPD north of Pine Valley Road to the power lines, south of
Windemere Parkway, along Dougherty Road to Bollinger Canyon, and east along
Camino Tassajara to Highland Road.
III.

AUTO-AID I680 SOUTHBOUND FROM ALCOSTA TO I580/680 Flyover
A. SRVFPD will respond SB on I680 to I580 and will cover the Flyover section. ACFD and
an Engine from LAP will respond northbound along I680 to Alcosta.
B. If Engine 39 releases Engine 16 from the call, Engine 16 will respond to Station 39 to
provide coverage and Engine 17 can return to quarters. If Engine 16 releases Engine
39, Engine 39 will return to quarters and release Engine 17 from staging.

IV.

SPECIAL REQUEST FOR STATION 39 COVERAGE FROM SRVFPD
A. When SRVFPD requests coverage for District 39 due to incident(s) within their own
jurisdiction, ACFD will provide this coverage with Engine 16 from Station 39 or with
Engine 17 at Amador Valley Boulevard and Stagecoach.

Cross References:
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CITY OF SAN LEANDRO
MEMORANDUM
DATE:

March 23, 2005

TO:

Distribution List

FROM:

Michael Bakaldin, Public Works Director

SUBJECT:

City of San Leandro Policy on Hazardous Materials Incidents

This memo serves to summarize the agreements reached during a recent meeting between Jody
Naas of the Alameda County Fire Department (ACFD), Ron May and Art Silva of the City of San
Leandro Public Works Services Department (PWSD), and Mike Bakaldin of the City of San
Leandro PWSD. The purpose of the meeting was to update the City of San Leandro's policy for the
handling of routine and emergency hazardous materials incidents.
Our discussions reinforced that the Alameda County Fire Department will be responsible for the
identification and containment of spilled materials and abandoned containers. The Environmental
Services Section (ESS) will provide technical assistance and investigate the causes and responsible
parties for the incident. In the event of a large hazardous materials spill, the PWSD will provide
absorbent material to the scene of the spill upon the request of the ACFD. PWSD personnel will
deliver the absorbent material to a safe location near the scene of the spill. The PWSD will
maintain a call out list with dispatch for after hour incidents.
When on the scene of a hazardous material spill involving small quantities of known products such
as oil, motor fuel, antifreeze, paint, or other household types of hazardous waste, the ACFD will
absorb and clean up the spilled materials. The used absorbent will be placed into 5-gallon buckets
or plastic bags and double-bagged. The ACFD will also pick up small, abandoned containers of
household hazardous waste if the containers will fit into a 5-gallon bucket or a plastic bag. These
materials will be properly identified and labeled and transported to Fire Station 12. The ACFD will
notify the PWSD Streets Section by phone or voice mail about the amount and type of hazardous
materials that need to be picked up. The PWSD will pick up these materials and transport them to
the hazardous waste storage building at the service center. The PWSD will maintain a budget for
the routine disposal of these types of wastes.

Hazardous Materials Policy Memo
March 23, 2005
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Spills or abandoned containers of oil, motor fuel, antifreeze, paint or other household types of
hazardous waste that will not readily fit onto fire apparatus will be referred to the PWSD for
abatement. The ACFD will remain on the scene until the PWSD crew arrives and assumes
responsibility. The PWSD will collect and transport the used absorbent or small containers of
household types of hazardous waste to the hazardous waste storage building at the service center. If
abandoned containers are discovered after work hours, the ACFD will make the determination
whether the containers can be secured until the next working day or will need to be removed
immediately. In the event of an illegal dump of large containers or large quantities of household
types of hazardous waste, the PWSD may request the ESS to procure an outside contractor for the
transportation and disposal of these types of hazardous waste.
The PWSD will maintain the hazardous waste storage building. The building will be secured and
properly labeled. All hazardous wastes will be logged and accumulated on-site for no more than
ninety days. The ESS will assist the PWSD in developing policies and procedures for the proper
operation, maintenance, and disposal of hazardous waste.
(Reviewed 9/15/16; no changes in policy since memo date of 3/23/05)
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Roles and Responsibilities of
Local, State, and Federal Agencies
during a Hazardous Materials Incident.
All phone numbers are “510” area code numbers unless otherwise stated

LOCAL
Alameda County Agricultural Commissioner (AG) (510) 670-5156
a. The County AG is responsible for enforcing State and Federal regulations relating to the use of
pesticides.
b. The AG will provide technical assistance on pesticide-related incidents and assist with cleanup procedures if requested by the Incident Commander (IC).
Flood Control District (510) 670-5553
In a hazardous materials emergency, the Alameda County Flood Control District may provide the
following services:
a. Provide information concerning storm drain pathways and flood control ditches for purposes of
control and containment of a spill.
b. Respond to the scene when requested by the IC to assist in damage assessment and clean-up of
flood control ditch or storm drain.
Alameda County Water District (ACWD) (510) 659-1970/667-7721 (24-hours)
The responsibilities of the ACWD at a hazardous materials incident include the following:
a. When requested by the IC, the ACWD will respond to spills which may impact the
groundwater resources in their jurisdictional area.
b. Provide technical assistance at the scene concerning migration of contaminants and the impact
on drinking water resources.
c. Conduct follow-up investigations of spilled materials if it could impact groundwater resources.
d. Issue permits for borings, drilling, or destroying groundwater wells.
Sanitary Districts
City of San Leandro Water Pollution Control Plant (510) 577-3434 (weekdays) or (510) 577-3459
afterhours
Oro Loma Sanitary District (510) 276-4700
The sanitary districts will have the following responsibilities in a hazardous materials incident:
a. When requested by the IC, they will respond to spills that enter the sanitary sewer to determine
the proper course of action regarding control and mitigation.
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b. The sanitary district may issue, upon their discretion, special discharge permits into the sanitary
sewer from clean-up of spills and pumping and extraction of groundwater.
Alameda County District Attorney’s Office Consumer and Environmental Protection Unit (510) 5699281
The Consumer and Environmental Protection Unit of the District Attorney’s Office prosecutes
environmental crime cases which occur in the City of San Leandro. All such cases should be referred
to the Deputy District Attorney at this unit for review. The DA will determine whether a
misdemeanor, felony, or civil action should be filed. The responsibilities of the District Attorney’s
office during a hazardous materials incident include:
a. Advise the IC on legal issues involving enforcement of criminal and quasi-criminal
environmental protection laws.
b. Consult and advise the IC regarding federal, state and local police agencies which may have
responsibilities for the investigation and/or enforcement of criminal and quasi-criminal
environmental protection laws.
c. Work with state and federal law enforcement officials to determine an appropriate enforcement
response.
d. Consult with the IC or other investigators regarding legal issues involved in the investigation of
environmental crimes including: evidence preservation, examination and evaluation of
evidence, and preparation of search warrants.
e. Assist in formulation and coordination of damage assessment as such assessment may relate to
the issue of restitution in criminal and quasi-criminal matters.
f. Serve on area-wide hazardous materials task force with Bay Area counties. Task force
members may be called to assist with the investigation of environmental crimes.
g. The District Attorney’s office may conduct an independent investigation to determine whether
State or local laws have been violated. They may coordinate with the Hazardous Materials
Office as the CUPA on environmental crime cases.

REGIONAL
Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) (415) 771-6000
The BAAQMD is the local air pollution control authority in the City of San Leandro. The agency
develops air quality standards, regulates facilities, evaluates air toxins, responds to emergencies and
complaints, monitors air quality and maintains an analytical laboratory. The BAAQMD may respond
to an emergency release of air contaminants that can potentially create a public nuisance or violate a
BAAQMD rule or regulation.
a. During a hazardous materials incident that may impact air quality, the BAAQMD may provide
the following:
i.
Immediate response to investigate, document and quantify emissions from the incident.
ii.
Collect and analyze field samples.
iii. Expert technical advice on hazardous air emissions.
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b. BAAQMD will investigate complaints of odors/public nuisance. The number to call is (800)
334-ODOR (6367). At least four separate complaints will validate a public nuisance. An
inspector will respond within 60 minutes of the time the complaints are made.
Poison Control Center (800) 523-2222
The Poison Control Center may assist in a hazardous materials incident in the following ways:
a. They have access to an extensive toxicology library and immediate access to expert consultants
for evaluating, assessing, and medically managing health effects from exposures associated
with hazardous material spills.
b. Provide drug identification for law enforcement.
c. They have knowledge of hospitals’ capabilities for handling hazardous materials victims.

STATE AGENCIES
California Highway Patrol (CHP) (510) 589-9028 (Castro Valley Office)
a. On all freeways and highways within the City of San Leandro, excluding highways in
incorporated cities, the CHP will serve as the IC and statewide information, assistance, and
notification coordinator and will function as the State Agency Coordinator for highway spills.
b. Should CHP assistance be requested under the authority of the Statewide Law Enforcement
Mutual Aid Plan, the CHP law enforcement functions will be carried out in cooperation with
the Operational Area Coordinator.
c. The CHP is the agency designated for radiological monitoring on State highways
d. The CHP’s functional responsibilities for on-highway hazardous materials incidents include:
i.
Evaluate and report road conditions to Cal OES and the IC.
ii.
Provide traffic control in support of evacuation and/or relocation.
iii. Reroute traffic under CHP jurisdiction in coordination with local authorities.
iv.
Assist local authorities in maintenance of law and order.
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) (510) 286-4444
a. Caltrans is responsible for planning, designing, constructing, operating, and maintaining the
State highway system. Caltrans shall be promptly notified of any hazardous materials incidents
impacting a State highway.
b. Caltrans may contain, remove, or authorize a private company to remove all materials spilled
on a State highway under authority of H&S Code, Section 91.
c. During a hazardous materials incident, Caltrans may provide the following:
i.
Assist in identification and containment of hazardous materials.
ii.
Assist the CHP with traffic control and routing requirements.
iii. Restore impacted highways and transportation facilities under its jurisdiction.
iv.
Monitor contamination as requested by Cal OES in cases where radioactive material is
involved.
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State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) (916) 341-5455 and Regional Water Quality Control
Boards (RWQCB) (510) 622-2300
a. The SWRCB and the RWQCB have broad responsibilities for the protection and improvement
of surface and ground water resources throughout the State.
b. During a hazardous materials incident, RWQCB may provide the following:
i.
Provide expert advice on the impact of the incident on water resources including the
nature of potential effects and expected timing.
ii.
Within the confines of appropriate employee safety procedures, conduct water
sampling, monitoring, analysis, and assessment functions to assist in evaluating or
mitigating the problem.
iii. Advise the State Agency Coordinator of critical water uses in the area that might be
affected by the spill so that special countermeasures can be taken.
iv.
Assist the Department of Health Services in advising critical water users of the
situation.
v.
Utilize statutory and regulatory authority to cause clean-up; impose cease and desist or
abatement orders; release available funding for appropriate functions; assess fines; and
press for recovery of costs for abatement, mitigation or contract clean-up.
State Air resources Board (ARB) (800) 363-7664
a. ARB protects and enhances the ambient air quality of the State through local and regional air
pollution control authorities.
b. If requested, ARB staff will support the BAAQMD by providing technical advice, personnel
and monitoring equipment, and testing air quality. The ARB has testing equipment to measure
the level of hazardous materials in the air.
c. Require notification, through Cal OES, on any hazardous material incident which may affect
air quality.
California Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Pesticide Regulation (CAL EPA-DPR)
(916) 445-4300
a. CAL EPA-DPR protects the public and the environment from the potential adverse effects of
pesticides. The Department provides proper and safe pesticide controls through hazard
identification, preventive planning, and regulatory controls that encourage the development and
use of reduced-risk pest control practices.
b. The agency has no identified regulatory responsibility during hazardous materials emergencies.
c. CAL EPA-DPR works in conjunction with the County Agriculture Commissioner.
d. CAL EPA-DPR physicians provide medical advice and assistance on pesticide exposures and
acts as liaison to practicing physicians regarding pesticide illness and treatment.
State Department of Industrial Relations (DIR), Division of Occupational Safety & Health
Administration (CAL-OSHA) (510) 568-8602
a. CAL-OSHA investigates accidents at industrial sites in which workers are killed or injured and
will respond to hazardous materials incidents at industrial sites.
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b. Regulations regarding worker health and safety at hazardous material incidents are contained in
8CCR §5192.
c. Evaluate the adequacy of health and safety plans designed to protect employees from exposure
to hazardous materials during hazardous material response and recovery operations.
d. During a hazardous material incident, CAL-OSHA may provide the following:
i.
Assist the IC in evaluating the health effects of hazardous materials at incidents
involving industrial sites.
ii.
Recommend personal protective measures used by clean-up personnel.
iii. Provide radiological monitoring and assessment, when requested by the California
Department of Health Services-Radiologic Health Section.
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) – Emergency Reserve Account (916) 255-6504
a. DTSC protects public health and the environment by regulating the generation, hauling, and
disposal of hazardous wastes. It is the lead agency for permitting facilities that store, treat, or
dispose of hazardous wastes.
b. During a hazardous materials incident, DTSC may provide the following:
i.
Respond to incidents involving facilities or activities where the division has permitting
or enforcement responsibility.
ii.
Provide technical advice on the safe handling of hazardous materials at the scene of an
incident.
iii. Assist the local public health personnel when the incident threatens public health.
iv.
Provide technical advice regarding the proper disposal of hazardous waste resulting
from the incident.
v.
Evaluate requests for financial assistance for emergency response.
California Department of Health Services, Infectious Disease Branch (510) 540-2566
a. The infectious Disease Branch can provide information and technical assistance on biological
and vector-borne diseases such as Hantavirus, plague, and malaria.
b. The Bioterrorism Epidemiology Section can provide epidemiologic assistance and coordination
to the local health departments during a bioterrorist event.
c. The Bioterrorism Epidemiology Section will focus on enhancing State and local health
surveillance and epidemiologic response capacity for diseases due to biological agents such as
anthrax, botulism, brucellosis, smallpox, tularemia, and viral hemorrhagic fever.
State Department of Fish and Game (DFG) (831) 649-2801 press 5
a. DFG is responsible for protecting the State’s fish, wildlife, and other natural resources and their
habitats.
b. DFG is designated as the State Agency Coordinator or lead State agency for off-highway
hazardous materials incidents that impact or threaten to impact fish, wildlife, and their habitats.
DFG will be the IC for any oil spill in marine waters.
c. The DFG-Oil Spill Prevention and Response Office administers the Fish and Wildlife Pollution
Account. DFG employees may access the account for response function through the
Department Communication Center.
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d. During a hazardous materials incident, the DFG may perform the following functions:
i.
Assume the role of IC when the incident exceeds local capabilities or when the local
agency having jurisdiction requests assistance.
ii.
Assign trained DFG staff to fill the function of the Incident Command System as
requested.
iii. Assess the impacts of the incident on fish, wildlife, or their habitats.
iv.
Act as the liaison for State and Federal agencies responding to the incident.
v.
Investigate the incident to establish criminal and civil liabilities and responsibilities.
vi.
Collect samples for evidence and transport samples to appropriate facilities.
vii.
Supervise and approve the clean-up operations of incidents impacting fish, wildlife, and
their habitats.
viii. Provide law enforcement support to local law enforcement agencies.
Office of Spill Prevention and Response (OSPR) (916) 445-0045
a. Administer the State Oil Spill Contingency Plan.
b. Establish the Administer, who is the Chief Deputy Director of the Department of Fish and
Game. Authorize the Administrator to direct prevention, removal, abatement, response,
containment, and clean-up efforts with regards to all aspects of any oil spill in the marine
waters of the State.
c. Receive immediate verbal notification for off-highway incidents and for incidents that impact
or threaten State waters.
d. Assist in the assessment of a hazardous materials incident pertaining to its impact on wildlife.
e. Provide trained personnel to staff the ICS along with other capabilities such as natural
resources dame assessment, criminal and civil investigation and technical advice on resource
recovery when requested through the 24-hour OSPR dispatch.
California Emergency Management Agency (Cal OES) (800) 852-7550
a. Cal OES is responsible for general planning, notification and coordination of all State agencies’
mutual aid response to hazardous materials incidents.
b. Cal OES is responsible for the following:
i.
Update and maintain the State of California Hazardous Materials Incident Contingency
Plan with technical input from the State Interagency Advisory Committees.
ii.
Provide guidance on the emergency response system within which CHP takes
responsibility for incidents with CHP jurisdiction.
iii. Coordinate with CHP to notify and alert State and Federal agencies regarding a
hazardous materials incident.
iv.
Provide training assistance to local jurisdictions on various tasks including the
preparation and distribution of special notices concerning unusual incidents or response
techniques.
v.
Coordinate public information and press releases with local, State, and Federal
agencies.
vi.
Coordinate State mutual aid.
c. During a hazardous materials incident where radioactive materials are involved, Cal OES,
when requested by State Department of Health Services, may provide the following:
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i.

Assist in coordinating state radiological monitoring of areas, personnel, and equipment
in support of local agencies.
ii.
Assist in assessing the radiological situation.
iii. Operate the California Warning Center.
iv.
Provide dosimeters and portable radiation detection equipment to State and local
agencies that have emergency response assignments.
d. On major hazardous materials incidents, Cal OES will furnish communication facilities as
collectively determined by the Department of Health Services, Cal OES, and the State Agency
Coordinator.
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) (510) 622-3200
a. During a hazardous materials incident, OEHHA may provide the following:
i.
Assess health effects of and characterize risk to public health and the environment form
toxic chemical releases in the environment.
ii.
Provide chemical risk characterization information.
iii. Provide information on risks to public health and threats to the environment from
hazardous substance.
iv.
Identify health effects of exposure including those that may cause discomfort, disability,
or are life-threatening.
v.
Assist responders in assessing potential exposures for decisions on sheltering-in-place,
evacuation, and re-entry.
vi.
Assist in environment fate assessment, deterring health and environmental
consequences of breakdown products, reaction products and intermediate transfers.
b. Prepare Chemical Emergency Response Fact Sheets that relate airborne levels of toxicants to
categories of risk, such as the protective-action level, life-threatening-effect level, and safecommunity-re-entry level.
c. OEHHA scientist may be contacted at any time to assist responding agencies.
California National Guard, 549th Combat Engineer Battalion (916) 799-9525
a. Assistance from the California National Guard may be available for very large or slow
developing hazardous materials incidents where a State of Emergency has been declared.
b. During a hazardous materials incident, to the extent that military capabilities are not
compromised, and as directed by the Governor, the California National Guard may provide the
following:
i.
Assist in the evacuation of threatened areas.
ii.
Provide assistance to civil law enforcement operations, including access control of
restricted or evacuated areas.
iii. Assist in caring for people from evacuated areas by operating field kitchens, providing
shelter, and feeding operations at available Military Department facilities, and assisting
the American National Red Cross and local welfare agencies.
iv.
Provide medical assistance.
v.
Assist in the clearance of rubble and debris.
vi.
Provide assistance in communications.
vii.
Provide air and surface transportation of authorized personnel, equipment, and supplies.
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viii.

Provide technical advice and resources for the handling and disposing of explosives.

95th Civil Support Team (CST) (Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) (510) 780-0683
a. During a local or regional terrorism event, the CST can augment local resources with special
capability as the first military responder. The team integrates with the ICS system in support of
the local IC.
b. The CST will:
i.
Assess a suspected nuclear, biological, chemical, or radiological event in support of the
local IC.
ii.
Advise civilian responders regarding appropriate response actions.
iii. Assist in expediting the arrival of additional State and Federal assets to help save lives,
prevent human suffering, and mitigate great property damage.
c. The CST can provide rapid confirmatory analysis of chemical or radiological hazards and
presumptive identification of biological agents at a WMD event.
Emergency Medical Services Authority (EMSA) (916) 322-4336
a. During a hazardous materials incident, EMSA will work in conjunction with the affected
medical associations to develop general guidelines for the triage and handling of
contaminated/exposed patients.
b. EMSA promotes emergency response medical personnel training in the techniques relating to
handling contaminated patients and limiting the spread of contamination within medical
facilities.
c. EMSA incorporates contingency planning for hazardous material incidents in future revisions
of the basic State Disaster Medical/Health Response Plan.
State Department of Health Services – Radiologic Health Section (DHS-RHS) (916) 391-7716
a. DHS-RHS licenses and controls all radioactive materials in California, excluding nuclear
power plant operations, Department of Defense materials, Federal Department of energy
sponsored functions, and Federal agencies regulated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
b. During a hazardous materials incident involving radioactive materials, DHS-RHS may provide
the following:
i.
Evaluate the incident to determine the appropriate response necessary to protect human
health and the environment.
ii.
Provide technical assistance to local agencies, licensees and others.
iii. Support field response and coordinates with local, State, and Federal agencies.
iv.
Monitor functions to ensure the appropriate mitigative actions are taken to limit the
exposure of the public and emergency service personnel.
v.
Provide information to the public and others regarding the technical details of the
incident.
vi.
Investigate the cause of the incident.
vii.
Supervise and oversee clean-up functions to ensure that involved facilities and public
property are returned to a safe condition.
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California State Fire Marshal (CSFM) (916) 568-3800
a. CSFM enforces State and Federal underground pipeline standards, investigates pipeline
failures, and is the lead State agency for hazardous liquid pipeline incidents.
b. During a hazardous materials incident, CSFM may provide the following:
i.
Technical assistance on fire and life safety.
ii.
Cooperate with other agencies to provide support for communications and laws/code
enforcement.
iii. Operate as a knowledgeable and experienced member of the Incident Command
System.
iv.
Investigate all fires in State-owned or occupied buildings and, upon request, assist local
agency jurisdictions with their fire investigations.

FEDERAL AGENCIES
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), Marine safety Office, San Francisco (415) 399-3547
a. The USCG operates the National Response Center and operates the Pacific Strike Team that is
available to assist local agencies in handling major hazardous materials incidents. The Pacific
Strike Team maintains substantial capability to contain and clean up polluting substances in
water and on shores within their jurisdiction.
b. During a hazardous materials incident that impacts offshore and tidal inland waterways known
as the Coastal Zone, the USCG may provide the following:
i.
Respond to the incident to provide timely and effective response actions when requested
by the IC.
ii.
Assume the role of the Federal On-Scene Coordinator.
iii. Activate the Federal response system for support and assistance as needed.
c. The USCG is the point of contact for reporting all discharges and hazardous materials releases
(800-424-8802) above reportable quantities (40 CFR 117.3).
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA) (415) 947-8000
a. The US-EPA Office of Emergency Response is available to assist local agencies in handling
major hazardous materials incidents. The Office may be contacted through the National
Response Center at (800) 424-8802.
b. During a hazardous materials incident that impacts the inland zones, the US-EPA Office of
Emergency Response may provide the following:
i.
Respond to the incident to provide timely and effective response actions when requested
by the IC.
ii.
Assume the role of Federal On-Scene Coordinator.
iii. Activate the Federal response system for support and assistance as needed.
iv.
Provide technical assistance on hazardous materials and oil spills.
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Department of Energy (DOE) (202) 586-5000
DOE has both the responsibility and the capability to provide technical assistance in handling incidents
involving radioactive materials (including special nuclear materials). At the State Department of
Health Services – Radiological Health Section’s request and according to the Interagency Radiological
Assistance Plan, DOE can provide technical assistance to local and state agencies.
Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) (415) 553-7400
The FBI must be notified if there is suspected criminal activity in a weapon of mass destruction
(WMD) or terrorist event. The FBI will:
a. Respond to the Scene when requested by the IC to provide investigative personnel who could
collect evidence in a hazardous materials environment.
b. After the lifesaving mission is over, the FBI has investigative responsibility for addressing
WMD or terrorist activities. FBI would manage the crime scene if it were in their jurisdiction.
c. Initiate notification to FBI Headquarters and other Federal agencies as appropriate to provide
national assets.
d. Coordinate domestic and international intelligence gathering efforts if necessary.
Department of Homeland Security 916-807-8012
a. Establish national policy for Federal departments and agencies to identify and prioritize critical
infrastructure and to protect them from terrorist attacks.
b. Assess the nation’s vulnerabilities. It takes the lead in evaluating vulnerabilities and
coordinating with other federal, state, local, and private entities to ensure the most effective
response.
c. Develop Plans, such as the National Response Framework, to ensure our nation is prepared for,
and able to recover from, terrorist attacks and natural disasters.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 800 745-0243
a. Administer the Federal disaster Assistance Program.
1) FEMA serves as the lead agency in the management of the Disaster Assistance Program in
affected areas after a catastrophic hazardous materials emergency if requested by the
Governor and declared by the President under the authority of Public Law 93-288.
2) After a Presidential Declaration of Emergency, FEMA will also:
I.
Coordinate all disaster relief assistance.
II.
Provide technical or advisory assistance.
III.
Remove debris.
IV.
Provide temporary housing assistance.
V.
Assist with the distribution of supplies.
VI.
Provide general assistance.
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b. Provide hazardous materials and related training through the National Emergency Training
Center’s resident and nonresident programs, and through its administration of SARA Title III
training grant contracts with the state.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
a. Provide scientific support to federal On Scene Coordinators for emergency responses.
b. Provide contingency planning in coastal and Alameda areas.
c. When requested by EPA, provide scientific support for emergency responses in inland areas.
Department of Health and Human Services
a. Determine that illness, disease, or complaints thereof may be attributable to exposure to a
hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.
b. Provide expert advice and assistance on actual or potential discharges or releases that pose a
threat to public health and safety.
Department of Transportation Federal Railroad Administration
a. Resource for rail safety regulatory compliance issues.
b. Investigates rail accidents and enforces Federal rail safety regulations.
c. Collects rail accident/incident data and converts it to meaningful statistical reports, tables and
charts.

QUASI GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services (RACES)
Upon request through dispatch, RACES may provide licensed “HAM” radio operators to augment
existing communications or as a backup if normal communications systems are disrupted.
American Red Cross
a. Provide shelter and care to citizens forced to evacuate homes and businesses as a result of a
hazardous materials incident.
b. Under direction of the IC, can provide on-site feeding to disaster workers engaged in the
abatement of the hazardous materials incident.
Salvation Army
Under direction of the IC, provide mobile feeding for disaster victims and emergency workers,
referrals to appropriate government and private agencies for special services required by victims, and
other services as required.
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Underground Service Alert (USA) (800) 642-2444
USA is capable of providing the location of any underground structures that could aid the spread of
hazardous materials. Major public utilities subscribe to USA’s 24-hour service.
Chemical Manufacturers
a. Provide detailed technical information, including special precautions, disposal procedures, etc.,
on their products.
b. Provide an emergency response team, if needed.
Chemical Transportation Emergency Center (CHEMTREC) (800) 262-8200
a. Provide immediate emergency action information for spill, leak, exposure, or fire control
measures.
b. Provide precautionary information.
c. Assist with identification of hazardous substances if the manufacturer is known or shipping
papers are present.
d. Conduct immediate notification of manufacturers or shippers and/or notification of industry
mutual aid networks.
Hospitals
a. Treat patients for contamination and other injuries resulting from hazardous materials incidents.
b. Develop decontamination procedures and capabilities.
c. Advise emergency services personnel in the field on medical considerations.
Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance)
a. When requested by the Incident Commander, respond to hazardous materials incidents to
support HazMat Team operations.
b. Coordinate EMS when needed.
c. Coordinate the activation and use of triage teams when needed.
d. Provide field treatment and transportation of patients who have been decontaminated in the
field and/or have sustained other injuries resulting from hazardous materials incidents.
Railroad Companies
a. Union Pacific Railroad and Southern Pacific Railroad Emergency Dispatch – reporting unusual
or suspicious occurrences and environmental hazards: (888) 877‐7267
b. Amtrak: (800) 331-0008
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City of San Leandro Sensitive Receptors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

School
Garfield Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Madison Elementary School
McKinley Elementary School
Monroe Elementary School
Roosevelt Elementary School
Washington Elementary School
Wilson Elementary School
Bancroft Middle School
John Muir Middle School
San Leandro High School
SLHS Korematsu 9th Gr Campus
Lincoln Continuation High School
Corvallis Elementary School
Dayton Elementary School
Washington Manor Middle School

School Dist.**
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLUSD
SLZUSD
SLZUSD
SLZUSD

Address
13050 Aurora Dr
14300 Bancroft Ave.
14751 Juniper St
2150 East 14th St
3750 Monterey Blvd
951 Dowling Blvd
250 Dutton Ave
1300 Williams St
1150 Bancroft Ave
1444 Williams St
2200 Bancroft Ave
13701 Bancroft Ave
2600 Teagarden St
14790 Corvallis St
1500 Dayton Ave
1170 Fargo Ave

Phone*
618-4300
618-4310
895-7944
618-4320
618-4340
618-4350
618-4360
618-4370
618-4380
618-4400
618-4600
618-4600
618-4460
317-4900
317-3600
317-5500

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Assumption Catholic School
Chinese Christian Schools
International Christian School
Montessori School
Principled Academy
Saint Felicitas Catholic School
Saint Leander Catholic School
Stars High School

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1851 136th Ave
750 Fargo Ave
562 Lewelling Blvd
14795 Washington Ave
2305 Washington Ave
1650 Manor Blvd
451 Davis St
545 Estudillo Ave

357-8772
351-4957
351-3630
357-8432
351-6400
357-2530
351-4144
924-4158

School District Office
San Leandro Unified School District
San Lorenzo Unified School District

25
26
27
28

14735 Juniper Street
667-3500
15510 Usher St, San Lorenzo 317-4600

Hospital
Eden Medical Center
20103 Lake Chabot Rd, Castro Valley
San Leandro Hospital
13855 E 14th St
Kindred Hospital
2800 Benedict Dr
Kaiser Permanente San Leandro Medical Center
2500 Merced St

* All phone numbers are in area code 510
** SLUSD = San Leandro Unified School District
** SLZUSD = San Lorenzo Unified School District

537-1234
357-6500
357-8300
454-1000
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

HazMat Notifications

POLICY NO.
34.204

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 1

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Ops Group

Revised Date:

Effective Date:
08/31/99

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish the proper notifications that must be made during and after a HazMat
incident.

RESPONSIBILITY: All HazMat Team members shall be responsible to be familiar with the proper
notifications. it is the responsibility of the IC and the HazMat Group Supervisor to
assure that proper notifications are made.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department and all HazMat Team
members to recognize and adhere to the following policy.

PROCEDURE:
1.

Proper notifications for HazMat incidents will vary depending upon the type of spill or release and
the affected environment. Refer to the attachments for guidance.

2.

Copies of the notification attachments will be kept in the Primary Response vehicle.

Attachments: Hazardous Materials Resource Phone List
Notification Matrix

Cross References: OAG Policy No. 34.100

F:\admin\oag\34-204.doc
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESOURCE PHONE LIST
For a Hazardous Materials Incident, you must call the
California Office of Emergency Services Spill Number – (800) 852-7550
(Be sure to get a Control Number)
All other Incidents – Cal OES (916) 845-8911
OES calls other agencies, but all agencies that requiring calling should be notified as well
so as to ensure that they have been notified in a timely manner

(All numbers Area Code 510, unless otherwise specified)
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Alameda County Agricultural Commissioner

670-5156

Alameda County Environmental Health

567-6700

Alameda County Office of Emergency Services

667-7721

Alameda County Public Works Dept. (Road Dept.)

670-5480

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

(415) 771-6000

California Fire

(916) 653-5123

California Highway Patrol
Cal Office of Emergency Services
Caltrans
Coast Guard Marine Safety Office
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Dept. of Energy Radiological Assistance Program Watch Office
Dept. Toxic Substances Control (Emergency Reserve Account) 8 – 5
Alameda County District Attorney

489-1500
(800) 852-7550
916-654-2852
437-3073
707-944-5500
(202) 586-8100
800-260-3972/800-852-7550
569-9281

EPA – Region IX

(415) 974-8000

EPA Technical Assistance Team

(800) 300-2193

Federal Emergency Management Agency (Region IX)

(800) 323-5248

Flood Control (Alameda County Public Works Dept.)

670-5480

Health Evaluation Systems & Information Services

540-3014

LLNL Emergency Number

(925) 422-1100

Local Weather Conditions – National Weather Service

(707) 443-7062

National Response Center 24-Hour Federal Notification

(800) 424-8802

OSHA (CalOSHA)
Public Utilities Commission
Radiological Health (Health Services)

622-2891
(415) 703-2782
620-3416
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Regional Water Quality Control Board – San Francisco Region 2
State Fire Marshal
Toxic Information Center
Wastewater Treatment Plant (San Leandro)

622-2300
916) 324-0232
(800) 222-1222
577-3434

RESOURCES
Chemtrec
Chevron Chemical – Richmond

(800) 262-8200
233-3737

Clayton Environmental Laboratory (Pleasanton)

800-562-8307

Pesticide Safety Team Network

Call Chemtrec

PG&E – Gas

(800) 743-5000

PG&E – downed power line

(800) 743-5000

Poison Control Center

(800) 222-1222

RJ Lee Group Laboratory (San Leandro)

567-0480

San Francisco Poison Control Center – Hotline Phone

(800) 222-1222

Union Pacific Railroad

(888) 877‐7267

CLEANUP COMPANIES
All Chemical Disposal, Inc

(408) 363-3678

Clean Harbors

(707) 747-6699

Decon (Hayward)
Earth Resources Corporation (compressed gases)
Ecology Control Industries Inc (Richmond)
North State Environmental

732-6444
(928) 775-2795
235-1393
650-588-2838
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CHEMTREC® Emergency Assistance Guidelines
In the event of a chemical emergency, CHEMTREC is able to provide comprehensive assistance even with very
little information. While it is not necessary to have all of the following information to receive assistance, please
provide us with as much detail as possible.
■ Caller’s name and title _______________________________________________________________________________
■ Caller’s company or organization ______________________________________________________________________
■ Caller’s Location _____________________________________________________________________________________
■ At least one callback number, with area code ( _____ ) ___________________________________________________
■ Dispatch center number, if available ( _____ ) ___________________________________________________________
■ Fax number ( _____ ) ________________________________________________________________________________
■ Location of the incident/weather conditions ____________________________________________________________
■ Time incident occurred (or estimate) __________________________________________________________________
SHIPPING PAPER INFORMATION
■

UN/NA Identification Number, (Placard) _________________________________________________________
or STCC number of the product(s) ______________________________________________________________

■

Chemical name, product(s) name or, ____________________________________________________________
a trade name (preferred)_______________________________________________________________________

■

Carrier name_________________________________________________________________________________

■

Shipper and point of origin____________________________________________________________________

■

Consignee and destination ____________________________________________________________________

■ Type or description of container/package ______________________________________________________________
■ Container numbers and/or markings__________________________________________________________________
■ Brief description of incident and actions taken _________________________________________________________
■ Number and type of injuries/exposures _______________________________________________________________
■ Amount of product(s) involved and released ___________________________________________________________
■ Is there specific information needed as a priority? ______________________________________________________
(MSDS, protective clothing info, medical assistance)
■ Are any industry representatives on the scene or have___________________________________________________
any been contacted? (driver, plant manager, etc.)

For Chemical Emergency Spill, Leak, Fire or Exposure
(800) 424-9300 (24 hrs.) (703) 527-3887 (Outside the U.S.A.)
THIS FORM CAN BE COPIED.
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX
This matrix summarizes pertinent emergency notification
requirements and may not be all inclusive.
For precise legal requirements, review specific laws and regulations.
OIL SPILLS
TYPES OF
RELEASES

AMOUNT

WHO

TO WHOM

WHEN

(Federal)
Navigable
Waters*

Any Amount
“Harmful quantity”***

Any person in charge
of a vessel or facility
(offshore or onshore)

NRC
(800) 424-8802
or
(202) 267-2675

Immediately, when
it can be done
safely

Federal Water
Pollution Control
Act (FWPCA) §311
33 CFR 153.203
40 CFR 110.6

(State of
California)
Marine Waters*

Any amount

Any party responsible
for the
discharge/threatened
discharge;
Responding local or
state agency

Cal OES
(800) 852-7550

Immediately, but
not later than 15
minutes after
discovery of the
spill or threatened
release

California
Government Code
CGC 8670.25.5;
8670.26

REPORTS?

LEGAL
AUTHORITY

NRC

California State Oil
Spill Contingency
Plan
FWPCA §311
33 CFR 153.203
40 CFR 302.6

(State of
California)
State Waters*

Any amount of oil or
petroleum product

Any person

Cal OES or
RWQCB

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

California Water
Code
CWC 13272 (a)
CGC 8670.25.5;
8670.26
California State Oil
Spill Contingency
Plan

Oil Discharges to
Land
(Including Onshore
drilling, exploration,
or production
operation)

Aboveground
Storage Tanks
(ASTs)
February 2014

> 1 barrel
(42 gallons)

Facility owner or
operator

Cal OES

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

5 barrels or more
uncontained in certain
San Joaquin Valley
oil fields - if no threat
to state waters; 10
barrels or more
contained in certain
San Joaquin Valley
oil fields if identified in
spill contingency plan
- if no threat to state
waters.
> 1 barrel
(42 gallons)

Public Resources
Code (PRC) 3233

San Joaquin Valley
Field Rule
(August 1998)
CWC 13272 (f)
California State Oil
Spill Contingency
Plan

Facility owner or
operator of a tank
facility

Cal OES,
CUPA,
and/or 911

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

HSC 25270.8
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS
(may include oil & radioactive materials)

TYPES OF
RELEASES

AMOUNT

CERCLA HS
Release

> RQ

WHO

TO WHOM

WHEN

REPORTS?
Person in charge of a
facility

LEGAL
AUTHORITY

NRC

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

CERCLA §103 (a)
40 CFR 302.6

Written report to
follow.

EPCRA EHS
Release

> RQ

Owner/Operator of
facility

NRC
SERC and LEPC
CUPA/FD (In CA)

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

EPCRA §304
40 CFR 355

Written report to
follow.

Release or
Threatened
Release

If there is a
reasonable belief that
the release poses a
significant hazard to
human health &
safety, property, or
environment.**

Handler

Cal OES,
CUPA,
and/or 911

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

HSC 25510

Illegal Discharges
or Threatened
Discharges of
Hazardous Waste

Any amount that is
observed or has
knowledge of likely to
cause injury to public
health and safety.

Designated
Government
Employee

Local Health
Officer or local
Board of
Supervisors

Within 72 hours

HSC 25180.7(b)

Highways

Any transportation
release.

Any person who
causes the spill.

CHP (who then
notifies Cal OES)

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

California Vehicle
Code (CVC)
23112.5

Railroads

Release/threatened
release that may
harm person,
property, or
environment.**

Railroads regulated
by the State PUC &
FRA

Appropriate
emergency
response agency
and Cal OES

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

PUC General Order
No. 161, Rule #3,
8-7-91

Hazardous Waste
Discharge
Transporters

Any spill in CA

Transporter who
discharged waste

CHP

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

CVC 23112.5;
2453

NRC

As soon as
practical, but no
later than 12 hours
after accident
occurs

22 CCR 66263.15
22 CCR 66263.30

(except transporting
on highway)

February 2014

Federal notification: A
situation carrier
deems appropriate;
person hospitalized or
killed; public
evacuation > 1hr;
operational flight
pattern or route of
aircraft is altered;
major transp. artery
or facility closed > 1
hr; infectious or
radioactive materials
involved; marine
pollutant > 119 gals
or > 882 lbs

49 CFR 171.15
49 CFR 171.16

Written Report: to
DTSC and DOT
within 30 days.
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (CONTINUED)
(may include oil & radioactive materials)

TYPES OF
RELEASES

AMOUNT

Pipelines

Every rupture, explosion
or fire > 5 barrels

Pipeline operator

ASTs

Any release or threatened
release

Facility owner or
operator

Cal OES,
CUPA

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

HSC 25510

Underground
Storage Tanks
(USTs)

Any release, if it poses
significant hazard

Facility owner or
operator

Cal OES,
CUPA

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

HSC 25510

Into secondary
containment – no fire or
explosion hazard and no
deterioration

Facility owner or
operator

Cal OES,
CUPA

Do not have to
report BUT do need
to record on the
Operator’s
Monitoring Report.

HSC 25294

Escapes from secondary
containment; or from a
primary containment if no
secondary containment;
or if there’s a fire or
explosion hazard or
deterioration

Facility owner or
operator

Cal OES,
CUPA

Within 24 hours
after the release
has been detected

HSC 25295
HSC 25510

Releases
beyond TSD
Facility
Boundary

A harmful quantity that
could threaten human
health or environment.

Facility owner or
operator; TSDF
Emergency
Coordinator

Cal OES
NRC

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

CERCLA §103 (b)
22 CCR
66264.56(d)
HSC 25510

Releases within
TSD Facility
Boundary

Any release that poses a
significant hazard.

Owner/Operator of
facility

Cal OES,
CUPA

HSC 25510

Imminent or actual
emergency situation that
could threaten human
health or environment.

TSDF Emergency
Coordinator
(designated in the
Contingency Plan).

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

Local ER
agencies

Written report: to
DTSC within 15
days.

February 2014

WHO

TO WHOM

WHEN

REPORTS?

LEGAL
AUTHORITY

Fire Dept
Cal OES

Immediately

CGC 51018(c)

Written report:
to State Fire
Marshal within 30
days

Full written report
within 5 working
days

22 CCR 66264.51
22 CCR 66264.52
22 CCR 66264.56
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX
AIR INCIDENTS
TYPES OF
RELEASES

AMOUNT

Stationary
Sources

Any release that poses a
significant hazard.

WHO

WHEN

REPORTS?
Operator of the
source

Exceeds emission
standards

Proximity to
Schools

TO WHOM

LEGAL
AUTHORITY

Cal OES
Air Pollution
Control District’s
(APCD) or Air
Quality
Management
District’s (AQMD)

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

HSC 25510

Within 96 hours

HSC 42706

A release within ½ mile of
a school.

Emergency rescue
personnel

Superintendent of
affected school
district

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

HSC 25510.3

A threat of an air
contaminant within 1000
feet of a school.

Air Pollution Control
Officer

CUPA,
Local Fire Dept

Within 24 hours

HSC 42301.7

Immediately upon
knowledge of a
release.

23 CCR 2250 (a)

SEWAGE SPILLS
Sewage to
Waters and
Other Sewage
and Hazardous
Substances

February 2014

1000 Gallons
unauthorized discharge
into State waters. *
Any hazardous substance
and sewage that needs to
be reported. If not in
compliance with the
Waste Discharge
Requirements CWC
13271(b) **

Any person

Cal OES

HSC 5411

CWC 13271 (a)
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX

* NOTE: The terms navigable waters, state waters, and marine waters are used according to the
applicable laws & regulations. Navigable waters could also include state waters and marine waters;
State waters could include navigable and marine waters; and marine waters could include navigable
and state waters.
** NOTE: Even if the quantities or situations that are outlined above have not been met, and you still
believe that the release poses a significant hazard to human health & safety, or the environment -- then
report it to Cal OES Warning Center.
*** NOTE: “Harmful quantity” is any quantity of discharged oil that violates state water quality standards,
causes a film or sheen on the water’s surface, or leaves sludge or emulsion beneath the surface.

Finally, it should be noted that intentionally false or misleading
reports are a crime and legal matters may be enforced.
(PC §148.3; HSC §25515.3; GC §8670.64)

February 2014
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX

Federal Contact Numbers
National Response Center (NRC)*

(800) 424-8802 or (202) 267-2675

United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA),
Regional Response Center

(800) 321-7349 or (415) 947-8000
(General number)

http://www.epa.gov/osweroe1/content/reporting/index.htm

(415) 947-4400 (Spill Phone)
(800) 424-9346 (SARA Title III Hotline)
(800) 300-2193 (Region IX Duty Officer)

Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA)

(800) 321-OSHA
(415) 625-2547 (main public number – Region IX)

United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Captain of the Port/Federal On-Scene Coordinator
(FOSC)

(310) 521-3805 (Sector Los Angeles/Long Beach)
(619) 278-7033 (Sector San Diego)
(415) 399-3547 (Sector San Francisco)

United States Department of Transportation (USDOT)

Contact -via- National Response Center (NRC)

* Note:

One call to the NRC fulfills the requirement to report releases of hazardous substances under CERCLA and
several other regulatory programs, including those under CWA § 311, RCRA, and the USDOT’s Hazardous Materials
Transportation Act (HMTA). Anybody who discovers a hazardous substance release or oil spill is encouraged
to contact the federal government, regardless of whether they are the responsible party.

State Contact Numbers
California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services
(Cal OES) Warning Center

(800) 852-7550 or
(916) 845-8911

California Highway Patrol (CHP)

911

State Fire Marshall (SFM)

(916) 323-7390 (Emergencies only)

CA Dept. of Conservation, Division of Oil, Gas &
Geothermal Resources (DOGGR)

See attached list (Page 7)
San Joaquin Valley Field Rule
ftp://ftp.consrv.ca.gov/pub/oil/regulations/field_rule.pdf

February 2014
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX
Department of Fish & Wildlife - Office Of Spill Prevention
and Response (OSPR)

(800) OILS-911 ((800) 645-7911)
(916) 445-9338 (Office of Spill Prevention and Response –
Sacramento)

Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)

See attached list (Page 8)

Local Contact Numbers
ALL SPILLS SHOULD FIRST BE REPORTED to 911
CUPA

For up-to-date contacts, refer to the Cal/EPA Unified Program
website directory at:
www.calepa.ca.gov/CUPA/Directory/default.aspx

Local Sheriff/Police
Local Fire Department
Local Health Department

Department of Conservation/Division of Oil, Gas & Geothermal Resources
(DOGGR)
- California Regional Offices -

February 2014

Region

Location

Contact #

District #1

(Cypress)

(714) 816-6847

District #2

(Ventura)

(805) 654-4761

District #3

(Santa Maria)

(805) 937-7246

District #4

(Bakersfield)

(661) 322-4031

District #5

(Coalinga)

(559) 935-2941

District #6

(Sacramento - Headquarters)

(916) 322-1110
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RELEASE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS MATRIX
These numbers are included for reference purposes only. The RWQCB is contacted through
the local CUPA and/or Cal OES, when these offices determine that it is necessary.

Regional Water Quality Control Boards
- California Regional Offices Region
Region 1 – North Coast

Location

Contact #

(Santa Rosa)

(707) 576-2220

(Oakland)

(510) 622-2300

Region 3 – Central Coast

(San Luis Obispo)

(805) 549-3147

Region 4 – Los Angeles

(Los Angeles)

(213) 576-6600

Region 5a – Central Valley

(Rancho Cordova)

(916) 464-3291

Region 5b – Central Valley

(Fresno)

(559) 445-5116

Region 5c – Central Valley

(Redding)

(530) 224-4845

Region 6a – Lahontan

(South Lake Tahoe)

(530) 542-5400

Region 6b – Lahontan

(Victorville)

(760) 241-6583

(Palm Desert)

(760) 346-7491

Region 8 – Santa Ana

(Riverside)

(951) 782-4130

Region 9 – San Diego

(San Diego)

(858) 467-2952

Region 2 – San Francisco Bay

Region 7 – Colorado River

February 2014
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Date
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
Address

Subject:

Dear

Hazardous Materials Incident Cost Recovery Billing
Date:
Location:
Incident Number:

:

On the date noted above the Alameda County Fire Department responded to a hazardous
materials incident in the City of San Leandro.
The City of San Leandro requires that parties responsible for hazardous materials incidents pay
the costs associated with the incident. We have determined that this incident was the result of
negligence, code violations, and/or malicious acts. Therefore, we are billing you for the cost the
City incurred in order to stabilize the incident.
Two invoice are included – one for the Alameda County Fire Department, which includes
personnel time and the use of apparatus and supplies and the other from the City of San Leandro
which includes supplies and personnel time. The attached documents itemize these costs. The
total amount owed is $
. One check, payable to the City of San Leandro is due
within 30 days.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (510) 577-3331.
Sincerely,

Debbie Pollart
Public Works Director
City of San Leandro

Attachment 6B

Department of Toxic Substances Control
Matthew Rodriquez
Secretary for
Environmental Protection

Deborah O. Raphael
Director
8800 Cal Center Drive
Sacramento, California 95826-3200

Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor

DTSC Policy for Removal of Hazardous Materials
From Illegal Drug Labs
ILLEGAL DRUG LABORATORY REMOVAL PROGRAM
In 1995 Senate Bill 47x added California Health & Safety Code Section 25354.5 to require
the California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) to remove and dispose of
hazardous materials from illegal drug manufacturing sites. DTSC provides State or local
law enforcement agencies with assistance in removal actions at sites where these
operations occur. This is accomplished by contacting the DTSC Emergency Response
Duty Officer.

TO REQUEST DTSC ASSISTANCE
DTSC assistance for removal of suspected hazardous substances from illegal drug labs
may be requested by State or local law enforcement agencies, or by other local government
agencies working with law enforcement agencies on a drug lab. DTSC assistance for
removal of abandoned drug lab wastes may be requested by local agencies not affiliated
with law enforcement.
Such an agency wanting to request DTSC assistance during normal work hours (MondayFriday, 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM), should call the State Department of Toxic Substances Control
(DTSC) at (800) 260-3972 or (916) 255-6504, and request to speak to the DTSC
Emergency Response Duty Officer. Between 5:00 PM and 8:00 AM, weekends, or on
holidays, call the California Emergency Management Agency’s (Cal EMA) Warning Control
Center at (800) 852-7550. Notify Cal EMA of the incident and of the fact that you are
requesting DTSC assistance for the removal. Cal EMA will contact the DTSC Emergency
Response Duty Officer who will then contact you.
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INFORMATION REQUIRED
Before requesting assistance, you should:
1)

Identify the materials to be removed, and separate them from materials to be left
behind. Materials eligible for removal include:
- Precursors and chemicals used in the manufacture of illegal drugs.
- Associated hazardous materials and/or hazardous wastes that pose a threat to
Human health or the environment.

Note: The hazardous waste contractor sent by the DTSC Duty Officer will only
perform those actions and remove those materials authorized by the DTSC Duty
Officer. Do not expect them to take any other actions or to remove anything else
unless you are willing to pay for it. Do not ask or expect the Duty Officer or the
contractor to remove solid waste (trash, garbage, etc).
2)

Determine the approximate quantity released, if any.

3)

If you have the necessary training and equipment, HAZCAT (perform hazard
categorization tests) to identify or categorize the hazards presented by the substances,
such as pH and flammability.

4)

Prepare an inventory, which includes the quantity of each type of material requiring
removal, and the approximate quantity of contaminated soil, if any.

5)

Gather all available information regarding the responsible party (RP), i.e., the drug lab
operator.

THE DTSC EMERGENCY RESPONSE DUTY OFFICER
The DTSC Emergency Response Duty Officer (Emergency Response Duty Officer) will
evaluate the above information to determine if the incident is eligible for a removal action.
1)

The Emergency Response Duty Officer will contact and dispatch a contractor to
perform the removal and disposal. This is not a reimbursement program. Do not
contact a local contractor and dispatch them on your own. If you do contact a
contractor and request their services, your agency will be responsible for any
costs incurred.

2)

The Emergency Response Duty Officer will establish the scope of work for the
contractor. Any changes to the scope of work must be approved by the Emergency
Response Duty Officer. DTSC will not pay for work that was not authorized by the
Emergency Response Duty Officer.
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3)

The Emergency Response Duty Officer will provide you with a Clandestine
Laboratory Unit Expenditure (CLUE) number, which must appear on all documentation
submitted to DTSC.

DOCUMENTATION
As a condition of receiving DTSC assistance, the requesting agency is required to provide
on-scene oversight, site security by law enforcement personnel, and written documentation
of removal actions. This includes filling out and signing the Clan Lab Removal Incident
Report, and the Clan Lab Removal Work Log. The requesting agency must also sign the
Hazardous Waste Manifest on the “Generator” line (line 15).

The Clan Lab Removal Incident Report, Clan Lab Removal Work Log, and any other
documentation should be mailed to DTSC within 10 working days of the initial
funding request. All such information should be mailed to:
DTSC, Emergency Response Unit
8800 Cal Center Drive
Sacramento, CA 95826

For drug labs where the name of the drug lab operator is known, the primary suspect or
drug lab operator (who has usually been arrested) will be designated as the generator, and
that person’s name should be written or typed on line 5 or the Manifest. The mailing
address for that person should be entered on line 5 as: c/o DTSC Emergency Response
Unit, 8800 Cal Center Drive, Sacramento, CA 95826. For abandoned drug lab wastes or
when the operator is not known, the generator’s name will be “Unknown Drug Lab
Operator”, and the mailing address will also be: c/o DTSC Emergency Response Unit, 8800
Cal Center Drive, Sacramento, CA 95826. The phone number for line 3 of the Manifest
should be: (800) 260-3972.
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SPECIAL POLICIES
EPA IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
The agency requesting assistance for removal of drug lab wastes must include an EPA
Identification (EPA ID) number on the manifest. Normally, the requesting agency will use
the county Clandestine Drug Lab EPA ID number, which has the format: CLU 111 111
0XX, where XX is the County Number, between 1 and 58. The Emergency Response Duty
Officer can provide this number to on-scene personnel.
If the responsible party is conducting a removal and needs an EPA ID number to manifest
Non-RCRA waste, or RCRA waste that does not exceed 220 pounds, they may obtain a
California EPA ID number by calling DTSC at (800) 618-6942 or (916) 255-1136, Monday –
Friday, 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. From 5:00 PM to 8:00 AM or on weekends or holidays etc,
they can obtain a Temporary California EPA ID Number from the Emergency Response
Duty Officer.
If a responsible party needs an EPA ID Number for RCRA waste, or for a combination of
RCRA waste and Non-RCRA waste, where the RCRA waste exceeds 220 pounds, they
should call (800) 300-2193. Upon calling that number, the caller will hear a message which
will direct them to press “1” to contact the National Response Center (NRC) if they have not
yet reported the spill. If they have already made the spill notification, they should press “3”
to contact the USEPA Region 9 Duty Officer who will provide the caller with an EPA ID
Number for the RCRA waste.

EXCLUDED MATERIALS
The following materials at, or associated with a drug lab will not be removed unless special
circumstances exist which are determined by the DTSC Emergency Response Duty Officer
to represent a significant threat to human health or the environment:
-

-

Used motor oil (waste oil).
Gasoline in a regular gasoline container.
Diesel fuel.
Radioactive waste.
Infectious waste, except that needles and syringes found at drug labs will be
removed.
Household hazardous materials.
Freon containers or flammable liquid containers which are empty and dry, unless
there is some residue/contamination on them which constitutes a direct contact
hazard.
Propane cylinders that are empty or contain propane.
Oxygen cylinders that are empty or contain oxygen.
Nitrous Oxide (N2O) cylinders that are empty or contain nitrous oxide.
DOT specification cylinders containing other non-drug lab related gases
Solid waste/garbage or other non-hazardous items.
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-

Marijuana and/or associated fertilizers, nutrient chemicals, pesticides, or other
items or debris associated with marijuana growing operations.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE
DTSC does not handle radioactive materials. Radioactive wastes are handled by the State
Department of Public Health Radiologic Health Branch. They should be contacted for
assistance on an incident involving radioactive materials. They can be contacted Monday Friday from 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM at (916) 445-0931 and after hours through Cal EMA.

INFECTIOUS WASTE
DTSC will not provide removal of infectious wastes, except that, at drug labs, and at
abandoned drug lab waste sites, removal and disposal of needles and syringes will be
provided.

CYLINDERS
In situations where it is necessary to move cylinders to a nearby safe location for
emergency treatment (venting, sparging, neutralization, etc) the DTSC contractor will only
do so when escorted by representatives of a law enforcement agency. The DTSC
contractor must transport cylinders in a manner that will ensure that all workers involved
with the transport are not exposed to health and/or safety hazards en route.

INDIAN LAND
Incidents involving drug labs or abandoned drug lab wastes located on Indian reservation
land may not be eligible for funding and will be handled on a case by case basis.

Revised: 2-27-2012
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Department of Toxic Substances Control
Matthew Rodriquez
Secretary for
Environmental Protection

Deborah O. Raphael
Director
8800 Cal Center Drive
Sacramento, California 95826-3200

Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor

DTSC Policy for Removal of Hazardous Materials
From Off-Highway Emergency Response
Incidents
EMERGENCY REMOVAL ACTIONS:
Health and Safety Code, Section 25354 provides funding for the purpose of taking
immediate corrective action necessary to remedy or prevent an emergency resulting from
a fire or an explosion of, or human exposure to, hazardous substances caused by the
release or threatened release of a hazardous substance.
The DTSC Emergency Response Unit provides for removal and disposal of hazardous
substances from emergency hazardous materials incidents in response to requests from
local agencies. This includes responding to abandoned hazardous substances,
uncontrolled or threatened releases of hazardous substances, spill situations involving an
unknown responsible party, or an incidents requiring stabilization or mitigation to prevent
potential emergencies. Requests for removal actions or other assistance can be
made by contacting the DTSC Emergency Response Duty Officer.
Note: Pursuant to H&S Code Section 25353, DTSC will not perform emergency removal
actions for incidents where a government agency is the responsible party or otherwise has
jurisdictional responsibility, unless special circumstances exist, such as an immediate
danger of fire or explosion or significant threat to human health or the environment.

TO REQUEST DTSC ASSISTANCE:
DTSC assistance for off-highway removal and disposal of hazardous materials may be
requested by local agencies such as local health, environmental health, fire, or law
enforcement agencies. A business or a private citizen concerned about hazardous
materials, an emergency hazardous materials incident, or some abandoned hazardous
materials, should contact one of the above-mentioned local government agencies.
1
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A local government agency wanting to request DTSC assistance during normal work hours
(Monday-Friday, 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM), should call the State Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC) at (800) 260-3972 or (916) 255-6504, and request to speak to
the DTSC Emergency Response Duty Officer. Between 5:00 PM and 8:00 AM,
weekends, or on holidays, call the California Emergency Management Agency (Cal EMA)
Warning Control Center at (800) 852-7550. Notify Cal EMA of the incident and of the fact
that you are requesting DTSC assistance for the emergency removal. They will contact the
DTSC Emergency Response Duty Officer who will then contact you.

INFORMATION REQUIRED
Before requesting assistance, you should:
1)

Determine if the material is a hazardous waste or hazardous substance.

2)

Determine whether any containers are leaking, and the quantity released, if any.

3)

HAZCAT (perform hazard categorization tests) to identify or categorize the
hazards presented by the substances. To qualify for State funding of a
removal action, the substances must exhibit at least one of the following
characteristics or criteria:
- Toxicity
- Corrosivity (A pH of 12.5 or higher, or a pH of 2.0 or less)
- Reactivity to air or water
- Flammability
- Explosivity
- Have some other characteristic that makes it a serious hazard to
human health or the environment.

4)

Prepare an inventory of materials requiring removal, including approximate
quantity, chemical name or type (hazard class), number and size and condition of
containers, and approximate quantity or surface area of contaminated soil, if any.

5)

Determine the location of the incident relative to waterways, public access, and
nearest population.

6)

Determine whether the property is publicly or privately owned (areas under the
control of Indian reservations or federal or state agencies may not be eligible for
funding).

7)

Gather all available information regarding the responsible party (RP).

8)

Determine whether the RP (if known) is able or willing to pay.
Note: An attempt must be made to contact the RP (if known) and inform
them of their responsibility to pay.
2
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9)

Determine whether the incident would be more appropriately handled and/or
funded by another agency (See the Section entitled “Alternative Funding” below).
If you are unsure or have questions about alternative funding sources, contact the
Emergency Response Duty Officer.

THE DTSC EMERGENCY RESPONSE DUTY OFFICER
The DTSC Emergency Response Duty Officer (Emergency Response Duty Officer)
will evaluate the above information to determine if the incident is eligible for an
emergency removal action. If the incident qualifies for DTSC assistance:
1)

The Emergency Response Duty Officer will contact and dispatch a contractor to
perform the removal and disposal. This is not a reimbursement program. Do
not contact a local contractor and dispatch them on your own. If you do contact
a contractor and request their services, your agency will be responsible for
any costs incurred.

2)

The Emergency Response Duty Officer will establish the scope of work for the
contractor. Any changes to the scope of work must be approved by the
Emergency Response Duty Officer. DTSC will not pay for work that was not
authorized by the Emergency Response Duty Officer.

3)

The Emergency Response Duty Officer will provide you with an Emergency
Response Expenditure Report (ERER) number, which must appear on all
documentation submitted to DTSC.

4)

DTSC’s Emergency Response Unit will not conduct removals in situations that are
not emergencies. The Emergency Response Duty Officer will only provide
removal and disposal of those hazardous materials which meet one or more of the
criteria specified in this policy document, and pose a threat to human health or the
environment. If it is not an emergency, or does not pose a serious threat to
human health or the environment, the incident will not qualify for DTSC
assistance. If you are unsure whether a situation warrants a removal action,
contact the Emergency Response Duty Officer and provide the required
information. The Emergency Response Duty Officer will determine whether an
emergency removal action is warranted.

5)

If the incident exceeds the resources available from DTSC, the Emergency
Response Duty Officer will contact the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA) and request assistance.
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6)

If technical assistance is needed from DTSC, the Emergency Response Duty
Officer will contact the appropriate staff and coordinate their involvement in the
response. The DTSC Emergency Response Program will not perform site
mitigation or remediation activities. If your agency requires state assistance in
performing a remedial action at a hazardous waste site, the Emergency Response
Duty Officer will assist in referring the request to the appropriate DTSC office.

The on-scene response personnel must attempt to identify the wastes involved by field
testing (HAZCAT) or observation. If your agency cannot accomplish this task, the
Emergency Response Duty Officer may send a contractor to perform that task, but will
not be able to provide removal if the materials do not exhibit one or more of the
HAZCAT characteristics specified in number 3 under “Information required” above.

DOCUMENTATION
As a condition of receiving assistance from DTSC, the requesting agency is required to
provide on-scene oversight, including documentation of removal actions. This includes
filling out and signing the Off-Highway Emergency Removal Incident Report, and the
Off-Highway Emergency Removal Work Log. The requesting agency must also sign
the Hazardous Waste Manifest on the “Generator” line (Line 15).
The Off-Highway Emergency Removal Incident Report, Emergency Removal
Work Log, and any other documentation should be mailed to DTSC within 10
working days of the initial request for DTSC assistance. All such information
should be mailed to:
DTSC, Emergency Response Unit
8800 Cal Center Drive
Sacramento, CA 95826

For incidents not involving drug lab waste, the requesting agency is the Generator. In
addition to signing on line 15 of the Manifest, the requesting agency’s name and
mailing address should be written or typed on line 5 of the Manifest. DTSC is not the
Generator for these incidents, and so DTSC should not appear there. The requesting
agency’s main office phone number should go on line 3 of the Manifest.
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SPECIAL POLICIES
ALTERNATIVE ASSISTANCE
- If there has been a release to fish or wildlife habitat, call State Cal EMA at (800)
852-7550 and request assistance from the Department of Fish and Game, Fish
and Wildlife Pollution Account.
- If the incident is an oil spill, request assistance from the Department of Fish and
Game Office of Oil Spill Prevention and Response, Oil Spill Response Trust Fund
by calling (916) 445-0045.
- If there has been a release to surface or ground water, request assistance from
the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), Water Pollution Cleanup and
Abatement Account by calling Cal EMA at (800) 852-7550 and requesting that
they contact someone at the SWRCB.
- If the incident is on a State highway or within a State highway right-of-way, call
Cal EMA at (800) 852-7550 and request assistance from the California
Department of Transportation (CALTRANS).
- If the incident involves radioactive materials, call Cal EMA at (800) 852-7550 and
request that Cal EMA call the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) Duty
Officer who will then contact the CDPH Radiologic Health Branch.
EPA IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
The agency requesting assistance for removal of hazardous wastes must include an
EPA Identification (EPA ID) number on the manifest. Normally, the requesting agency
will use the County’s EPA ID number, which has the format: CAS 111 111 0XX, where
XX is the County Number, between 1 and 58. The Emergency Response Duty Officer
can provide this number to on-scene personnel.
If the responsible party is conducting a removal and needs an EPA ID number to
manifest Non-RCRA waste, or RCRA waste that does not exceed 220 pounds, they
may obtain a California EPA ID number by calling DTSC at (800) 618-6942 or (916)
255-1136, Monday – Friday, 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. From 5:00 PM to 8:00 AM or on
weekends or holidays etc, they can obtain a Temporary California EPA ID Number from
the DTSC Emergency Response Duty Officer.
If a responsible party needs an EPA ID Number for RCRA waste, or for a combination
of RCRA waste and Non-RCRA waste, where the RCRA waste exceeds 220 pounds,
they should call (800) 300-2193. Upon calling that number, the caller will hear a
message which will direct them to press #1 to contact the National Response Center
(NRC) if they have not yet reported the spill. If they have already made the spill
notification, they should press #3 to contact the US EPA Region 9 Duty Officer who will
provide the caller with an EPA ID Number for the RCRA waste.
5
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INNOCENT LANDOWNERS
In instances where hazardous materials have been abandoned on property where the
owner is clearly not the perpetrator and the materials do not have an identifiable owner,
DTSC assistance may be requested from the Emergency Response Duty Officer.
GUARANTEE OF PAYMENT
If the responsible party (RP) wants to or is willing to pay for the emergency removal,
the RP may contact the Hazmat contractor of their choice to make arrangements.
However, many contractors are unwilling to perform cleanup/removal actions for private
RPs without some proof of their ability to pay. In the middle of the night or on
weekends, it is often not possible for RPs to provide that sort of proof. In such
situations involving RPs that are willing to pay, the Duty Officer may guarantee
payment so that the contractor will be paid if the RP fails to pay the invoice. The Duty
Officer will only do this if the RP agrees to use one of the DTSC contractors.

EXCLUDED MATERIALS
The emergency removal of the following materials involved in incidents will not be
funded unless special circumstances exist which are determined by the DTSC
Emergency Response Duty Officer to represent a significant threat to human health or
the environment (e.g., the presence of PCB's must be confirmed by laboratory
analysis):
-

Waste oil (the mere presence of chlorine is not enough to demonstrate the
presence of PCBs)
Petroleum fuels (diesel, gasoline, crude oil, or any fraction thereof)
Fuel tank spills from vehicular accidents
Radioactive waste
Infectious waste
Latex paint
Household hazardous waste/materials

RADIOACTIVE WASTE
DTSC does not handle radioactive materials. Radioactive wastes are handled by the
California Department of Public Health (CDPH) Radiologic Health Branch. They should
be contacted for assistance regarding an incident involving radioactive materials. They
can be contacted Monday - Friday from 8:00AM – 5:00PM at (916) 445-0931 and after
hours through Cal EMA.

6
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INFECTIOUS WASTE
DTSC will not provide removal of infectious waste.

CYLINDERS
In situations where it is necessary to move cylinders to a nearby safe location for
emergency treatment (venting, sparging, neutralization, etc) the DTSC contractor will
only do so when escorted by representatives of a law enforcement agency. The DTSC
contractor must transport cylinders in a manner that will ensure that all workers
involved with the transport are not exposed to health and/or safety hazards enroute.

GOVERNMENT LAND
Indian reservations and properties owned by the Federal Government or by the State of
California may not be eligible for emergency removal actions (H&S Code Section
25353). The specific agency in control of the property will bear responsibility for the
removal unless a clear emergency exists which the responsible agency is unable to
address in a proper and timely manner. In remote areas or other instances where
ownership is uncertain, the Emergency Response Duty Officer may authorize a
removal if a delay to verify ownership would create an endangerment.

ON-HIGHWAY SPILLS
Releases on State highways, or within State highway right-of-ways, will be handled by
CALTRANS. Reports of such releases should be addressed to CAL EMA, who will in
turn notify CALTRANS.

Revised: 2-27-2012
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Other Government Funding Sources
State Resources – The State operates a number of funds that are earmarked for specific aspects of
hazardous materials emergency response. These State Funds include the following:
State Emergency Reserve Account – Preferred Funding Source
This account provides funds to take immediate corrective action to remedy or prevent an
emergency resulting from a fire, explosion or human exposure to a release or threatened release
of hazardous materials. This includes illicit dumping, uncontrolled or threatened release of
hazardous materials, spill situations involving an unknown responsible party, or other actions
requiring stabilization or mitigation to prevent potential emergencies. To access the fund, the
Department of Toxic Substances Control on-call Emergency Response Duty Officer must be
notified. The phone number is (800) 260-3972. Information on the applicability and use of the
Emergency Reserve Account is included as Attachments 6B and 6C.
Water Pollution Clean-Up and Abatement Account
This fund, administered by the State Water Resources Control Board, covers expenses by public
agencies with the authority to clean up and abate waste. Only releases directly impacting or
threatening to impact surface waters and groundwater are eligible. The CalEMA Warning
Center should be contacted at (800) 852-7550 to request a SWRCB representative to go to the
scene.
Oil Spill Response Trust Fund
The Office of Spill Prevention uses this fund and Responses (OSPR) for oil spills into tidally
influenced marine waters. The fund covers the costs incurred by state and local governments and
agencies, response and clean-up efforts, damages, wildlife rehabilitation and emergency loans.
The OSPR’s Communication Center must be contacted at (916) 445-0045 (24 hour).
Fish and Wildlife Pollution Account
This account provides funds to the Department of Fish and Game (DFG) for pollution incidents,
with a focus on State wildlife and habitat resources. A DFG representative needs to be on-site to
determine eligibility for the fund. The CalEMA Warning Center should be contacted at (800)
852-7550 to request a DFG Warden to be on scene.
Clandestine Drug Lab Clean-up Account
This account provides funds for the removal and disposal of bulk chemicals, precursors, wastes,
residues and grossly contaminated materials from an illegal drug lab. The program also provides
for limited soil removal where chemical/waste poses an immediate threat to human contact. To
access the fund, the Department of Toxic Substances Control on-call Emergency Response Duty
Officer must be notified. The phone number is (800) 260-3972.
Federal government Superfund Emergency Response
This is a new program available from the US Environmental Protection Agency to provide
resources to local, state and other federal and tribal agencies. They have 24-hour emergency
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response capability. The Response Team typically eliminates sources of contamination and
prevents direct exposure of hazardous substances to humans or the environment. Following is a
summary of their capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical, radiological, biological and terrorism-related emergency response actions;
Site characterization
Emergency clean-ups
Enforcement support (civil)
Criminal investigation support
Training support
Potential responsible party oversight
Local and state agency technical support

They can be contacted through the National Response Center at (800) 424-8802 or the CalEMA
Warning Center at (800) 852-7550.
Local Governments Reimbursement Program
The federal government administers the Local Governments Reimbursement (LGR) program
which provides funds to eligible local governments that incur costs while performing temporary
emergency response measures. The types of incidents covered include releases or threatened
releases of hazardous substances including transportation accidents, illegally dumped waste, tire
fires and illegal drug labs. An application package for reimbursement can be obtained by calling
the LGR Helpline Hotline at (800) 431-9209
Local Funding
The City of San Leandro has provided an account within the Environmental Services Section
budget to pay for unavoidable costs associated with responding to and controlling hazardous
materials emergencies. Responsible parties will reimburse some of these costs. Excess money
in this fund cannot be used for any other purpose. If an incident or incidents occur which deplete
this account, it will be replenished from the General Fund with no impact to other areas in the
City’s budget.
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Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

The intent of this policy is to establish standard procedures for evacuating
personnel and civilians from an area in imminent danger. This radio traffic
must supersede all other communications. This policy can be used for, but is
not limited to, structure collapse, potential explosion, extremely hazardous
atmosphere, backdraft condition, flashover condition, or immediate change of
tactical conditions.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all Alameda County Fire Department personnel to be
familiar with this policy.
POLICY:

It is the policy of this Department to follow the procedures set forth in this
guide.

PROCEDURES:
I.

DEFINITIONS
A. Emergency Traffic: The term used to notify firefighters of the need to clear all radio
traffic. Clear text shall be used to identify the type of emergency. When Emergency
Traffic is announced, all personnel shall refrain from using their radios on the affected
talk groups unless a radio message is necessary for the safety of personnel or involves
the emergency situation.
B. Rescue: Rescue is used to inform firefighters of the need to remove civilians from a
hazard or potential hazard area.
C. Withdraw: Withdraw is used when operations require that emergency personnel and
civilians leave an area, and time is sufficient that they may pick up their equipment and
leave in an orderly manner. This may be done when expanding a hot zone, changing
from offensive to defensive operations, or leaving an area.
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D. Evacuation: Evacuation is used when an imminent hazard endangers the safety of
personnel and civilians. Time is not sufficient to take equipment, and all must
immediately leave the area. All emergency personnel must immediately leave the area
in an orderly manner as quickly as possible.
E. Evacuation Signal: The evacuation signal shall consist of repeated short blasts of the air
horn for approximately ten (10) seconds, followed by a 10 second period of silence. This
sequence of air horn blasts for 10 seconds followed by a 10 second period of silence will
be done 3 times; total air horn evacuation signal including the periods of silence will last
fifty (50) seconds.
F. Personnel Accountability Report (PAR) – PAR is conducted to ensure all companies and
members are accounted for at the incident or in a specific area.
II.

EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE
A. In the event of a potential hazardous condition that creates an imminent danger to
civilians or personnel, members shall communicate this information to the Incident
Commander (IC). The IC is responsible for making orderly and thorough contact with all
on-scene personnel via the radio by announcing Emergency Traffic for the named
incident on all assigned Control and TAC Channels using clear text to identify any of the
following necessary actions to be taken:
1. Evacuation of the building
2. Withdraw from the hazard area
3. Other critical incident information (safety messages, etc.)
B. At the direction of the IC, the dispatch shall announce: “Evacuation of the building for

incident (name) and prepare for Personnel Accountability Report.”

C. Dispatch shall initiate ALERT TONE 3 on all assigned Control and TAC channels.
1. When using Direct/Simplex Channels, The IC or his/her designee shall activate the
alert tone by depressing the orange emergency trigger button and the push to talk
simultaneously.
D. All radio traffic shall cease and the appropriate message will be broadcast by dispatch.
E. Dispatch shall repeat the message two (2) times, “Evacuate from the building for
incident (name) and prepare for emergency PAR” on all assigned Control and TAC
Channels.
1. When using Direct/Simplex Channels, the IC or his/her designee will perform the
tasks performed by ACRECC.
2. If the incident is on Mutual Aid VHF channels, the announcement will be made by the
Policy No. 32.006 - Page 2
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Incident Commander and repeated on all channels at the incident.
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F. If the “Evacuate the Building” message is broadcast, the IC shall select the apparatus to
sound the “Evacuation” signal. This shall be done in conjunction with the radio
announcement of Emergency Traffic, with direction for the on-scene personnel to
abandon the hazard area. The apparatus used to conduct the signal should not be in
close proximity to the Command Post, if possible, thus reducing the chance of missing
any radio messages.
G. Personnel Accountability Report will be initiated by the IC, and shall be taken when
personnel have assembled in safe areas to ensure the safe and timely exit of personnel
from the hazardous area.
H. If any member(s) are not accounted for, the procedure will start again from step one and
Command will send a Rapid Intervention Crew (RIC) to the last reported working area of
the lost firefighter(s) to begin a search.
I. When all personnel are accounted for, the Incident Commander will announce “PAR
Complete.”
III.

EVACUATION PROCEDURE
A. Upon receiving the evacuation message, all personnel shall react immediately by closing
nozzles (unless they are needed for safe evacuation), abandon equipment, and retreat
from the area immediately.
B. Crew members shall insure that others in the area are aware of the evacuation message.
C. Company Officers shall assemble crews as soon as possible and proceed to assigned
apparatus for a PAR, unless directed to another location by their supervisor.
D. All Command staff, general staff, and division or group supervisors shall assemble their
personnel in a safe location and conduct a PAR.

IV.

PERSONNEL ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT (PAR) PROCEDURE
A. Branch directors, division/group supervisors and Company Officers shall assemble their
crews and keep them intact.
B. Company Officers shall assess the physical condition of the crew members and
determine the readiness of the Company.
C. If any members fail to report, the immediate supervisor shall be immediately notified.
D. Company Officers, command staff, general staff, and division/group supervisors shall
monitor radio traffic and wait for contact from the IC or their designee for a status report.
Policy No. 32.006 - Page 4
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E. When contacted, the officer in charge shall report “Engine 24 PAR” if no one is missing
and the number of injured personnel, if any.
F. At the conclusion of the Emergency Traffic situation, the IC shall notify the dispatch
center and announce ALL CLEAR – RESUME RADIO TRAFFIC on all assigned incident
control and TAC channels. All companies/divisions/groups and branch directors shall
verify receipt of message.
Cross References: 36.000; 36.001; 32.000; ICS-910; Firescope – F.O.G.,
ACFD Radio Communications Manual
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SAN LEANDRO PD UPGRADES NIXLE
On May 12, 2014, the San Leandro Police Department expanded their partnership with Nixle and will be
using one central system for emergency communication.
Nixle is designed to consolidate several notification systems into one easy to use platform. This service
will streamline the public notification process providing information to the community by text message,
email, voice calls, social media, and also includes a component for citizens to report anonymous
tips. Nixle includes an emergency notification system allowing the police department to initiate a voice
message broadcast to residents or businesses based on their geographic location. Some examples of
emergency notifications include evacuation notices, shelter in place notices, imminent threat to life or
property, or any incident that could be defined as a community emergency (e.g. missing child). All San
Leandro residents are encouraged to sign up at www.Nixle.com. Nixle allows subscribers to customize
their alerting preference; residents can choose to receive notification by text message, email, voice call, or
social media.
The partnership between the San Leandro Police Department and Nixle will strengthen the emergency
notification system by integrating all of our current technology into one streamlined process using a
single vendor.
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Administrative Volume II
PURPOSE:

To establish a minimum standard for initial training and skill maintenance of all
Special Operations positions.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all personnel be familiar with this policy.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to recognize and adopt
safe and functional training standards consistent with federal and state
standards for all Special Operations position assignments.

PROCEDURE:
I.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
A. The Alameda County Fire Department shall require any individual assigned or bidding to a
Special Operations position to successfully complete the minimum level of training and
education in that particular special operations discipline. The individual also must complete
an orientation program specific to the Alameda County Fire Department Special
Operations Division in the areas of hazardous materials, heavy rescue, water rescue, or
bulldozer operations before being assigned as an active member in any of these identified
areas.
B. Members receiving assignments in Special Operations positions shall complete formal
course work, a task book, and assigned proficiency training. Personnel receiving a
Special Operations assignment will have a two year commitment for the Water Rescue
team or a three year commitment for the Bulldozer, Rescue, and Hazardous Materials
teams when training is provided in part or whole by the ACFD. Any person bidding into a
Special Operations assignment already trained to the minimum initial requirements will not
be required to fulfill a time commitment. Promotion when there are no vacancies on the
applicable team in the new rank will waive the remainder of the commitment. If a member
rejoins the team at a later date, the remainder of the commitment will apply.
Personnel will be required to meet all performance standards on an ongoing basis.
Personnel not meeting the standards will be assigned a Performance Improvement Plan
(PIP). Administration reserves the management right to reassign personnel or terminate
the Special Operations assignment for anyone that cannot meet performance standards
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II.

on normal evaluation and after two subsequent PIPs.
Special Operations Division Assignments Minimum Training and Education:
A.
B.
C.
D.

III.

Hazardous Materials Team (see attachment A).
Heavy Rescue Team (see attachment B).
Water Rescue Team (see attachment C).
Bulldozer Operations see attachment D.

TRAINING RECORDS
A. It is the responsibility of Company Officers assigned to Special Operations stations to
ensure training hours are recorded in the ACFD's training report system in a timely
manner.
B. It is the responsibility of each member assigned to a Special Operations position to
maintain training certificates and Department training logs. These certificates and training
logs may be inspected at any time and are required to be inspected annually by the Chief
of Special Operations or designee.
C. Any special operations training provided by the Department shall have a class roster
generated which is to be submitted to the Special Operations Chief.

IV.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS TRAINING PLAN
A. Development begins in September for the following year.
B. Training is organized in weekly and quarterly time frames.
C. The plan is completed, de-conflicted with other Special Operations training, distributed,
and placed on the master calendar in November for the following year.
D. The annual training plan is created by the Division Chief of Special Operations or designee
with input from the Program Managers of each discipline. Training will be based on
member feedback, regional initiatives, needs of the department, OSHA requirements, CAL
OES updates, State Fire training updates, NFPA and FEMA updates.

Special Operations Task Books and ACFD Proficiencies file folders are located on the G drive:
G:\ADMIN\OAG-SOG\Special Ops Proficiencies

Cross References:
OAG Policy 23.007 - Page 2
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OAG 23.007: Hazardous Materials Team Training and Education
I. Hazardous Materials Team – ACFD maintains a Hazardous Materials Team
certified as a Cal/OES Type I team as defined by FIRESCOPE. Personnel
permanently assigned to a Hazmat Station as a Hazmat team member must be
qualified to at least a hazardous materials technician level in accordance with Title
19 CCR § 2520. Personnel may also be required to complete additional course
work dependent on the needs of the ACFD Hazardous Materials Team to maintain
Cal/OES Type I qualifications.
II. Scope: Hazardous Materials training is to ensure proficiency of the team
members to the Cal/OES Type I Team standard, both as a single resource and
as an integrated element of the regional response plan. ACFD Hazardous
Materials units must be prepared to act in coordination with Federal, State, and
local partners throughout the region and will endeavor to conduct inter-agency
training on a regular basis.
III. Qualification Training: Training includes course work as detailed in 19 CCR § 2520
and also ACFD specific training contained in the Hazardous Materials team task
book. Required course work must be completed prior to joining the ACFD
Hazardous Materials Team.
A. Required course work for all members:
1. Cal/OES CSTI Hazardous Materials Technician A-D series
B. Required training for all new and returning members, as assigned by the
Division Chief of Special Operations or their designee, must be completed
within 3 months of assignment to a Hazardous Materials position. The Special
Operations Division Chief, may grant an extension due to extenuating
circumstances. This training is contained in the ACFD Hazardous Materials
team task book
C. Additional course work may be required, as specified by the Division Chief of
Special Operations, for the ACFD Hazmat Team to maintain Cal/OES Type I
qualifications.
1. Cal/OES CSTI Hazardous Materials Specialist F-G series.
2. Cal/OES CSTI Hazardous Materials, Weapons of Mass Destruction
Terrorism for the Technician/Specialist course.
3. Cal/OES CSTI Hazardous Materials Assistant Safety Officer Course.
4. Cal/OES CSTI Hazardous Materials Incident Command Course.
IV. Sustainment training: ACFD Hazmat team members are required to complete the
following annually.
A. 24 Hours of Hazardous materials specific training, documented in Fire RMS
utilizing appropriate JAC codes.
B. Proficiencies as assigned by the Division Chief of Special Operations or
designee. Evaluated by the Division Chief of Special Operations or designee.
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C. Participate in, complete, and document training as detailed in the Annual Special
Operations Training Plan.
V. Requirements: All ACFD Hazmat team members are required to:
A. Complete and pass an annual ACFD Hazmat physical.
B. Members assigned after July 1, 2011 are required to obtain and maintain DOE
“Q” clearance.
C. Complete a 3-year commitment to the ACFD Hazardous Materials team as
required in Section I. B of OAG 23.007.
1. The 3 year commitment begins at the time the individual completes the
training requirements and is added to the team by the Division Chief of
Special Operations.
2. If a member leaves the team due to promotion prior to the completion of the
3 year commitment, they will be required to complete the remainder of their
commitment if they are reinstated to the team at a later date.
D. All ACFD members bidding a Hazmat team position must meet the initial
training requirements listed in Section III.A and Section III.B of this attachment
before being added to the Hazmat team.
1. Returning members absent from the team for greater than 12 months will be
required to complete training listed in Section III.B of this attachment prior to
being assigned to the ACFD Hazardous Materials Team.
VI. Exiting the team: Following the provisions of OAG 23.001(Transfers and
Assignments), ACFD Hazmat team members may leave the team upon
completion of the three year commitment.
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OAG 23.007: Urban Search and Rescue Team Training and Education

I. USAR Team – ACFD maintains an Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) team
certified as a California Office of Emergency Services (Cal/OES) Type I team as
defined in FIRESCOPE.
II. Scope: The ACFD USAR team is specially trained and equipped to meet the
requirements of a Cal/OES Type 1 USAR team.
III. Qualification Training: Qualification training includes course work and completion
of the ACFD USAR task book.
A. Required course work for all members:
1. Low Angle Rescue Operations
2. Rescue Systems 1
3. Rescue Systems 2
4. Confined Space Rescue Technician
5. Trench Rescue Technician
6. Swift Water Rescue Awareness
B. Qualification training must be completed within 12 months of opening the ACFD
USAR task book. The Special Operations Division Chief may grant an extension
due to extenuating circumstances such as displacement or class availability.
1. Engineers and Firefighters assigned to the Rescue station must complete
driver’s training and rodeo driving course with R524 ID#365 to obtain an R*
designation.
C. Additional training may be required as specified by the Division Chief of Special
Operations in order to maintain Cal/OES Type I certification.
IV. Sustainment training: To maintain perishable skills, ACFD USAR team members
participate in the annual training plan as defined below:
A. Weekly sustainment training as detailed in the USAR annual training plan.
B. Proficiencies as assigned by the Division Chief of Special Operations or
designee.
C. Regional training as assigned by the Division Chief of Special Operations or
designee.
D. Confined space and trench rescue training as required by OSHA.
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V. Requirements: All ACFD USAR team members are required to:
A. Complete a 3 year commitment assigned to the ACFD USAR station as
required per OAG 23.007 Section I. B.:
1. The 3 year commitment begins at the time the individual completes the
training requirements and is added to the team by the Division Chief of
Special Operations.
2. If a member leaves the ACFD USAR station due to promotion prior to the
completion of the 3 year commitment, they will be required to complete the
remainder of their commitment if they bid the ACFD USAR station at a later
date.
VI. Exiting the team: Following the provisions of OAG 23.001(Transfers and
Assignments), ACFD USAR team members may leave the ACFD USAR station
upon completion of the three year commitment.
A. Members leaving the ACFD USAR station may elect to maintain their R
designation. Maintaining an R designation will be accomplished through
completion of the ACFD USAR sustainment task book every 2 years.
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I. Water Rescue Team – ACFD maintains a Water Rescue team that meets or
exceeds NFPA 1670 and NFPA 1006 standards for Surface Water Rescue.
II. Scope: Water Rescue training is to ensure proficiency on the waters of the San
Francisco Bay operating IRBs, flat bottomed rescue boats, and RHIBs both as a
single resource and as an integrated element of the regional response plan.
ACFD water rescue units must be prepared to act in coordination with Federal,
State, and local partners throughout the region and will endeavor to conduct
inter-agency training on a regular basis.
A. Definitions
1. Technician (WR) - Able to function as the primary operator of Inflatable
Rescue Boats (IRB), flat-bottomed rescue boats, and small rescue boats of
18’ or less. Able to serve as a crew member on Rigid Hulled Inflatable
Rescue Boats (RHIB)
2. Specialist (WR*) - Able to function as the primary operator of large RHIBs to
include advanced maritime navigation and use of integrated electronics.
III. Qualification Training: Operator training shall be provided by internal subject
matter experts and/or recognized coursework to the technician level (WR) and
specialist level (WR*) as defined in the relevant task book.
A. Required training for all members:
1. Upon bidding a Water Rescue station, all members will open a WR task
book.
2. Technician (WR) training will be completed within 3 months.
3. Upon completion of the WR task book the member will open a WR* task
book.
4. Specialist (WR*) training will be completed within 6 months opening a
WR* task book with an extension of up to 3 additional months upon
approval from the Division Chief of Special Operations.
5. Returning members who have not maintained their WR* designation through
sustainment training will be required to complete training listed in Section
III.A.4 above.
B. Any member of the Department may open and complete a WR task book
regardless of where they are assigned. Completion of a WR task book will not
obligate the member to serve a commitment at a Water Rescue Station.
1. To open a WR* task book, a member must be assigned or placed at a
Water Rescue station.
IV. Sustainment training: ACFD Water Rescue members are required to complete the
following:
A. WR designated members will be required to complete sustainment training
1
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contained in the WR task book every two years to maintain their designation.

B. WR* designated members will be required to complete sustainment training
contained in the WR* task book every 12 months.
C. For members assigned to a Water Rescue station, sustainment training will be
accomplished through regularly scheduled drills and exercises as detailed in the
Water Rescue Annual Training Plan and documented in FRMS. No further
documentation will be required.
D. For WR* qualified members, failure to complete required sustainment training
will result in a downgrade to WR. For WR qualified members, failure to complete
required sustainment training will result in the loss of WR designation.
V. Requirements: In recognition of the Department’s commitment of the time and
resources required to train a fully qualified team member, upon completion of a
WR* task book the member will:
A. Incur a 2-year commitment to an ACFD Water Rescue station as required per
Section I. B of OAG 23.007.
1. The 2 year commitment begins at the time the individual is assigned to the
Water Rescue station and may be extended if the member does not meet
the qualification timeline in Section III.A.2. and Section III.A.4.
VI. Exiting the team. Upon completion of a 2-year commitment, members will have the
following options:
A. Remain assigned to a Water Rescue station.
B. Bid out of a Water Rescue station and relinquish the WR* or WR designation in
accordance with Sections IV.A. and IV.B.
C. Bid out of a Water Rescue station and retain the WR or WR* designation
through the completion of sustainment training per Section IV.A. (WR) or IV.B.2.
(WR*).
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I. Bulldozer Program- ACFD maintains a Bulldozer program to respond to wildland
fire incidents within ACFD’s response area, within surrounding jurisdictions, and
for out of county mutual aid.
II. Scope: Bulldozer training ensures proficiency of program members both as a
single resource and as an integrated element of the regional response plan for
wildland fires. Bulldozer team members shall stay current with best practices
and industry standards on wildland firefighting, bulldozer operations, and
operating the Class A vehicles required to move the bulldozer to incident
locations. Members of the bulldozer program must be prepared to act in
coordination with Federal, State, and local partners throughout the region and will
endeavor to conduct inter-agency training on a regular basis.
A. Definitions
1. Operator – Able to function as a single resource within the Alameda
County Fire Department response area.
2. Technician – Able to function as a single resource contracted for coverage
to CAL Fire SCU.
3. Specialist - Able to function as a single resource for Out of County Mutual
Aid requests.
III. Qualification Training: Qualification training includes licensing, relevant task book
completion, and course work.
A. Bulldozer Operator
1. Gain and maintain a California Department of Motor Vehicles, Class A
license.
2. Completion of the ACFD Bulldozer Operator task book, this process is may
take up to 2 years. The task book includes:
a. Bulldozer fire line construction.
b. Navigation.
c. Towing and trailering.
d. Safe driving.
e. Loading and unloading the bulldozer.
f. Wildland firefighting behavior, strategy, and tactics.
3. Members assigned to the bulldozer program station may open a bulldozer
operator task book. Once opened, the task book and associated training
must be completed within two years.
B. Bulldozer Technician
1. Current qualification as an ACFD Bulldozer Operator with one fire season of
experience.
2. Completion of the ACFD Bulldozer Technician task book.

OAG 23.007: Bulldozer Operations
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C. Bulldozer Specialist
1. Qualification as an ACFD Bulldozer Technician.
2. Completion of the CAL Fire, Heavy Fire Equipment Operator Academy
(HFEO) or equivalent.
IV. Sustainment Training: Members of the ACFD Bulldozer Program are required to
complete the following annually:
A. 12 hours of bulldozer operation while conducting fire line construction. This
requirement can be met through training or incident response.
B. 2 hours of tractor trailer Class A driving.
C. Completion of the relevant bulldozer program sustainment task book.
D. Proficiencies as assigned by the Division Chief of Special Operations or
designee.
V. Requirements: All members of the ACFD Bulldozer Program are required to:
A. Maintain a California Department of Motor Vehicles Class A license.
B. Complete a 3 year commitment to the ACFD Bulldozer station as required by
Section I. B. of OAG 23.007.
1. The 3 year commitment begins when the individual completes the training
requirements and is added to the bulldozer program roster by the Division
Chief of Special Operations.
2. The 3 year commitment will reset for a Bulldozer Technician transitioning to
Bulldozer Specialist at the conclusion of the CAL Fire, Heavy Fire
Equipment Operator Academy (HFEO) or equivalent.
3. Returning members whose qualifications have lapsed for greater than 12
months will be required to complete qualification training as listed in Section
II.A.
VI. Exiting the team: ACFD Bulldozer Operators may leave the team upon
completion of the 3 year commitment.
A. Members who have left the bulldozer program station as a result of promotion
or voluntary bid may remain in the bulldozer program through the completion
of the relevant annual sustainment training.
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APPENDIX A
Hazardous Materials Type 1 Company Minimum Equipment List

Department 3
Letter Identifier
(MACS):

Department
Name:

Date:

Evaluated
By:

Inspection
Deny:

Certified
Company
Type:

Inspection
Pass:

NOTE: Please refer to FIRESCOPE Standardized Hazardous Materials Equipment List, PART TWO, “LIST OF
EQUIPMENT”, for a complete description of each tool or equipment item, required sizes, and listing of
components for kits.

1.

FIELD TESTING and DETECTION

1.1

Color Change Analysis – Non-Electronic

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

1.1.1

TEST STRIPS, pH PAPER, Packets

1 Pkt

R

1.1.3

TEST STRIPS, OXIDIZER, Packets

1 Pkt

R

1.1.4

TEST STRIPS, PEROXIDE, Packets

1 Pkt

R

1.1.9

TEST STRIPS, WMD CHEMICAL, Kit:
Or - “3-WAY” booklet)

1 Pkt

R

1.1.10

TEST PAPER, WMD CHEMICAL, Roll: (M-9 paper rolls)

1 Pkt

R

1.1.11

TEST PAPER, WMD CHEMICAL, Card: Military M256A1

1 Kit

R

1.1.12

TEST CARD, TRAINING ONLY, WMD CHEMICAL

1 Kit

R

1.2

Qualitative Analysis, Kits – Non-Electronic

Inv.
#:

(M-8 booklet -

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

Item Name and Description

Requirement

1.2.2

INDUSTRIALCHEMICALS, UNKNOWN, Qualitative: Test
Kit

1 Kit

1.2.3

PCB CHEMICALS, Test Kit

4 Kits

1.2.8

WMD, WATER TEST, MILITARY, Kit: (M272 or M273)

1 Kit

R

1.2.9

WMD CHEMICALS, MILITARY, Test Kit: (M18A2 or
M18A3)

1 Kit

R

1.3
Inv.
#:

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

R
May be a part
of #1.2.1.or
1.2.2

R

Qualitative Analysis, Kits – Electronic
Item Name and Description

1.3.1

CHROMATOGRAPHY, GAS

1.3.2

SPECTROMETRY, MASS or equal

1.3.3

SPECTROSCOPY, INFRA-RED or equal

1.4

Colorimetric Analysis – Non-Electronic

Inv.
#:

OK

Item Name and Description

1.4.1

COLORIMETRIC Kit, BASIC

1.4.2

COLORIMETRIC Kit, CHIP

1.4.3

COLORIMETRIC Kit, MULTI-SENSING

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

One Kit
Complete of
any one of
the three
technologies
Described

Requirement
1 Kit,
Complete, of
any one type
listed

Type
1

R

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1
R
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1.4.4

COLORIMETRIC Kit, WMD Special

1.5

WMD Biological Detection – Electronic

Inv.
#:

1 Kit,
Complete

Item Name and Description

Requirement

1.5.1

NON-AGENT SPECIFIC, Biological Detection: - A
sampling and detection system which screens via
fluorescence technology but is not agent specific

1.5.2

AGENT SPECIFIC Biological Detection:
fluorescence technologies
- Or Immuno-assay fluorescence technology
- Or DNA replication technology
- Or Other equal or better system

2.

AIR MONITORING

2.1

Confined Space Monitoring

Inv.
#:

–Protein

R

Certification
Or Standard

1 StandAlone Kit or
System
Of Either
Type

Type
1

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

2.1.1

CONFINED SPACE OSHA STANDARD Four Gas:
Continuous monitoring

1 Unit

Intrinsic to UL
#913

R

2.1.2

CALIBRATION KIT, for Item # 2.1.1

2.2

Multiple Gas Monitoring, Toxic
Item Name and Description

1 Kit

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

TOXIC VAPOR, in ppm

1 Unit

R

2.2.2

AROMATIC
HYDROCARBON
(Benzene
Ring)
Monitoring. If capability included in 2.2.1, satisfies this
requirement.

1 Unit

R

2.2.4

CALIBRATION KITS: For each of the above that may be
in inventory.

1 Unit for
each kit

R

2.3

Specialty Gas Capability
Item Name and Description

Requirement

2.3.1

AMMONIA

1 Capability

2.3.2

FREONS, Halogenated Hydrocarbons

1 Capability

2.3.3

HALOGEN GASES: At least for Chlorine

1 Capability

2.3.4

PHOSPHINE

1 Capability

2.3.16

CALIBRATION KITS (For each instrument, as is
necessary)

1 for each
type of
monitoring
unit on hand

2.4

WMD Chemical Dedicated Instruments

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

2.4.1

NERVE AGENT Detection: See Appendix D, Chart #1

2.4.2

BLISTER AGENT – MUSTARDS Detection: See
Appendix D, Chart #1

Requirement
Must have
capability to
monitor and
detect for at
least one
substance in

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

R

2.2.1

Inv.
#:

NEED

R

Item Name and Description

Inv.
#:

OK

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1
R

One Device
May Have
Capability
To Detect
Two or
More Specialty
Gases

R

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

R
R

R

R

R
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2.4.3

BLISTER AGENT – LEWISITE Detection: See Appendix
D, Chart #1

2.4.4

BLOOD AGENTS Detection: See Appendix D, Chart #1

2.4.5

CHOKING / VOMITING AGENTS Detection: See
Appendix D, Chart #1

2.4.6

INCAPACITATING AGENTS Detection: See Appendix
D, Chart #1

2.4.7

CALIBRATION KITS: Maintenance or Calibration Kit for
each unit in inventory, as necessary.

3.

SAMPLING

3.1

Substance Capture and Bulk Transfer

Inv.
#:
3.1.1

Item Name and Description

each of these
six
categories.
This may
require one
to several
instruments,
depending
upon
versatility of
each
instrument

3.1.2

COLIWASA TUBES, Re-usable, Glass: Teflon seal

3.1.5

PIPETTE, TRANSFER, Plastic, Regular, Bulk

3.1.6
3.1.10
3.1.11

SWAB, STERILE: Non-organic; single use

3.1.12
3.1.15
3.1.16

TONGS, BEAKER or CRUCIBLE, Metal, PTFE Coated

3.1.17

TONGS,
Coated.

3.1.19

FORCEPS – of those described

R

R

R

1 for each
type of
monitoring
unit

Requirement

COLIWASA TUBES, Disposable, Glass or Clear
Plastic

R

12 of either
type, mix or
match

R

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

100

R

TEST TUBES, Disposable: Borosilicate glass

100

R

6 Individual
Units

R

SPONGE, Sealed, Sterile

2

R

ENVIRONMENT DIPPER, Telescopic

1

R

Plastic

-2Two of either
type, or one
of each

R

2

R

3.1.20

FUNNEL, DISPOSABLE or REUSEABLE – of those
described

Complement
of 8, with at
least 1 of
each size

R

3.1.24

SPATULA, SAMPLING, LARGE, “V” Shape: Plastic or
metal

5, in any
combination

R

3.1.25

SPATULA, SAMPLING, MICRO: Nickel plated

3.1.26

SPOON, Plastic: - of those described

3.1.27

SCOOP, SMALL, Sterile, 2 oz: General purpose

3.2

Bulk Liquid Transfer – Mechanical

Inv.
#:
3.2.1

Metal,

1

NEED

EPA Protocol B

PIPETTE, TRANSFER, Plastic, Large, Bulk

CRUCIBLE,

OK

R

R

or

NEED

EPA Protocol B

Pkg of 100

BEAKER

OK

Meets FDA
compliance

R

12, in any
combination

R

1

R

Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

PUMP, SYPHON, DRUM, Heavy Duty, Stainless Steel:
For 55 gallon drums

1 of any of
the three
types listed

FM or UL
Listed
Mechanical, or

R
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3.2.2

PUMP, SYPHON, DRUM, Heavy Duty, PVC:
gallon drums

3.2.3

PUMP, ROTARY, Transfer, Metal:
flammable liquids in 55 gallon drums

3.2.7

PUMP, DIAPHRAGM, HAND – See description

3.3

Containerization, Labeling, Documentation

Inv.
#:

if electrical
must be
intrinsically safe

For 55

Suitable

for

Item Name and Description

1

R

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

3.3.2

SAMPLE JARS, Sterile, Clear Glass, 4 and 8 oz

Compliment
of 24

Class 2000
EPA Protocol B

R

3.3.4

SAMPLE JARS, Sterile, Amber Glass, 4 and 8 oz

Compliment
of 4

Class 2000
EPA Protocol B

R

3.3.7

SAMPLE VIALS, Sterile, Clear Glass, 1.3 oz

12

Class 2000
EPA Protocol B

R

3.3.8

STOPPERS, Conical: Rubber, neoprene or silicone –
See description for sizes

3.3.9

BAGS, PLASTIC, Zipper Locking – See description

3.3.10

BAGS, EVIDENCE, Tamper-Proof

Kit of 5
different
sizes

R

Kit of 24
representing
all three sizes

R

12

R
R

3.3.11

LABELS, ORDINARY BLANK

Kit of 50 of
various sizes

3.3.15

LABELS, EVIDENCE SEALS.

One role, or
minimum of
25

R

3.3.16

PENS, MARKING, PAINT – See description

4, preferably
of different
colors

R

3.3.17

PENS, MARKING, INDELIBLE, Medium & Fine Point

Kit of 6

R

3.3.18

CHAIN OF EVIDENCE FORMS

20

R

3.3.19

PHOTO, ASSESSMENT and RECONNAISSANCE: Film
Type or Digital Technology – See description

3.3.20

PHOTO, ASSESSMENT and RECONNAISSANCE KIT,
Digital Type

3.4

Transportation

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

1 complete
kit, any size

ICAO Packing
#602 for
Infectious
Substances

R

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

4.

RADIATION MONITORING / DETECTION

4.1

Gamma, Beta, and Alpha Detection and Survey

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

4.1.1

GAMMA SURVEY CAPATILITY. – See description

4.1.2

BETA SURVEY CAPABILITY – See description

Requirement
Must have
capability to
survey for
alpha, beta,
and gamma.
Separate units
will meet this
requirement,

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

Opt

Requirement

CONTAINER, BIOLOGICAL, Plastic – See description

NEED

R

1 of either kit
as described

3.4.1

OK

European
“CE”
Certification is
recommended

R

R

- or -
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4.1 3

ALPHA SURVEY CAPATILITY – See description

4.2

Radionuclide Detection

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

4.2.1

RADIO-NUCLIDE DETECTION

4.3

Dosimeters

Inv.
#:

One
“combination”
unit will
suffice, see
optional items

Requirement

R

Certification
Or Standard

One

Type
1

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

1 for each
assigned
member

ANSI N-13.5

R

Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

5.1.1

VAPOR PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE, 1991 Industrial
Chemicals – See description

6

NFPA 1991

R

5.1.4

VAPOR PROTECTIVE, with 1991 WMD Chemical /
Biological Protection – See description

4.3.1

DOSIMETER, DIRECT READING:
Electronic type also satisfies.

5.

CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

5.1

Vapor Protective

Inv.
#:

See description.

5.1.5

VAPOR PROTECTIVE, with 1994 WMD Chemical /
Biological Protection – See description

5.1.6

PRESSURE TEST KIT: Usually supplied by garment
manufacturer, includes Magnehelic gauge.

5.2

Liquid Splash Protective

Inv.
#:
5.2.1

Item Name and Description
LIQUID SPLASH PROTECTIVE, NFPA 1992; See
description

5.2.2

LIQUID SPLASH PROTECTIVE, with NFPA 1994 Class
3 WMD Chemical / Biological Protection – See
description. This item meets requirement of 5.2.1

5.3

Limited Use Protective

Inv.
#:
5.3.1

Item Name and Description
LIMITED USE, Splash Protective; See description

Provides for
WMD entry.
6 of either
type of
ensemble,
must include
gloves, boots
to same
certification

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

R

Requirement

Item Name and Description

OK

NFPA 1991
- OR -

R

NFPA 1994,
Class One

One

NFPA 1991;
ASTM F-1052

R

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

NFPA 1992
6, of either
type

NFPA 1994,
Class 2 or 3

R

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

2 for each
assigned
member

None

R
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6.

ANCILLARY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

6.1

Hand Protection

Inv.
#:
6.1.1

6.1.2

Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

REPLACEMENT GLOVES, Vapor Protective: Only as
supplied
and/or
recommended
from
garment
manufacturer – See description

1
replacement
set for each
suit

NFPA 1991

R

REPLACEMENT GLOVES, Liquid Splash Protective:
Only as recommended from garment manufacturer – See
description.

1
replacement
set for each
suit on hand;
Gloves for
6.1.1 will
satisfy.

NFPA 1992

R

6.1.3

UNDER-GLOVE – See description

24 Pair

R

6.1.4

HIGH TEMPERATURE Protective Glove

2 Pair

R

6.1.6

ULTRA-COLD Protective Glove

2 Pair

None

R

6.2

Foot Protection
Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

1 pair for
each
assigned
member

NFPA 1991 or
NFPA 1992 or
NFPA 1994;
and ANSI Z-41

R

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

6.2.1

BOOTS, CHEMICAL RESISTANT

6.3

Head and Eye Protection

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

6.3.1

HELMET – See description

1 for each
assigned
member

ANSI Z-89.1

R

6.3.2

GOGGLES

1 for each
assigned
member.

ANSI Z-87.1

R

6.4

Support Systems
Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

6.4.1

UNDERGARMENT, FIRE RESISTANT; One or two
piece, as described

1 for each
assigned
member

NFPA 2112
Or NFPA 1975
Or NFPA 1977

R

7.

TECHNICAL REFERENCE

7.1

Printed References, Industrial and WMD Chemicals
Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

Inv.
#:

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

Requirement

7.1.1

DATABASE TYPE, Printed:
Appendix E, Chart # 2

7.1.2

GUIDEBOOK TYPE,
Appendix E, Chart # 3

7.1.3

SPECIALTY TYPE, Printed:
Appendix E, Chart # 4

7.1.4

REGULATORY
TYPE,
Government
Codes,
Ordinances, Printed OR Electronic: See Appendix E,
Chart # 5

Printed:

Technical data; See

3 Different
references

R

See

2 Different
references

R

Special topics; See

2 Different
references

R

1 each of:
49 CFR;
29 CFR;
Appropriate
NFPA
standards

R

Intervention;

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED
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7.1.5

REGULATORY TYPE, Response Guidelines, Printed
OR Electronic:

1 copy – Local Response Plans
1 copy – Op. Area Resp. Plan
1 copy – OES HMICP

R

7.1.6

WMD Chemical / Biological Substances; Printed OR
Electronic: See Appendix E, Chart #6

At Least:
1 – Chemical
2 - Biological

R

7.2

Electronic Reference Sources, Industrial and WMD Chemicals

Inv.
#:

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

Item Name and Description

Requirement

7.2.1

DATABASE TYPE, Electronic: See Appendix E, Chart #
7

1 Program

R

7.2.2

GUIDEBOOK TYPE, Electronic: See Appendix E, Chart
#8

1 Program

R

7.2.3

SPECIALTY TYPE, Electronic See Appendix E, Chart #
9

1 Program

R

7.2.4

WMD Chemical / Biological Substances; Electronic:
See Appendix E, #10

1 Program

R

7.3

Plume Air Modeling, Program Support

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

7.3.1

AIR MODELING, Database Software

1 Program

R

7.3.2

AIR MODELING, Overlay / Plume Display Software

1 Program

R

7.3.3

AIR MODELING, Mapping

1 Program

R

7.4

Computer, Support Hardware, Software

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

7.4.1

COMPUTER: Desktop or laptop – See description

7.4.2

PRINTER, Color: Inkjet or laser or equal

7.4.3

SCAN Capability: - See description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

1 Unit as
described

Type
1

Ability to
perform all 3
functions

R

ACCESS To INTERNET, Wireless: Hardware,
connections and ports, Boradband capable.

1

R

7.4.8

HARDWARE, COMPUTER, GRAPHICS

1

R

7.4.11

HARDWARE, CD-Rom or DVD drive

1

R

7.4.12

HARDWARE, COMPUTER, USB Port Compatible

1 available

R

7.4.13

SOFTWARE, OPERATING SYSTEM; See description

1

R

7.4.14

SOFTWARE, DOCUMENT PROCESSING; See
description for full explanation

7.4.15

SOFTWARE, FORMAT CONVERSION (.jpg, .pdf) See
description for full explanation

7.4.16

SOFTWARE, PROTECTION – See description

8.

SPECIAL CAPABILITIES

8.1

Advanced Technologies, Vision, Heat, Sound

LIGHT AMPLIFICATION, SCOPE, BASIC – See
description

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

R

Separate or
combination
components
acceptable

7.4.6

8.1.1

OK

R

DUPLICATION Capability: - See description

Item Name and Description

NEED

R

7.4.4

Inv.
#:

OK

1 program – Word Processing
1 Program – Photo-Graphics

R

Ability to convert files to:
a) .jpg and; b) .pdf

R

1 Protective
setup

R

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

1

Generation II or
Better
Technology

R
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8.1.8

INFRA-RED, SCOPE, Temperature Sensing Only

1

8.1.15

SOUND SENSING, Ultra-Sonic

1

8.1.16

CAMERA, VIDEO, Digital

1

UL Standard
1604

R

8.2

Advanced Technologies, Weather, GPS
Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

8.2.1

WEATHER STATION, Basic Kit – See description

8.2.2

WEATHER STATION, Wireless Digital Support

9.

INTERVENTION

9.1

Chemical Intervention

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

NIST

R

1 complete
kit:
Either one as
describe will
suffice

Requirement

R

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

NEUTRALIZATION – Acids – See description

R

9.1.2

NEUTRALIZATION – Alkali (Bases) – See description

An amount
sufficient to
neutralize 5
gallon spill

R

9.1.3

ENCAPSULATING SPREADABLE POWDER – General
Purpose: Suitable for Pesticides (Non-clay based)

1 Container

9.1.4

ENCAPSULATING SPREADABLE POWDER Formaldehyde

An amount
sufficient to
neutralize 5
gallon spill

9.1.5

ENCAPSULATING SPREADABLE POWDER – NonPolar Solvents: Suitable for hydrocarbon based
solvents.

1 Container

9.1.6

FIRE EXTINGUISHER, CLASS “D”, Sodium Chloride
formulation

9.1.7

FIRE EXTINGUISHER, CLASS “D”, Copper compound
formulation

9.2
Inv.
#:

Must have at
least ONE.

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

R

An amount
sufficient to
neutralize 5
gallon spill

9.1.1

OK

OSHA 29CFR
1910.119 or EPA
40CFR170

R

R
EPA RCRA
Burial
Regulations

R

FM Approval

Any one from
these two
types will
satisfy.

FM Approval

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

R

Environmental Intervention
Item Name and Description

9.2.1

ABSORBENT NON-POLAR SOLVENT, - Pads or Roll

150 square
feet of
coverage

40CFR
300.915(g)

R

9.2.2

ABSORBENT GENERAL PURPOSE or POLAR
SOLVENT, - Pads or Roll

150 square
feet of
coverage

40CFR
300.915(g)

R

9.2.3

ABSORBENT NON-POLAR SOLVENT MINI-BOOMS, Pigs, Socks.

40 feet total
length

40CFR
300.915(g)

R

9.2.4

ABSORBENT GENERAL PURPOSE or POLAR
SOLVENT MINI-BOOMS, - Pigs, Socks.

40 feet total
length

40CFR
300.915(g)

R

9.2.5

ABSORBENT NON-POLAR SOLVENT, - Pillows.

10 Gallon
Absorption

40CFR
300.915(g)

R

9.2.6

ABSORBENT GENERAL PURPOSE or POLAR
SOLVENT, - Pillows.

10 Gallon
Absorption

40CFR
300.915(g)

R

9.2.8

MERCURY KIT, Cleanup, Small Spills; As described

1 Kit

R
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One 8’ length
of at least 3
dif. Dia.

9.2.11

PIPE, PLASTIC

9.3

Mechanical Intervention

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

R

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

9.3.1

CHLORINE “A”, Kit

1 Kit

Chlorine
Institute

R

9.3.2

CHLORINE “B”, Kit

1 Kit

Chlorine
Institute

R

9.3.3

CHLORINE “C”, Kit

1 Kit

Chlorine
Institute

R

9.3.5

SULFUR DIOXIDE UPGRADE For Kit “A”

1 Upgrade
Kit, Complete

Chlorine
Institute

R

9.3.6

SULFUR DIOXIDE UPGRADE For Kit “B”

1 Upgrade
Kit, Complete

Chlorine
Institute

R

9.3.7

SULFUR DIOXIDE UPGRADE For Kit “C”

1 Upgrade
Kit, Complete

Chlorine
Institute

R

9.3.10

PATCH AND REPAIR, PIPE, LIQUIDS, Standard, Kit

1 Kit

9.3.13

CLAMP, PIPE, GAS, Line, Mechanical – See description

1 Kit

ASTM F-1563

9.3.15

PATCH, PIPE, LIQUID, Pneumatic, Flange:

9.3.16

PATCH, PIPE, LIQUID, Pneumatic, Bandage:

Either One
Will Satisfy

9.3.17

PATCH, TANKER, LIQUID – See description

9.3.18

PATCH, TANKER, LIQUID, Side – See description

Air source,
hose, regulator,
ratcheting
straps from one
kit can be used
for another kit if
of same
manufacturer
and compatible
(Do not need to
duplicate)

1 Kit

9.3.19

PATCH, TANKER, LIQUID, Side, Drainage Control

9.3.24

PATCH, DRUM,
description

9.3.26

LIQUID,

Pneumatic,

1 Kit:
Either one
will satisfy
requirement

– See

Kit

R
R
R

R

R

PATCH, DRUM, LIQUID, Compression, Kit – Must
include all parts as described.

1 Complete
Kit

R

9.3.29

PLUGS, TAPERED STOPPER, LIQUID, Compression,
Extra Large – See description

1 of Either
Size

3” dia OR
4” dia

R

9.3.31

PLUGS,
BALL
or
HALF-ROUND,
Compression, Extra Large – See description

1 of Either
Size

3” dia OR
4” dia

R

9.3.32

PLUGS, “T” BOLT, LIQUID, COMPRESSION, Extra
Large – See description

1

3” or larger

R

9.3.33

PLUGS, CONICAL, LIQUID, Drain – See description

9.3.34

PLUGS, TAPERED,
description

9.3.35
9.3.36

Set of at least
3 sizes

R

See Set of at least
3 sizes

R

PLUGS, EXPANSION, LIQUID, Standard, Kit – See Mix or match
set of at least
description
7 different
PLUGS, EXPANSION, LIQUID, Vented, Kit – See
sizes, of
description
either style

R

Selection of
at least 7
different
sizes, mix or
match

R

Assortment
to satisfy 1”
to 5” full
range

R

Mix or match
set of four

R

LIQUID,

Pneumatic

–

9.3.42

PLUGS, END CAP, LIQUID, Kit – See description

9.3.43

PLUGS, END CAP, LIQUID, Specialized, Kit – See
description

9.3.44

PLUGS, DOWELS,
description

9.3.48

DOME LID LOCK, Screw Clamp

9.3.49

DOME LID LOCK, Spring Loaded

LIQUID,

Assortment

–

See

NEED

R

1

LIQUID,

OK
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10.

DECONTAMINATION

10.1

Ground Protection

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

Requirement

10.1.1

TARPS, PLASTIC, Ground Cover

10.1.2

TARPS, CARRY-ALL, Small

10.1.3

SHEETING, PLASTIC, ROLL, Heavy Duty

10.1.4

CATCH BASIN; Might be part of #10.1.5

10.1.5

SHOWER,
description

10.1.6

EYE WASH, Station: Portable, 7 gallon capacity

1

10.1.7

POOL, PORTABLE, LARGE

3

10.2

Support Tools for Decontamination

Inv.
#:

GROSS

DECONTAMINATION

See

–

Item Name and Description

10.2.1

STOOLS, Portable: Plastic, stackable or folding.

10.2.2

BRUSHES, LONG HANDLE, SOFT BRISTLE:
type: Approximately 16” long, with plastic bristles

10.2.4

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

2

R

1

R

1 Roll

R

1

R

1

R

Requirement

ANSI Z-358.1
(2004)

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

4

R

BRUSHES, SHORT HANDLE, Rat Tail

2

R

10.2.5

BRUSHES, CAR WASH TYPE, Long Handle

2

R

10.2.6

SPONGE, SET

Set of Four

R

10.2.7

TOWELS, ABSORBENT, DRYING: Commercial laundry
towels

8

R

10.2.8

TOWELS, ABSORBENT, DISPOSABLE: Paper towels,
usually in rolls.

1 Roll

R

10.2.9

BLANKETS, DISPOSABLE:

4

R

10.2.11

CLOTHING, MODESTY

12 Sets

R

10.2.12

TRAFFIC CONES, Ordinary

10.2.13

TRAFFIC CONES, Ordinary, Reflective

Minimum of 6,
mix or match

R

10.2.15

SOAP, SOFT, Hypoallergenic, Liquid: See Description

10.2.16

CHEM-TAPE

10.2.17

CLOTHING REMOVAL TOOLS
PERSONAL PROPERTY TRACKING Kit

10.3

Water Supply, Distribution Tools

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

10.3.1

ADAPTOR, 1 ½” to Garden Hose Reducer(s):

10.3.2

MANIFOLD, HEAVY DUTY – See description

10.3.3

MANIFOLD, LIGHT DUTY – See description

10.3.4

1 pint

R

2 Rolls

R

1

R

Sufficient to
manage 12
individuals
minimum

R

Requirement

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

R

R

10.2.18

NEED

R

4
Toilet

OK

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

2

R

1 of either
type

R

HOSE, GARDEN: 12’ to 24’ lengths

3

R

10.3.5

HOSE GARDEN, SHUT-OFF, In Line:

3

R

10.3.6

WRENCH, HYDRANT, UNIVERSAL

1

R

10.3.7

APPLICATOR, NOZZLE, Garden Hose Adjustable

2

R

10.3.8

APPLICATOR, PRESSURE, Garden Sprayer

1

R

10.4

Collection
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Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

10.4.1

BUCKETS: Ordinary plastic, 5 gallon capacity

10.4.2

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

4

R

BAGS, HEAVY DUTY YARD, Large

Ten

R

10.4.3

BAGS, HEAVY DUTY YARD, medium

Ten

R

10.4.4

DEBRIS COLLECTION UNIT – See description

R

10.4.5

DRUM, CONTAINMENT UNIT, 85 to 95 Gallon -– See
description

Must Have
As
Minimum:

49 CFR
173.3(c)

One – 10.4.4
And
One – of
either
10.4.5
Or
10.4.6

If used to meet
requirement for
#10.4.4, and
#10.4.5, and
#10.4.6, must
have a total of
Two.

10.4.6

DRUM, OVER-PACK
description

10.4.7

DRUM, LINER, 85 to 95 Gallon:

11.

COMMUNICATIONS

11.1

Radio

Inv.
#:

UNIT,

110

Gallon

–

See

10

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

11.1.1

RADIO, PORTABLE, Intrinsically Safe (I.S.) – UL label
must be on unit. See description

1 for each
assigned
member

Intrinsic to UL
#913

R

11.1.4

RADIO, PORTABLE, In-Suit Communications

6 systems

11.1.6

RADIO, PORTABLE, Interchangeable battery,
Intrinsically Safe (I.S.)

2 for each
portable unit

Intrinsic to UL
# 913

R

11.2

Cellular Phone
Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

1 per
Company

IEEE 1512.3
IEEE 269

R

Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

12.1.2

SCBA, COMPLETE, WMD CBRN, 1 Hour Rating – See
description

1 for each
assigned
member

NFPA;
NIOSH CBRN

R

12.1.4

MASK, FULL-FACE, WMD CBRN – See description

1 for each
assigned
member

NFPA; NIOSH
CBRN

R

1 spare bottle
for each
assigned
SCBA

DOT

R

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

1 for each
assigned
member

NIOSH

R

11.2.1

PHONE, CELLULAR – See description

12.

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

12.1

Self-Contained

Inv.
#:

12.1.7

BOTTLE, Spare

12.2

Air Purifying Respirator

Inv.
#:
12.2.1

Item Name and Description
MASK and UNIT, APR, INDUSTRIAL

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

OK

NEED

R

Requirement

Item Name and Description

NEED

R

Item Name and Description

Inv.
#:

OK

R
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1 for each
assigned
member

NIOSH CBRN

R

CARTRIDGES, APR or PAPR, INDUSTRIAL

Multi-gas
cartridge set
for each APR

NIOSH

R

12.2.6

CARTRIDGES, APR or PAPR, CBRN

CBRN
cartridge set
for each APR

NIOSH CBRN

R

13.

TOOLS / OTHER

13.1

General Purpose, Hand Tools, Large

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

Type
1

12.2.2

MASK and UNIT, APR, CBRN

12.2.5

13.1.1

SHOVEL, Round Point, Steel; long handle

1

R

13.1.3

SHOVEL, Square Point, Steel: long handle

1

R

13.1.4

SHOVEL, Square Point, Polypropylene plastic or
equal: long handle

1

R

13.1.5

SHOVEL, Scoop, Polypropylene plastic or equal:

1

R

13.1.6

BROOM, Street, Stiff Polypropylene Bristle, with
handle

1

R

13.1.7

DRUM “Up-Ender”

1

R

13.1.8

HAMMER, Sledge, (7 – 10 Lbs)

1

R

13.1.9

BAR, WRECKING – 36” or >

1

R

13.1.10

COOLER, Rehydration – See description

1

R

13.1.11

MEGAPHONE

1

R

13.1.12

FIRST AID, Kit – Large

13.1.13

FIRST AID, TRAUMA, Kit

13.1.14

MEDICAL MONITORING, Kit – See description

13.1.16
13.1.18

13.2

General Purpose, Hand Tools, Small

Inv.
#:
13.2.1

1 of each or
combination
kit, or, that
which is
available
from another
on-scene unit

ANSI Z-308.1

R

ZONE MARKING, Kit – See description

1

R

SCOPE, Spotting: Adjustable telephoto spotting scope
or binoculars.

1

R

HAMMER, Dead Blow: 36 to 45 oz.

Requirement

Certification
Or Standard

1

NEED

OK

NEED

R

1 Kit

Item Name and Description

OK

Type
1
R

13.2.2

HAMMER, Claw: 20 to 24 oz.

1

Item #13.3.7
Acceptable

13.2.3

HAMMER, Engineer: 36 to 40 oz.

1

Item #13.3.8
Acceptable

R

13.2.4

HAMMER, Ball Peen: 16 to 40 oz.

1

Item #13.3.9
Acceptable

R

13.2.5

SCREWDRIVER, CHISEL, KIT

1 Kit of 3
different

Item #13.3.10
Acceptable

R

13.2.6

SCREWDRIVER, PHILLIPS, KIT

1 Kit of 3
different

Item #13.3.11
Acceptable

R

13.2.7

PLIERS, ORDINARY, Utility

1

Item #13.3.12
Acceptable

R
R
R

13.2.8

PLIERS, WIRE, Side Cutting

1

Item #13.3.13
Acceptable

13.2.9

PLIERS, LONG-NOSE, Needle

1

Item #13.3.14
Acceptable

R
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PLIERS, COMBINATION, Kit

1 Kit of 3
different

Item #13.3.15
Acceptable

R

13.2.11

PLIERS, LOCKING, Vice Grip® Type, Kit

1 Kit of 4
Different
Sizes
AND/OR
Types

Item #13.3.16
Acceptable

R

13.2.12

WRENCH, ALLEN, Complete Set, English (~9 piece)

1 Kit

13.2.13

WRENCH, ALLEN, Complete Set, Metric (~9piece)

1 Kit

13.2.10

R
R

13.2.14

WRENCH, CRESCENT, Adjustable, Kit

1 Kit of 2

Item #13.3.18
Acceptable

13.2.16

WRENCH, PIPE, Adjustable, Kit

1 kit of 2

Item #13.3.20
Acceptable

R

13.2.18

WRENCH, UNIVERSAL, Bung Cap

1

Item #13.3.17
Acceptable

R

13.2.19

WRENCH, COMBINATION, Ordinary, Kit

1 kit of 10

Item #13.3.22
Acceptable

R

13.2.23

CHISEL, COLD, Standard or Hex

13.2.26
13.2.27
13.2.28

R

1 Chisel

R

PUNCH, PIN, Spring Loaded

1

R

TAPE, MEASURING, Retractable, Metal

1

R

TAPE, MEASURING, Re-Wind, Non-Metallic: 50 feet

1

R
Item #13.3.26
Acceptable

13.2.29

KNIFE, PUTTY, Scraping

1

13.2.30

KNIFE, GENERAL UTILITY, Cutting

1

13.2.31

SHEARS, Cutting

1

13.2.32

STRAPS, RATCHET, Tie down

2

R

13.2.33

STOP WATCH:

1

R

13.3

Special Purpose

Inv.
#:

Item Name and Description
SYSTEM, GROUNDING and BONDING, Complete, to
consist of:

13.3.1-A GROUNDING, CABLE, per description
13.3.1-B GROUNDING, ROD: per description
13.3.1-C GROUND RESISTANCE and BONDING DETECTION
Capabilities; per description

Requirement

75’

1, not less
than 4’

R
R

Item #13.3.27
Acceptable

Certification
Or Standard

NEC Article
250
NFPA 70
NFPA 77

Capability to detect Grounding
Resistance AND Bonding
Verification:
May require two separate units
ANSI 107 and
FIRESCOPE

R

Type
1

NEED

R

R

Opt

13.3.3

VESTS, I.C.S., Haz-Mat Group

13.3.6

NON-SPARKING, Hammer, Sledge: 7 to 10 pound.

1

R

13.3.7

NON-SPARKING, HAMMER, Claw: 20 to 24 oz.

1

R

13.3.10

NON-SPARKING, SCREWDRIVER, CHISEL, Kit

1 Kit of 3
different

R

13.3.11

NON-SPARKING, SCREWDRIVER, PHILLIPS, Kit

1 Kit of 3
different

R

13.3.12

NON-SPARKING, PLIERS, ORDINARY, Utility:

1

R

13.3.13

NON-SPARKING, PLIERS, WIRE, Side Cutting:

1

R

13.3.14

NON-SPARKING, PLIERS, LONG-NOSE, Needle:

1

R

13.3.17

NON-SPARKING, WRENCH, BUNG, Universal

1

R

13.3.18

NON-SPARKING, WRENCH, CRESCENT, Adjustable,
Kit

1 Kit of 2

R

13.3.20

NON-SPARKING, WRENCH, PIPE, Adjustable, Kit

1 kit of 2

R

13.3.26

NON-SPARKING, KNIFE, PUTTY, Scraping

1

R

1 Set

OK

R
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13.3.27

NON-SPARKING, SHEARS, Cutting

1

R

13.3.30

REFRIGERATOR, UTILITY, Small

1

R
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

Hazardous Materials Response Levels

POLICY NO.
34.200

Approved By: Sheldon D. Gilbert, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 2

Reviewing Authority:
Deputy Chief, Operations

Revised Date:
08/31/99

Effective Date:
11/01/95

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish a standard response procedure for hazardous material
related incidents.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all members to be familiar with this response
procedure. First arriving company officer, HazMat Group Supervisor
or Incident Commander will be responsible for escalating or deescalating the response level of reported incidents.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to recognize
and adopt the following definitions of levels of response criteria
procedures regarding hazardous material incident response.

PROCEDURE:
I.

DEFINITIONS OF LEVEL OF RESPONSE CRITERIA
A.

Level #1: Hazardous material release or potential release with no immediate
threat to life or property, small contained quantities, 55 gallons or less
petroleum product.

B.

Level #2: All other concerns greater than aforementioned Level #1.

C.

Level #3: Special call out requested by Incident Commander for specific
resources or mutual aid from neighboring departments.
Incident Commander would tell Dispatch that the incident is escalated to a level
#3 and would proceed to request specific resources or mutual aid from specific
departments or agencies.

II.

LEVELS OF RESPONSE
A.

Level #1: First responder still engine response. Affected battalion HazMat unit
or units. Battalion Chief notification. (ALCO is to dispatch next due engine in
Station 25 and Station 12 still districts. This is due to companies from these
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stations manning the hazmat units.)
If Station 12 has HM12 or HM25 and BS25, then the truck will go out of service
and all 3 HazMat personnel will ride on HM12 or run 2 and 1 on HM25 and BS25.
The same will apply at Station 25 with the exception that the engine will go out
of service for response.
Ability to call single resources; e.g., additional engine or truck, environmental
health, unaffected battalion HazMat unit.
B.

Level #2: Two engines, one truck, Battalion Chief and HazMat units from both
battalions. Command staff notification. (Battalion Chief along with HazMat
Group supervisor will arrange to have a minimum of six (6) HazMat Techs at
scene.)
Station 12 will place the truck out of service and Station 25 will place the engine
out of service. Requests for HazMat mutual aid will include a response from the
on-duty BC.
Ability to call single resources: This would include apparatus that may not
normally response but will be called to assemble the necessary number of
HazMat team members.)

C.

Level #3: Special callout for resources needed. (Take into consideration the use
of closest team available)

Cross References: OAG Policy No. 34.800 and 32.001
G:\admin\oag\34-200.doc
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

HazMat Organizational Chart

POLICY NO.
34.000

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 1

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Team

Revised Date:

Effective Date:
08/31/99

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish the organizational structure of the Alameda County Fire
Department Hazardous Materials Response Team.

RESPONSIBILITY: All HazMat Team members shall be responsible to ensure compliance with
the Team's organizational structure.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department and all HazMat Team
members to recognize and adhere to the following policy.

PROCEDURE:
See attached chart.
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Cross References:
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

HazMat Team Member Affiliation

POLICY NO.
34.001

Approved By: Sheldon D. Gilbert, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 2

Reviewing Authority:
Deputy Chief of Operations

Revised Date:
10/01/09

Effective Date:
07/01/98

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish a standard for team member application and team member
status.

RESPONSIBILITY: All Alameda County Fire Department personnel shall be familiar with this
policy. Those employees on the HazMat Team or those showing interest with
affiliation shall follow this policy and procedure.
POLICY:

The ACFD will assign who meet requirements set forth in OAG 34.005 to the
ACFD Hazardous Materials Incident Team. The ACFD adopts and recognizes
the following procedure regarding application and affiliation with the
Alameda County Hazardous Materials Incident Team.

PROCEDURE:
I.

ACTIVE TEAM MEMBER STATUS
A.

Upon assignment to the team, the employee is considered to be an active team
member. Active team members must meet the provisions of continuing education
requirements set forth and provided by the Department as well as pass an annual
medical examination provided by the Department.
1. The Department will initiate a DOE “P” security clearance on all employees
bidding to any hazardous materials position.
2. All employees must maintain a DOE security clearance unless otherwise
approved by the Fire Chief. This includes reducing clearance level (e.g., “Q” to
“P”).

B.

Conditions of Release from the Team:
1. To take a promotion.
2. Released by the Fire Chief of the Department in the interest of the Department.
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3. Resignation (employee must submit a written resignation to the Deputy Chief of
Operations via the chain of command 30 days prior to effective resignation date).
4. Failure to meet the minimum number of Department required training hours and/or
failure to pass the 24 hours of annual refresher training.
5. The Department shall maintain a sufficient amount of Haz Mat team members to
meet
the operational needs of the Department. Ability to staff the team must be
verified
prior to permitting a team member to leave the team. If team staffing
falls below the
operational level set by the Fire Chief, a trained Haz Mat person
must be available to
join the team before any team member is permitted to
leave the team.
C.

All changes in team status require final approval of the Fire Chief.

Cross References: OAG 34.005, 34.800, 23.001

OAG Policy No. 34.001 - Page 2
G:\ADMIN\OAG-SOG\Current OAGs\30.000 - 39.999\34-001 HazMat Team Member Affiliation.DOC
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT

DRAFT

Subject: Hazardous Materials Team Staffing

POLICY NO.
34.002

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 1

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Operations Group

Revised Date:
09/01/03

Effective Date:
06/01/96

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish a minimum standard for staffing of the Hazardous Materials
Team.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all members, especially those assigned to the
Hazardous Materials Team and those making scheduling decisions, to be
familiar with this policy.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to recognize and
adopt safe and functional staffing levels for the Hazardous Materials Team.

PROCEDURE:
1. The Alameda County Fire Department will assign 10
2. Hazardous Materials Team members on each platoon and staff a minimum of 6 Haz Mat
Team members on a daily basis between Stations 4 and 12. (The Battalion Chief position
is not considered in Haz Mat Team staffing.)
3. .T
4. These two minimum staffing standards shall supersede the need to equalize upgrade
hours and may require overtime specifically for the purpose of maintaining minimum
hazardous materials team staffing.
5. If the HazMat Team members are needed at either Station 4 or 12, HazMat Team members
will be moved to facilitate staffing requirements. From time to time it may be necessary to
move personnel between Stations 4 and 12, but this should only be done when HazMat
rover personnel are unavailable at another station.

Cross References: OAG Policy No. 23.004
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

Chemical Testing

POLICY NO.
34.202

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 1

Reviewing Authority:
Deputy Chief, Operations

Revised Date:
08/31/99

Effective Date:
02/01/97

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

Establish standards for chemical identification by testing of all materials to
insure the safe handling and proper disposal of hazardous materials.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of the Hazardous Materials Team to be familiar with
this policy.
POLICY:

The Hazardous Materials Team will conduct chemical identification on all
responses involving unknown materials.

PROCEDURE:
1. The Hazardous Materials Team will conduct chemical identification tests on all responses
involving unknown materials, materials in unmarked or open containers, and any materials
which the Group Supervisor in his/her judgment needs to be tested.
2. All materials which will be transported by a Public Works Agency must be tested before being
turned over to that Agency. Public Works personnel will be informed of test results.
3. All waste oils will be run through the Haz Cat test, as well as a chlorine test (Chlor-in-oil).
4. Documentation of test results will be sent to the Captain responsible for records storage. All
documentation shall have the incident number included.

Cross References:
F:\admin\oag\34.202.doc
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

Medical Monitoring

POLICY NO.
34.203

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 2

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Team

Revised Date:

Effective Date:
08/31/99

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To ensure the safety of HazMat personnel by medical monitoring before,
during, and after a HazMat incident.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all Hazardous Materials Team members to be
medically monitored prior to entering a HazMat incident if their assignment
places them in or near the "Hot Zone." Monitoring shall be performed by an
ACFD paramedic or a member of the HazMat Team. The HazMat Group
supervisor and the Site Safety person shall assure monitoring is completed.
POLICY:

The ACFD will establish procedures to ensure the safety of HazMat Team
personnel.

PROCEDURE:
I.

BASELINE EVALUATIONS
A.

Each HazMat team member shall complete an annual physical.

B.

The HazMat Team Baseline Data sheet will be completed by each team member and
sent to the team member responsible for keeping the medical records. This baseline
shall be updated annually and will include data from the individual gathered while at
rest and also after a 15 minute period of aerobic exercise.

C. A copy of this sheet will be placed on the primary apparatus. One will be placed in the
master file, and a copy will be given to the team member. The sheet will be used to
reference vital signs of a team member who has been assigned a task in or near the
"Hot Zone" and must be monitored prior to entering that zone. The monitoring shall
include an EKG, pulse, blood pressure, weight, respiration, and body temperature.
D.

This monitoring shall be done by an ACFD paramedic or a HazMat Team member.
Records shall be dated and forwarded to the team member responsible for medical
recordkeeping and he/she will ensure the proper distribution of copies as outlined
above.
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II.

III.

ENTRY EVALUATION
A.

Prior to entry at a HazMat incident, every member assigned to work in or near the Hot
Zone, including the entry and backup team members as well as the Decon team
members, shall be evaluated by a paramedic from the medical group and the data
recorded on the medical monitoring form.

B.

The baseline records shall be referred to when conducting the monitoring. If a
reasonable comparison determines it unsafe for a member to work in the "Hot Zone,"
the member shall be reassigned and not allowed to work in or near that zone.

C.

After a work period has been completed, another medical evaluation shall be
performed. Data shall be recorded and compared with the baseline and initial data if
necessary. Mental status (LOC) shall also be assessed.

WAIVERS
A.

Waiving of the pre-entry medical evaluation is at the discretion of the HazMat Safety
Officer, HazMat Group Supervisor, and the member.

B.

It shall not be waived except under cases of life safety. Conditions that must be
considered when waiving the pre-entry medical evaluation are:
1. level of entry
2. weather conditions
3. duration of entry
4. difficulty of work to be performed
If any of these conditions are extreme, a medical evaluation must be made. A postmedical evaluation must always be made.

Cross References: OAG Policy No. 34.400

F:\admin\oag\34.203.doc
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

HazMat Annual Physical

POLICY NO.
34.400

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 2

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Team

Revised Date:

Effective Date:
04/12/00

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish a procedure for annual medical examinations for all HazMat
Team members.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of the HazMat Program Manager and each team
member to ensure that all team members have passed an annual medical
examination.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department that all HazMat Team
members must pass a medical examination and be in good physical health to
participate on the HazMat Team.

PROCEDURE:
I.

II.

GENERAL
A.

All personnel are required to successfully pass the annual medical examination
provided by the Department as part of their new or continued position on the
HazMat Team.

B.

Team members will be responsible for contacting their BC's and the HazMat Team
Program Manager if they are unable to attend the examination on the date and time
scheduled.

EXAMINATION PASS/FAIL CRITERIA DEFINED
A.

Pass: Approved for Team participation

B.

Conditional: Medical condition that prohibits immediate participation on Team but
does not constitute removal from the team. Members may have to consult their
private physician to remedy condition and then obtain approval from HazMat Team
Program Manager for reinstatement onto the Team.

C.

Fail: Condition that warrants immediate removal from the Team and a referral to
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member's private physician.
III.

BASELINE
A.

All Team members will complete a baseline medical form to be placed on the
primary unit. The information will include EKG strip, pulse, blood pressure, weight,
respiration, and body temperature.

B.

This baseline data will be used to reference the vital signs of a team member who is
assigned a task near or in the "Hot Zone" for comparison.

Cross References: OAG 34.203

G:\admin\oag\34-400.doc
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

Fire and HazMat Exposure Tracking

POLICY NO.
34.500

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 1

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Team

Revised Date:
08/31/99

Effective Date:
08/21/94

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

This policy is to establish a reporting system and record keeping system for
personnel exposed to contamination at a fire, HazMat, or other incident. The
intent of this policy is to assist the Department, as well as the employee, with
occupation-related medical disorders related to exposure.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of the supervisor to ensure that the post-exposure
procedures are followed and that all necessary paper work is completed.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to recognize and
adopt the following procedures regarding HazMat exposure tracking.

PROCEDURE:
The following procedures shall be followed if there is a reported exposure to a hazardous
agent, or if the supervisor feels that the exposure tracking procedure should be initiated.
1.

The employee will complete the ACFD Exposure Reporting Form and obtain the
signatures of the immediate supervisor, Battalion Chief, and Deputy Chief in charge of
Operations.

2.

The employee will retain the yellow copy and forward the original copy of the signed
form to the Deputy Chief in charge of Operations.

3.

The original copy of the exposure form will be filed in the Department's exposure
tracking files.

Cross References: OAG 82.006 - Exposure Form
F:\admin\oag\34-500.doc
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject: Hazardous Materials Team Training

POLICY NO.
34.800

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 2

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Ops Group

Revised Date:
08/31/99

Effective Date:
06/01/96

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish a minimum standard for training of the Hazardous
Materials Team.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all personnel, especially those assigned to the
Hazardous Materials Team and those in training, to be familiar with
this policy.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to recognize
and adopt safe and functional training standards consistent with
federal and state standards for the Hazardous Materials Team.

PROCEDURE:
I.

II.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
A.

The Alameda County Fire Department requires individuals to have completed
"technician level" training in a curriculum recognized by the California State
Fire Marshal or California Specialized Training Institute, as well as
completion of an orientation program specific to the Alameda County Fire
Department Hazardous Materials Team, before being assigned as an active
member of the Hazardous Materials Team.

B.

Active members of the Hazardous Materials Team shall complete a minimum
of 24 hours of annual refresher training in accordance with State and Federal
requirements. These hours will be provided for within the Department
training schedule and meet the standards specified in NFPA #472. Members
failing to maintain the minimum required training may lose incentive pay and
be dropped from the team.

TRAINING RECORDS
A.

It is the responsibility of each Captain assigned to the Hazardous Materials
Team to ensure that his/her company's training hours are recorded in the
ACFD's training report system in a timely manner.
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B.

It is the responsibility of each member assigned to the Hazardous Materials
Team to maintain his/her hazardous materials training certificates and
Department training log. These certificates and training logs may be
inspected at any time, but are required to be inspected annually by the
hazardous materials training coordinator. The Department shall issue each
member a red folder for maintaining certificates and training logs.

C.

Any hazardous materials training provided by the Department shall have a
class roster generated which is to be submitted to the hazardous materials
training coordinator.

Attachment: Hazardous Materials Team CE Record

Cross References: OAG Policies 34.005, NFPA #472

F:\admin\oag\34.800.doc
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

POLICY NO.
34.201

Decontamination

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief
Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Team

Effective Date:
01/01/94

Page 1 of 9
Revised Date:
08/31/99

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

The purpose of the decontamination process is to assure that any
potentially harmful or dangerous residues, on persons or equipment, are
confined within the hazard zone.
Decontamination minimizes the
uncontrolled transfer of contaminants from the hazard sit to clean areas.
Personnel at emergency incidents may become contaminated in a
number of ways including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

contacting vapors, gases, mists, or particulate in the air
splashed by materials while opening or sampling
walking through puddles of liquids or contaminated soil
using contaminated instruments or equipment
improper decontamination

To prevent such occurrences, methods to reduce contamination and
proper decontamination methodologies must be identified and
implemented before entry is made into a hazardous area and must
continue through the duration of the incident. This policy will help assure
that decontamination methods and procedures are identified and
implemented as necessary for foreseeable emergency incidents.
RESPONSIBILITY: The incident commander will ensure that decontamination procedures are
addressed in structure fire incidents and hazardous material incidents.
The captain in charge of the incident at medical emergencies will ensure
that decon is addressed for those incidents. All ACFD line personnel shall
be familiar with and able to implement this policy and procedure.
ITEM 1
POLICY:

It is the policy of the ACFD to ensure that all personnel receive the
appropriate decontamination procedures when they are exposed or
suspected of being exposed to a contaminant on hazardous material
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incidents, structure fires, and/or medical emergencies. The decon process
will be provided at the emergency scene and may be followed by
additional decon once back in quarters. The ACFD recognizes and adopts
the conditions, considerations, and definitions regarding decontamination
set forth in this OAG.
PROCEDURE:
I.

Factors Affecting Contamination/Decontamination Process:
Decontamination consists of physically removing contamination or changing their
chemical nature to render them harmless. How extensive the decontamination
process must be depends on a number of factors. Generally, the more harmful--the
more extensive the decon process. The less harmful--the less extensive.
A.

Prevention of contamination:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

B.

C.

Avoid unnecessary contact with potentially harmful substances
Use remote sampling techniques and long handled devices
Protect monitoring and sampling instruments by bagging/wrapping
Use disposable equipment when possible
Place all contaminated materials in a designated area
Contain all rinse water until tested (when possible)
Have the contamination reduction zone (CRC) set up before entry
Minimize contact time to contaminants
Stay up-wind and up-grade

Types of contamination:
1.

The physical properties of the material:
liquid splashes
particulate spills
gaseous permeations

2.

The chemical properties of the material (the more adverse the chemical
properties-toxic, flammable, corrosive, reactive--and the greater the
concentration of that chemical, the more involved the decontamination
process may be.)

Amount and location of contamination:
Generally, the greater the extent of contamination, the more involved the
decontamination may be. Particular attention must be made to sensitive areas
of the body such as the face, mouth, body cavities, skin folds, nails, and hair.

OAG Policy 34.201 - Page 2
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D.

Contact time and temperature:
Temperature may affect permeation rates. The longer a contaminant is in
contact with an object the greater the probability and extent of contamination.
For this reason minimize contact time.

E.

Level of protection and work function:
The level of protective clothing may affect the amount of decon required
(disposable equipment/clothing does not require as much decon as reusable
types.) Also, the function of personnel affects the type of decon (an entry
member that is stopping a high flow leak is more likely to become contaminated
than a member performing decon or sampling.)

F.

Reasons for leaving the hazard site:
The reason a person is leaving the hazard site may also impact the type of
decon. Personnel leaving to pick up or drop off tools may not need extensive
decon whereas, civilians who have life threatening emergencies may need a
rapid emergency decon before leaving the decon area for medical treatment.

II.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
A.

There are four generally accepted methods of decontamination. The method
chosen will be determined by consensus of the HazMat Group Supervisor,
Decon Team Leader, and Safety Officer.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discarding - removing and disposing of the contaminated materials
Dilution - copious amounts of water/soap solution to dilute the product
Absorption - absorbing material to trap and hold contaminants
Neutralization - chemically altering the contaminant to an innocuous or less
harmful state.

The ease of implementation, availability of water, effectiveness, and cost
considerations make discarding and dilution the preferred methods of removing
contaminants.
B.

Effectiveness of decontamination:
Determining the effectiveness of decontamination procedures is not easily
accomplished. With regards to persons, some symptoms of exposure do not
become apparent for weeks, months, or years. Some chemicals are stored in
the body and may cause cancers and respiratory problems later in life. For this
reason immediate notification of Regional Poison Control Center is
recommended for technical assistance on proper decontamination methods.
OAG Policy 34.201 - Page 3
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With regard to protective clothing there are a number of ways to check the
effectiveness of decontamination. However, these methods are not always
accurate or practical.
1.
2.
3.
4.
C.

Visually examine PPC for signs of discoloration, degradation, or any
corrosive effects.
Wipe sampling of external and internal surfaces for subsequent analysis.
Test swatches (sample clothing material attached to PPC for later analysis).
Destructive testing. Sacrifice a representative garment for testing by a
qualified laboratory.

Decontamination solution:
For emergency applications and for decontamination of personnel PPC and
equipment scrubbing with detergent solution (dish soap) using a soft bristle
brush followed by rinsing with copious amounts of water will normally be
adequate. The Regional Poison Control Center or other technical reference may
recommend special solutions--the common ones being:

Dish Soap - 1/3 cup liquid dish washing soap to 2 gals. water)
Sodium Bicarbonate - 5% & TSP -5% (1 lb. of each to 2 gal. water)Calcium Hypochlor
Tsp 5% (1 lb. TSP to 2 gals water)
Hydrochloric Acid - (1/3 cup to 2 gals. water)
For a more detailed reference of which solutions to use for which
chemicals refer to Appendix A. The chart is in no way intended to be
used as gospel. It is merely a guideline, and the RPCC should be
requested for assistance.
D.

Protective clothing for decon team:
The level of PPC worn by the decon team will generally be determined by
consensus of the HazMat Group Supervisor, the Decon Team Leader, and the
Safety Officer. Alameda County Fire Department will be using only two levels of
protection--either Level B (disposable Tyvek suits) or Level D (structural
turnouts). It is recognized that the Decon Team can be in PPC that is one level
below the Entry Team unless the material is extremely hazardous whereby
Alameda County Fire Department personnel will not be Involved In the CRC; the
Decon Team will be members of the Hazardous Materials Response Team
handling the emergency.

E.

Cleaning/Disposal of contaminated materials:
All materials, clothing and equipment used for and during decon must be
decontaminated or disposed of properly. Clothing and tools not completely
decontaminated on site should be double bagged and labeled in hazardous
OAG Policy 34.201 - Page 4
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waste bags and shipped to a hazardous waste treatment facility for secondary
decontamination (the amount is determined by consensus of the IC, HazMat
Group Supervisor, and PCC Specialist). Contaminated wash and rinse solutions
should be tested for pH and the recommendations of the Environmental Health
Specialist should be followed. Disposable equipment and clothing should be
bagged and labeled for a hazardous waste clean-up company. Turnout clothing
that can be laundered by the conventional means (as determined by the IC,
HazMat Group Supervisor, and PCC Specialist) will be performed in the
Department washers at Stations 4, 6, and 12.
F.

Deconing the Decon Team:
When the emergency is over and no further decon of equipment, victims, or
entry personnel is necessary the remaining decon team members must be
decontaminated.
Give the area a last check and then proceed to decon each other.
Use the pool with the least amount of contaminant or a new pool.
Team members working the first pool should be deconned first and so on.
Apply decon solution on the arms and front of suit. These areas will have the
most contaminant.
Rinse off thoroughly.
Assist each other out of the suits and equipment. Bag for disposal and/or
secondary decontamination.
Proceed to medical monitoring.
Shower upon returning to quarters. Any physical problems should be reported
to your supervisor.

III.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Emergency Decon:
Emergency decon is performed when victims or personnel are exposed before
primary decon can be set up. This can be a hose line set out in an
environmentally safe area (natural containment) for use as a self wash. If blow
up pools are available provide this for containment. Personal packets can be
distributed to the victims to expedite removal of clothing. It is preferred that the
procedures be performed by the victims. If this is not possible the personnel
performing this task must be in proper protective gear--full turnouts & SCBA.

B.

Primary Decon:
Decontamination of personnel and equipment that is required to safely remove
them from their protective suits and equipment so that they may leave a
contaminated area and enter a Cold Zone. The contaminated suits and
equipment may still be contaminated but are safely bagged in order to prevent
OAG Policy 34.201 - Page 5
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additional contamination.
C.

Secondary Decon:
This follows primary decon, and consists of monitoring and inspection of
exposed protective suits and equipment. If contamination is found during
secondary decon it will be removed or the equipment will be packaged and sent
to a decontamination facility, as determined by the incident commander.

D.

E.

Contamination Reduction Corridor (CRC):
1.

The CRC will be set up by the members of the decon team. The CRC
should be located upwind and upgrade from the Hot Zone. The CRC
should be located in an area that is initially safe to working without SCBA
or specialized protective suits. This will facilitate setting up the CRC.

2.

The CRC controls the access into and out of the Hot Zone and confines
decontamination activities to a limited area. The size of the corridor may
be effected by the space available at the site. Wherever possible it should
be a straight path.

3.

The CRC should be conspicuously marked with entry and exit points.
Access should be restricted to those involved in the process. Personnel
and equipment should not leave the CRC without the approval of the
decon team leader. Anyone in the CRC should be wearing the level of
PPC designated for the decon team. Within the CRC are areas set aside
for decon personnel, equipment, removed clothing, etc. All activities
within the CRC are confined to decontamination.

Decon Team Members:
1.

Washers - those who apply decon solution to and scrub the person being
decontaminated.

2.

Rinsers - those who use the wands, showers, etc. to rinse the person
being deconned.

3.

Baggers - those who place equipment into and seal bags.

4.

Handlers - those who help members out of suits and assist them as
necessary.

5.

Monitors - those who check on the well-being of the persons being
deconned and on the effectiveness of decon efforts by sampling suits and
pool contents with pH paper.
OAG Policy 34.201 - Page 6
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6.

Structural Decon: Removal of contaminants that occur during the normal
duties of extinguishing a structural fire.
Example: residential or
commercial; requires the removal of physical contaminants such as solid
carbon particles, liquids absorbed into turnouts (splashes, liquefied gases,
crawling on hands and knees), and also the absorption of gaseous
particles.

7.

Medical Decon: Removal of physical contaminants such as blood
products, and body fluids such as vomitus and saliva.
ITEM 2

POLICY:

I.

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to recognize and adopt
the following procedures regarding decontamination at HazMat, structural fire,
and emergency medical scenes.

DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES
A.

HAZMAT DECON
1.

Emergency Decon (Optional)
a.
b.
c.

2.

STATION 1: Tool Drop/Outer Suit Removal
a.
b.
c.

3.

Place tools and equipment used in the Hot Zone in lined containers.
Remove outer suits and gloves if used (ex. flash suits).
Retrieve samples from entry team.

STATION 2: First Scrub/Rinse
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Blow up a pool and place in an area upwind of the incident where
the victim can use it.
Provide a hose line (1" bumper/reel line).
Have victim remove clothing (provide personal packet).

Spray on decon solution (if used).
Scrub with brushes.
Rinse thoroughly
Move member to the next pool (wash boot bottom as they leave).

STATION 3: Second Scrub/Rinse
a.
b.

Use soap solution
Proceed as in previous step
OAG Policy 34.201 - Page 7
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5.

STATION 4: Final Rinse
a.

6.

STATION 5: Suit/SCBA Removal
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

7.

Have personnel sit on chair with feet in plastic bag.
Remove the suit being careful not to touch the inside of the suit (the
person in the suite can touch only the inside of the suit).
Have them step out of the suit.
Bag the suit (and inner gloves if worn) and tie the bag
Remove the SCBA (face piece last).
Bag the SCBA and tie the bag.
Have the personnel don disposable booties and suit.

STATION 6: Final Wash
a.
b.

B.

Use copious amounts of water

Proceed to medical monitoring area for evaluation.
Document all findings.

STRUCTURAL DECON
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deploy 1" bumper/reel line
Spot personnel in environmentally safe area
Complete wash off of PPE with SCBA still on
Remove coat, helmet, gloves, and lastly the SCBA
Wash hands with soap and water or medical wash (gel)
Shower once back in quarters
Bag dirty turnouts for cleaning in Department washers
Place clean set of turnouts in service

*No drinking, eating, or smoking until decon has been performed.
*The extent of decon, and the decision of when to take turnouts out of service for
cleaning is to be made by the company officer.
C.

MEDICAL DECON - Decontamination procedures for medical exposures are not a
substitute for the daily universal precautions utilized by personnel. When
contamination occurs decon procedures should be followed to isolate the
contaminant at the scene and prevent spreading contamination to other
equipment or carrying it back to quarters. The amount of decontamination
necessary is relative to the degree of exposure, and rests with the individual
involved to see that it is performed.
1.

Shoes - rinse and bag at the scene, and scrub with soap and water once
OAG Policy 34.201 - Page 8
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back in quarters.
2.

Uniforms - remove and bag clothing at the scene. Wool garments can be
rinsed out once back in quarters and taken to the cleaners while wet, or
they can be taken to the cleaners dry and given special instructions for
cleaning (do not dry clean). Wool garments can also be laundered in the
Department washers and taken to the cleaners wet. Any other clothing
can be laundered in the normal fashion in the Department washers.

3.

Equipment - wash with soap and water, and let it air dry.

4.

Personnel - all skin surfaces should be cleaned with soap and water by
showering once back in quarters.

Cross References:

F:\admin\oag\34-201.doc
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Small Business Waste Program
Businesses, contractors, retail or wholesale sales, non-profit groups, local
government agencies, or any other non-household* organization or commercial
entity that meets the following criteria:

WHO CAN
USE THE
SMALL
BUSINESS
PROGRAM

WHAT IS
“COVERED
HAZARDOUS
WASTE”

WHAT YOU
NEED TO
START

FILL OUT AND
RETURN THE
ENCLOSED
FORMS

•

Located in and generates the waste in Alameda County

•

Qualifies as a Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator (CESQG) as
defined in the California Health and Safety Code, section 25218.1, and the
Code of Federal Regulations title 40 sec. 261.5. (Copy Enclosed)

•

Produces less than 220 Lbs. (about 27 gallons) of Covered Hazardous
Waste and less than 2.2 Lbs. of Extremely Hazardous Waste in any month

•

Has less than 2200 lbs. of Covered Hazardous Waste in storage at any
time (example: 220 full gallon cans or 45 full five-gallon pails of paint).
*A business run out of a household is a business with respect to hazardous waste
generated by the business
Covered Hazardous Waste is regulated as Hazardous Waste by Federal law –
also known as “RCRA” waste (for Resource Conservation and Recovery Act).
• Covered Waste in common terms is: Toxic/Poison, Flammable, Corrosive,
Ignitable or an environmental or health hazard
• Examples include: Oil base paint, solvents, pesticides, laboratory
chemicals, corrosive cleaners and are subject to the limits listed above
What’s NOT Covered Waste: Latex paint, aerosol cans, household type batteries
and fluorescent lamps are not subject to the 220 lb./2200 lb. limits
Participants with Covered Hazardous Waste need an EPA Identification number.
If all you have is Latex paint and/or Universal Waste you do not need an EPA
ID number – you may skip this step
If your organization already has an EPA ID Number go to the next step
An EPA ID Number is free and easy to get:
Visit the California Environmental Protection Agency (CAL-EPA) website
http://www.dtsc.ca.gov/IDManifest/ Use the website to help you determine what
kind of EPA ID to get ( 90 Day temporary, Permanent or Federal)
Complete and submit the Certification Form, Information Form and Inventory Form
to request an account. The enclosed CESQG Certification Form is a legal
document attesting that your organization meets the criteria of a Conditionally
Exempt Small Quantity Generator.
Submit completed forms:
e-mail: hhw@acgov.org
or
fax: 510-293-9374
or
mail: Alameda County HHW CESQG, 1131 Harbor Bay Parkway,
M/S 51701, Alameda, California 94502-6540
(State, County, and local agencies regulating hazardous materials reserve the right to visit your
organization to verify your qualification as a Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator)
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Small Business Waste Program
OK, NOW I'M
APPROVED
MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT
COST AND HOW
TO PAY

After reviewing your completed forms the HHW program will determine
eligibility and mail a confirmation with account number to eligible participants.
After you receive a confirmation letter with your account number
Call 510-670-6460 to schedule an appointment.
•
•
•
•

Fees will be calculated and collected at time of delivery - there is no billing
A fee schedule is attached to help estimate the fee you will be charged.
There is a $25 minimum charge per delivery
Payment is accepted by cash, check or credit card (Visa or MasterCard
only). Make checks to: Alameda County Treasury. Credit card must be
present and authorized for signature by the person delivering the waste.

See the Fee Schedule for acceptable waste, call with questions.

WHAT TO BRING

WHAT CAN'T I
BRING

Inform the HHW program if there is new waste, or changes in waste ingredients or
process generating waste. The HHW program may contact you with questions
If waste is:
• Not commonly available to the general public or not in original container
• A mixture or waste produced by a manufacturing or other process
• A contaminated material: rags, filter media, wipes, etc.
List chemical names of ingredients on an Inventory Form or send a SDS
The HHW program does not accept from businesses or organizations:
• Electronic Waste or appliances
• Compressed gas (except for propane for camping or BBQ)
• Sharps, medications or other Medical Waste
• Explosives, Radioactive material
• Treated wood, asbestos, contaminated soil or debris from site clean
ups, demolition or lead paint removal activities
• Unidentified waste
The HHW program cannot accept uncharacterized industrial wastes or unlabeled
chemical containers.
If you currently use a recycler for wastes such as photo chemicals, oil filters, used
oil, antifreeze, dry cleaning fluid, solvents, shop rags - keep using your recycler.
The HHW program is intended for waste types which lack recycling alternatives.

LIMITS - HOW
MUCH TO BRING
HOW TO BRING

Federal and State laws limit the amount of Covered Waste accepted to:
220 pounds per delivery and per month. Monthly limits do not apply to:
Latex paint, lamps, household type batteries, aerosol cans
No container/item may be over 5 gallons size or weigh over 50 Lbs.
Your organization must transport the waste your organization generates.
Transport waste only in closed, undamaged leakproof containers packed and
loaded to prevent damage or spill. Prevent incompatible wastes from mixing.
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INFORMATION FORM
(Type or print legibly)
Business Name
Mailing Address

City

Zip code

Phone Number

Fax Number

Unincorporated



Unincorporated



Email Address
Generating site (if
different from
Mailing address)
City

Zip code

Phone

Fax Number

Owner/Principal
/Officer Name
Title

Contact Name
Title

Description of
business

Not necessary for latex paint

EPA ID NUMBER

SIC CODE

and/or universal waste

Business and/or
contractors Lic#

Do you have a Hazardous
Materials Business Plan
No 
Yes
For Office Use Only

Reviewed By

Date

Entered By

Customer Number assigned 
Prior Inventory Required



Confirmation sent
Waste Type

Date
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INVENTORY FORM - Describe wastes for disposal on this sheet
Quantity in Lbs. or Gal.
Waste Name and Description

One time
total

Recurrent
per month

The following items are not limited to 220 lbs.:
Latex Paint
Fluorescent/Mercury Containing lamps
Household Batteries
Aerosol Cans

For recurrent waste streams use monthly quantity. Specify quantity in lbs. or gal.
If you need more space make copies of this page
For common household and building maintenance items a general description such as in the table
below is OK. For laboratory or industrial chemicals and manufacturing wastes include a detailed
description with chemical names or SDS or laboratory analytical reports.
Paint

Adhesives

Auto

Garden

Misc.

Stain
Shellac
Solvents
Thinners
Latex paint
Oil paint

Putty
Caulk
Epoxy
Mortar
Stucco
Cement

Fuel
Waxes
Motor Oil
Oil Filters
Batteries
Antifreeze

Fertilizers
Ant Traps
Pesticides
Herbicides
Rat Poison
Gopher Bait

Propane
Cleaners
Detergent
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CERTIFICATION FORM
ALAMEDA COUNTY HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE
CERTIFICATION STATEMENT FOR BUSINESSES QUALIFYING AS A
CONDITIONALLY EXEMPT SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR (CESQG)
I certify under penalty of law that I have personally examined and am familiar with the definition of a
Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator (CESQG), as set forth in the California Health and
Safety Code Section 25218.1, and that the business listed below qualifies as a CESQG.
I understand that the business listed below may participate in this program only as long as it qualifies
as a Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator (CESQG), and I will be asked to confirm this
each time I tender wastes for disposal.

Business Name:
EPA ID #:
Street Address:
City:
Telephone: (

Zip:
)

Name:

Title:

Signature:

Date:
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CESQG Laws
California Health and Safety Code Section 25218.1
25218.1. For purposes of this article, the following terms have the following meaning (a) "Conditionally exempt small quantity generator" or "CESQG" means a business concern
which meets the criteria specified in Section 261.5 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
Code of Federal Regulations 40 Section 261.5
261.5 Special requirements for hazardous waste generated by conditionally exempt small quantity generators.
(a)A generator is a conditionally exempt small quantity generator in a calendar month if he generates no more than 100 kilograms of hazardous waste in that month.
(b)Except for those wastes identified in paragraphs (e), (f), (g), and (j) of this section, a conditionally exempt small quantity generator’s hazardous wastes are not subject to
regulation under parts 262 through
266, 268, and parts 270 and 124 of this chapter, and the notification requirements of section 3010 of RCRA, provided the generator complies with the requirements of
paragraphs (f), (g), and (j) of this section.
(c) When making the quantity determinations of this part and 40 CFR part 262, the generator must include all hazardous waste that it generates, except hazardous waste that:
(1) Is exempt from regulation under 40 CFR 261.4(c) through (f), 261.6(a)(3), 261.7(a)(1), or 261.8; or
(2) Is managed immediately upon generation only in on-site elementary neutralization units, wastewater treatment units, or totally enclosed treatment facilities as defined in 40
CFR 260.10; or
(3) Is recycled, without prior storage or accumulation, only in an on-site process subject to regulation under 40 CFR 261.6(c)(2); or
(4) Is used oil managed under the requirements of 40 CFR 261.6(a)(4) and 40 CFR part 279; or
(5) Is spent lead-acid batteries managed under the requirements of 40 CFR part 266, subpart G; or
(6) Is universal waste managed under 40 CFR 261.9 and 40 CFR part 273.
(d) In determining the quantity of hazardous waste generated, a generator need not include:
(1) Hazardous waste when it is removed from on-site storage; or
(2) Hazardous waste produced by on-site treatment (including reclamation) of his hazardous waste, so long as the hazardous waste that is treated was counted once; or
(3) Spent materials that are generated, reclaimed, and subsequently reused on-site, so long as such spent materials have been counted once.
(e) If a generator generates acute hazardous waste in a calendar month in quantities greater than set forth below, all quantities of that acute hazardous waste are subject to full
regulation under parts 262 through
266, 268, and parts 270 and 124 of this chapter, and the notification requirements of section 3010 of RCRA:
(1) A total of one kilogram of acute hazardous wastes listed in 261.31, 261.32, or 261.33(e).
(2) A total of 100 kilograms of any residue or contaminated soil, waste, or other debris resulting from the clean-up of a spill, into or on any land or water, of any acute hazardous
wastes listed in 261.31, 261.32, or 261.33(e). [Comment: “Full regulation” means those regulations applicable to generators of greater than 1,000 kg of non-acutely hazardous
waste in a calendar month.] (f) In order for acute hazardous wastes generated by a generator of acute hazardous wastes in quantities equal to or less than those set forth in
paragraph (e)(1) or (2) of this section to be excluded from full regulation under this section, the generator must comply with the following requirements:
(1) Section 262.11 of this chapter;
(2) The generator may accumulate acute hazardous waste on-site. If he accumulates at any time acute hazardous wastes in quantities greater than those set forth in paragraph
(e)(1) or (e)(2) of this
section, all of those accumulated wastes are subject to regulation under parts 262 through 266, 268, and parts 270 and 124 of this chapter, and the applicable notification
requirements of section
3010 of RCRA. The time period of 262.34(a) of this chapter, for accumulation of wastes on-site, begins when the accumulated wastes exceed the applicable exclusion limit;
(3) A conditionally exempt small quantity generator may either treat or dispose of his acute hazardous waste in an on-site facility or ensure delivery to an off-site treatment,
storage or disposal facility,
either of which, if located in the U.S., is:
(i) Permitted under part 270 of this chapter;
(ii) In interim status under parts 270 and 265 of this chapter;
(iii) Authorized to manage hazardous waste by a State with a hazardous waste management program approved under part 271 of this chapter;
(iv) Permitted, licensed, or registered by a State to manage municipal or industrial solid waste;
(v) A facility which:
(A) Beneficially uses or reuses, or legitimately recycles or reclaims its waste; or
(B) Treats its waste prior to beneficial use or reuse, or legitimate recycling or reclamation; or
(vi) For universal waste managed under part 273 of this chapter, a universal waste handler or destination facility subject to the requirements of part 273 of this chapter.
(g) In order for hazardous waste generated by a conditionally exempt small quantity generator in quantities of less than 100 kilograms of hazardous waste during a calendar
month to be excluded from full regulation under this section, the generator must comply with the following requirements:
(1) Section 262.11 of this chapter;
(2) The conditionally exempt small quantity generator may accumulate hazardous waste on-site. If he accumulates at any time more than a total of 1000 kilograms of his
hazardous wastes, all of those accumulated wastes are subject to regulation under the special provisions of part 262 applicable to generators of between 100 kg and 1000 kg of
hazardous waste in a calendar month as well as the requirements of parts 263 through 266, 268, and parts 270 and 124 of this chapter, and the applicable notification
requirements of section 3010 of RCRA. The time period of 262.34(d) for accumulation of wastes on-site begins for a conditionally exempt small quantity generator when the
accumulated wastes exceed 1000 kilograms;
(3) A conditionally exempt small quantity generator may either treat or dispose of his hazardous waste in an on-site facility or ensure delivery to an off-site treatment, storage or
disposal facility, either of which,
if located in the U.S., is:
(i) Permitted under part 270 of this chapter;
(ii) In interim status under parts 270 and 265 of this chapter;
(iii) Authorized to manage hazardous waste by a State with a hazardous waste management program approved under part 271 of this chapter;
(iv) Permitted, licensed, or registered by a State to manage municipal or industrial solid waste;
(v) A facility which:
(A) Beneficially uses or reuses, or legitimately recycles or reclaims its waste; or
(B) Treats its waste prior to beneficial use or reuse, or legitimate recycling or reclamation; or
(vi) For universal waste managed under part 273 of this chapter, a universal waste handler or destination facility subject to the requirements of part 273 of this chapter.
(h) Hazardous waste subject to the reduced requirements of this section may be mixed with non-hazardous waste and remain subject to these reduced requirements even
though the resultant mixture exceeds
the quantity limitations identified in this section, unless the mixture meets any of the characteristics of hazardous waste identified in subpart C.
(i) If any person mixes a solid waste with a hazardous waste that exceeds a quantity exclusion level of this section, the mixture is subject to full regulation.
(j) If a conditionally exempt small quantity generator’s wastes are mixed with used oil, the mixture is subject to part 279 of this chapter if it is destined to be burned for energy
recovery. Any material produced from such a mixture by processing, blending, or other treatment is also so regulated if it is destined to be burned for energy recovery
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FEE SCHEDULE FOR SMALL BUSINESS WASTE PROGRAM
$ 25.00 minimum charge for each delivery. Payment required at time of delivery by credit card, cash or business check
payable to: Alameda County Treasury. Credit card must be present and validated for signature by person delivering waste

COVERED WASTES

Price

Oil Base Paint - architectural paint: Stain, Varnish, Deck coatings, Floor paints (including
elastomeric) Primers, sealers, Shellac, lacquer, urethanes (single component), Waterproofing
Concrete/masonry/wood sealers, Architectural Metal Coatings; no PCBs, tar or bitumen-based

Unit

$0.10 Pound

Other Paint and Paint Related Materials: Non-architectural paint, Ink, Pigments, Roofing Tar,
Coatings, Adhesives, Joint Compounds, Glazes, Other petroleum-based products, Paint Sludge;
Small containers (under 1 gallon) of flammable, combustible or aqueous liquids, detergents or oils

$ 0.60 Pound

Thinner, Solvents, Flammable liquids, Detergent liquids, Contaminated motor oil (non PCB):
Containers one gallon and larger, 100% free flowing liquid – per container volume

$ 3.50 Gallon

Chemicals, other than Toxic/Poisons: Acids, Bases, Oxidizers, Salts, Photo Chemicals, Cleaning
Compounds, Pool or spa Chemicals, Bleach, Laboratory Chemicals

$ 2.10 Pound

Poison and Toxic materials: Liquids or solids; Pesticides, Herbicides, Fungicides, other Toxics

$ 3.10 Pound

Lead Paint Chips, Contaminated Soil/Sorbents: suitable for Hazardous Waste landfill
Lamp Ballasts: Magnetic transformer type under 15 lbs. (PCB and non-PCB)

$ 0.85 Pound

Antifreeze – containers one quart or larger

$ 2.75 Gallon

Photo Chemical Bulk Liquids (developers, fixers, stop baths) - containers 1 gallon or larger

$ 6.00 Gallon

Motor Oil, Lubricating Oil, Hydraulic Oil – containers one quart or larger

$ 1.30 Gallon

Oil Filters

$ 1.50 Each

Flammable Solids, Fuel filters, Solids containing gasoline or other volatile organics, Other
contaminated soil, sorbents, media requiring incineration

$ 2.60 Pound

Propane Tanks gas grill type (no vehicle tanks) – up to 20 lb. capacity

$ 12.50 Each

Lead Acid Auto Batteries, Motor Vehicle, Boat or Engine Batteries

$ 5.00 Each

Mercury: Broken lamps, Mercury Containing Articles, Mercury Batteries, Spill debris, chemicals

$15.00 Pound

UNIVERSAL WASTES – unlimited amounts accepted

Price

Unit

Aerosol Cans (and camping or torch propane) up to 16.4 oz.

$ 1.60 Each

Household Batteries, Alkaline, Ni Cad, NiMH, Lithium, Sealed Lead Acid (< 40AH Alarm, UPS,
Back-up power batteries) – no liquid electrolyte

$ 0.60 Pound

Damaged Lithium Batteries (punctured, crushed, swollen lithium and lithium ion cells & packs)

$25.00

Fluorescent lamps, intact: Straight tube lamps, > 2 ft.

$ 0.23 Linear Foot

Fluorescent lamps, intact: Compact Fluorescent Bulbs, D-tubes, U tubes, PL inserts, Small
tubes, & Misc. fluorescent lamps

$ 3.50 Pound

Lamps, intact - Mercury Vapor, Sodium Vapor, HID, arc, UV, Metal Halide

< 250 watts

Lamps, intact - Mercury Vapor, Sodium Vapor, HID, arc, UV, Metal Halide

over 250 watts

LATEX PAINT – unlimited amounts accepted
Latex Paint – architectural paint

Pound

$ 2.75 Bulb
$ 5.50 Bulb

Price

Unit

$ 0.10 Pound

SITE SAFETY AND
CONTROL PLAN

1. Incident Name:

3. Operational Period:
Attachment 10E
Time:

2. Date Prepared:

ICS 208
Section I. Site Information
4. Incident Location:

Section II. Organization
5.

Incident Commander:

6.

HM Group Supervisor:

7.

Tech. Specialist - HM Reference:

8.

Safety Officer:

9.

Entry Leader:

10. Site Access Control Leader:

11. Asst. Safety Officer - HM:

12. Decontamination Leader:

13. Safe Refuge Area Mgr:

14. Environmental Health:

15.

16.

17. Entry Team: (Buddy System)

18. Decontamination Element:

Name:

PPE Level

Name:

Entry 1

Decon 1

Entry 2

Decon 2

Entry 3

Decon 3

Entry 4

Decon 4

PPE Level

Section III. Hazard/Risk Analysis
19. Material:

Container

Qty.

type

Phys.

pH

IDLH

F.P.

I.T.

V.P.

V.D.

S.G.

LEL

UEL

State

Comment:

Section IV. Hazard Monitoring
20. LEL Instrument(s):

21. O2 Instrument(s):

22. Toxicity/PPM Instrument(s):

23. Radiological Instrument(s):

Comment:

Section V. Decontamination Procedures
24. Standard Decontamination Procedures:

YES:

NO:

Comment:

Section VI. Site Communications
25. Command Frequency:

26. Tactical Frequency:

27. Entry Frequency:

Section VII. Medical Assistance
28. Medical Monitoring:
Comment:

ICS 208

YES:

NO:

29. Medical Treatment and Transport In-place:
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YES:

NO:
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Section VIII. Site Map
30. Site Map:

Weather

❏

Command Post

❏

Zones

❏
Assembly Areas ❏
Section IX. Entry Objectives

Escape Routes

❏

Other

❏

31. Entry Objectives:

Section X. SOP’S and Safe Work Practices
32. Modifications to Documented SOP’s or Work Practices:

YES:

NO:

Comment:

Section XI. Emergency Procedures
33. Emergency Procedures:

Section XII. Safety Briefing
34. Asst. Safety Officer - HM Signature:

Safety Briefing Completed (Time):

35. HM Group Supervisor Signature:

36. Incident Commander Signature:

ICS 208
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE SITE SAFETY AND CONTROL PLAN
ICS 208
A Site Safety and Control Plan must be completed by the Hazardous Materials Group Supervisor and reviewed by all
within the Hazardous Materials Group prior to operations commencing within the Exclusion Zone.
Item Number

Item Title

Instructions

1.

Incident Name/Number

Print name and/or incident number.

2.

Date and Time

Enter date and time prepared.

3.

Operational Period

Enter the time interval for which the form applies.

4.

Incident Location

Enter the address and or map coordinates of the incident.

5 - 16.

Organization

Enter names of all individuals assigned to ICS positions. (Entries 5 & 8
mandatory). Use Boxes 15 and 16 for other functions: i.e. Medical
Monitoring.

17 - 18.

Entry Team/Decon
Element

Enter names and level of PPE of Entry & Decon personnel. (Entries 1 4 mandatory buddy system and backup.)

19.

Material

Enter names and pertinent information of all known chemical products.
Enter “UNK” if material is not known. Include any that apply to
chemical properties. (Definitions: ph = Potential for Hydrogen
(Corrosivity), IDLH = Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health,
F.P. = Flash Point, I.T. = Ignition Temperature, V.P. = Vapor Pressure,
V.D. = Vapor Density, S.G. = Specific Gravity, LEL = Lower Explosive
Limit, UEL = Upper Explosive Limit)

20 - 23.

Hazard Monitoring

List the instruments that will be used to monitor for chemical.

24.

Decontamination
Procedures

Check “NO” if modifications are made to standard decontamination
procedures and make appropriate Comments including type of
solutions.

25 - 27.

Site Communications

Enter the radio frequency(ies) that apply.

28 - 29.

Medical Assistance

Enter comments if “NO” is checked.

30.

Site Map

Sketch or attach a site map that defines all locations and layouts of
operational zones. (Check boxes are mandatory to be identified.)

31.

Entry Objectives

List all objectives to be performed by the Entry Team in the Exclusion
Zone and any parameters that will alter or stop entry operations.

32 - 33.

SOP’s, Safe Work
Practices, and
Emergency Procedures

List in Comments if any modifications to SOP’s and any emergency
procedures that will be affected if an emergency occurs while
personnel are within the Exclusion Zone.

34 - 36.

Safety Briefing

Have the appropriate individual place their signature in the box once
the Site Safety and Control Plan is reviewed.
Note the time in box 34 when the safety briefing has been completed.

ICS 208
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject: Disposal of Non-Hazardous Spills or Waste

POLICY NO.
34.700

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 2

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Ops Group

Revised Date:

Effective Date:
08/31/99

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

To establish proper procedures for disposal of small quantities of nonhazardous waste found in the jurisdictions served by the Alameda County
Fire Department.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of all members of the Hazardous Materials Team to be
familiar with this policy. It is the responsibility of the Incident Commander
and the HazMat Group Supervisor to ensure the substance is disposed of in
accordance with this procedure.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to ensure the
adherence to this procedure.

PROCEDURE:
I.

IDENTIFICATION AND DOCUMENTATION
A.

Determine on scene if there is a responsible party. Document pertinent information
in the event we may charge for our response and cleanup expenses.

B.

Identify (HazCat) spilled material.

C.

Absorb and/or bag the contained material. Tag the bag with the incident number,
date, location found, and the result of the field ID.

D.

Properly bagged and tagged non-hazardous waste may be left at the scene for
pickup by County or City crews it the IC or HazMat Group Supervisor believes it will
not pose a threat or hazard to the public or the environment. Ex: latex paint.
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II.

III.

IV.

PROCEDURE FOR PICKUP DURING NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS
A.

Unincorporated Area: Contact County Roads at 510-670-5534. Leave a message
explaining where the bag was left (incident location). Leave your name and phone
number.

B.

City of San Leandro: Request ALCO Dispatch to contact the City Corporation Yard
and request a crew to respond to pick up the bagged material.

C.

City of Dublin: Request ALCO Dispatch to contact the City Corporation Yard and
request a crew to respond to pick up the bagged material.

PROCEDURE FOR PICKUP AFTER NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS
A.

Small quantities of non-hazardous waste may be brought to Station 4 or 12 by
HazMat personnel only. The material must be properly bagged and tagged as
described above.

B.

Station 4 personnel will call County Roads for pickup. Station 4 personnel will
confirm when the pickup will occur. Station 12 personnel will allow the rounds
person to deliver the bagged waste to the City's Corporation yard.

DISPOSAL OF LARGE QUANTITIES
A.

For all other responses involving large quantities of waste or spills that will require
cleanup crews, request ALCO Dispatch to contact the proper agency supervisor in
the jurisdiction.

Cross References: OAG Policies 34.202 and 34.204

F:\admin\oag\34.700.doc
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Emergency Management Program
The Standardized Emergency Management Systems (SEMS)
Shortly following the devastating East Bay Hills Firestorm of 1991, the State of California
Legislature passed Senate Bill 1841 mandating SEMS effective January 1993. The law is found in
Section 8607 of the California Government Code. The intent of the law was to improve the
coordination of state and local emergency response in California utilizing five organizational levels:
(1) Field, (2) Local Government, (3) Operational Area - County, (4) Region, and (5) State.
The statute directed the California Governor's Office of Emergency Services (OES), in coordination
with other state agencies and interested local emergency management agencies, to establish by
regulation the Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS). The SEMS Regulations took
effect in September of 1994.
In January 1996 the City of San Leandro adopted this new procedure for managing emergencies,
called SEMS. By complying with SEMS regulations, the city remained eligible for federal and state
reimbursement following disasters. Since SEMS is a system that standardizes local response to
emergencies involving multiple jurisdictions and multiple agencies, it also requires emergency
response agencies to use the same basic principles and components of emergency management
including the Incident Command System (ICS).

Incident Command System (ICS)
ICS is a standardized on-scene emergency management organization concept specifically
designed to integrate management, operations, planning, logistics, and finance within a common
organizational structure to effectively manage the information and resources pertinent to a critical
incident or disaster. ICS is a component of SEMS. The city's emergency organization staffing the
Emergency Operations Center is also organized under the ICS concept.
Although every city employee, by California Government Code, Section 3100, is an emergency
worker during declared disasters, the city's formal ICS emergency organization is comprised of
approximately seventy dedicated city employees who engage in on-going emergency training
throughout the year, in addition to their already busy work schedules. This group of emergency
personnel participate in disaster exercises, attend emergency management in-service training,
and formal courses and workshops provided by the Governor's State Office of Emergency
Services and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. City staff are trained to respond to
the City’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) during the event of an emergency and acts as
the city's central location where information and resources are managed during an emergency.

National Incident Management System (NIMS)

National Incident Management System (NIMS) doctrine was initial released in
2004 and an updated release was available on October 17, 2017. NIMS provides
a common, nationwide approach to enable the whole community to work together
to manage all threats and hazards. NIMS applies to all incidents, regardless of
cause, size, location, or complexity. NIMS explains the relationship among ICS,
EOCs, and senior leaders/policy groups. NIMS guides all levels of government,
nongovernmental organizations (NGO), and the private sector to work together to
prevent, protect against, mitigate, respond to, and recover from incidents. NIMS
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provides stakeholders across the whole community with the shared vocabulary,
systems, and processes to successfully deliver the capabilities described in the
National Preparedness System. NIMS defines operational systems, including the
Incident Command System (ICS), Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
structures, and Multiagency Coordination Groups (MAC Groups) that guide how
personnel work together during incidents. NIMS applies to all incidents, from traffic
accidents to major disasters. More information can be found at
https://www.fema.gov/national-incident-management-system.
The City of San Leandro adheres to the SEMS and NIMS guidelines.
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

HazMat Incident Reporting

POLICY NO.
34.100

Approved By:
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Fire Chief
Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Operations Group

Effective Date:
01/10/99

Revised Date:
04/15/17

Operations Volume
To adhere to the requirements established by the State, County, and Fire
Department for HazMat incident reporting utilizing the proper forms for
documenting the events, conditions, and mitigation practices used during an
incident.

PURPOSE:

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of the Incident Commander, the HazMat Group Supervisor,
Safety Officer, and all appointed team Leaders to complete the necessary forms
relating to the incident and the assignments made. The HazMat Program
Manager will receive all incident documentation when completed.

POLICY:

It is the policy of the ACFD to adhere to governmental reporting requirements for
documentation of incidents and completion of appropriate forms.

PROCEDURE:
I.

RESPONSIBILITY
A.

All HazMat Team members assigned as a team leader, group supervisor, safety
officer, or the IC, shall complete the required forms specific to the tasks to which they
are assigned.

B.

Team leaders shall properly document the actions taken and the duties performed by
that particular team.

C.

The HazMat Group Supervisor shall have overall HazMat operations responsibility and
shall complete the required forms including assisting the Safety Officer with the Site
Safety Plan and the Overall Action Plan.

D.

The Incident Commander shall have overall incident responsibility and shall complete
the required forms of that position.
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E.

II.

III.

The IC will also be involved in the development of the Site Safety Plan and the Action
Plan.

COMPLETION OF DOCUMENTATION
A.

At the conclusion of the incident the HazMat Group Supervisor will collect all
documentation and ensure that it is complete.

B.

The Group Supervisor will complete the CFIRS Report and generate an e-mail
summary of the incident and lessons learned to all HazMat personnel.

C.

The Group Supervisor will send all documents to the HazMat Program Manager for
review.

RECORDKEEPING
A.

The Program Manager will forward the documents to the team member assigned to
maintain records for HazMat incidents.

B.

The records will be placed in the HazMat Incident files.

C.

Each packet should include the following documents and forms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Incident Printout from CAD
Equipment Use Report
ICS 208 - Site Safety Plan
ICS 201 - Site Map, Organizational Chart, Resource Summary
ICS 202 - Incident Objectives
ICS 214 - Unit Logs for all teams assigned
Medical Monitoring Forms
HazCat Field ID Forms
Any other related documentation

Cross References: OAG Policy No. 34.000
F:\admin\oag\34-100.doc
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Container Type
CITY OF SAN LEANDRO ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES SECTION
CHAIN OF CUSTODY

Total Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, Zn
Total Silver (2)

Preservative

P

HNO3

P

HNO3

Page

of ____

Send reports to:
Environmental Services Section

Sample storage temp:

Project Manager:

835 East 14th Street, San Leandro, CA 94577

Tiffany Treece

Phone: (510) 577-3401 Fax: (510) 577-6019

Total Oil & Grease (413.1)

G

HCl

Total Cyanide

BP

NaOH

EPA 624
EPA 625

SAMPLE ID
Sample
Org
Code

Location

Date

Reason

VOA

HCl

AG

0-6C

________C

Sample

Time

Type

By

pH

REMARKS

Relinquished by:

Date

Time

Received by:

Required minimum reporting levels (mg/L): As = 0.001, Cd = 0.0001, Cr = 0.01, Cu = 0.01, Pb = 0.05, Ni = 0.02,
Zn = 0.005, Ag = 0.01, Hg = 0.0002

Relinquished by:

Date

Time

Received by:

(1) Chelated metal, digest thoroughly prior to analysis
(2) Prescreen samples for high silver by ICP prior to digestion

Relinquished by:

Date

Time

Received by:

(3) quantify TIC in reported compounds

Relinquished by:

Date

Time

Received by:

Contract Lab Log Number:

I:\CUPA\Area Plan\2020 Area Plan\2020 Finished Attachments\PP-12A Chain of Custody.docx
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Incident Investigation Sampling Procedures
Hazardous Materials samples are only to be collected by trained response personnel or by the
Hazardous Materials Coordinator or Inspector. Police officers will not collect samples except in
some extremely limited situation. These are situations where the identity of the materials
involved is known, the hazards are minimal, Fire Department or Hazardous Materials Division
personnel are not available, and the product may be lost if not sampled immediately (e.g. waste
oil flowing down the storm drain). Evidence sampling is conducted in coordination with the
Police Department.
All sample containers are to be identified with the following information:
Date
Location of sample
Incident name and case number
Name of sampler
Sample ID number
The container lid is to be sealed with tape. The initials of the sampler and the date are to be
written across the tape.
A diagram of the scene is to be made marking the location where each sample was collected. The
numbers of the diagram must correspond to the sample identification number.
If the police are involved, samples are to be documented on a Police property report. A chain of
custody form must be used. This is referenced as Attachment 12B.
The Hazardous Materials Coordinator has a supply of sampling equipment. In addition, Hazmat
Units 3498 and 3499 have sampling equipment.
Samples which are not immediately sent to a laboratory will be stored in the evidence shed at the
Public Works Service Center. Samples which may degrade or evaporate must be kept on ice in a
cooler until they are taken to a laboratory. A partial list of acceptable laboratories in listed in
Attachment 5A. The San Leandro Hazardous Materials Division budget contains an outside
services account which can be used to pay for sample analysis upon approval of the Hazardous
Materials Coordinator. Fish and Game laboratories can be used in some cases.
Responsible parties are always to be given the opportunity to be given split samples (collect one
sample, put it into two containers, give one to the responsible party). If the responsible party is
not at the scene, the samples are to be saved and given to that person as soon as possible. They
do not have to take the sample if they do not want to.
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ALAMEDA COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Subject:

Fire and HazMat Exposure Tracking

POLICY NO.
34.500

Approved By: William J. McCammon, Fire Chief

Page 1 of 1

Reviewing Authority:
HazMat Team

Revised Date:
08/31/99

Effective Date:
08/21/94

Operations Volume
PURPOSE:

This policy is to establish a reporting system and record keeping system for
personnel exposed to contamination at a fire, HazMat, or other incident. The
intent of this policy is to assist the Department, as well as the employee, with
occupation-related medical disorders related to exposure.

RESPONSIBILITY: It is the responsibility of the supervisor to ensure that the post-exposure
procedures are followed and that all necessary paper work is completed.
POLICY:

It is the policy of the Alameda County Fire Department to recognize and
adopt the following procedures regarding HazMat exposure tracking.

PROCEDURE:
The following procedures shall be followed if there is a reported exposure to a hazardous
agent, or if the supervisor feels that the exposure tracking procedure should be initiated.
1.

The employee will complete the ACFD Exposure Reporting Form and obtain the
signatures of the immediate supervisor, Battalion Chief, and Deputy Chief in charge of
Operations.

2.

The employee will retain the yellow copy and forward the original copy of the signed
form to the Deputy Chief in charge of Operations.

3.

The original copy of the exposure form will be filed in the Department's exposure
tracking files.

Cross References: OAG 82.006 - Exposure Form
F:\admin\oag\34-500.doc
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Alameda County Methamphetamine Lab Clean Up Procedure

This document has been developed to provide procedures for the assessment and remediation of
clandestine methamphetamine sites in Alameda County Environmental Health CUPA areas of
jurisdiction. It is to be used by property owners, Certified Industrial Hygienist, and remediation
consultants to develop and implement an appropriate remediation strategy, and by the County
authorities to evaluate work plans and assessments in a manner consistent with best available
practices.
Further, this document communicates the expectations of Alameda County Environmental Health
relative to the standard that is to be used in assessment and remediation work. To this end, preand post- remediation assessments are to be conducted according to work plans developed by a
Licensed Hazardous Materials Contractor per section 25400.40 of the Health and Safety Code.
The Preliminary Site Assessment (PSA) work plan and the PSA report shall be signed and
notarized by the contractor responsible for the completion of the PSA and by a Certified Industrial
Hygienist (CIH) for sufficiency and completeness per section 25400.38 of the Health and Safety
Code. If soil and groundwater investigation is required, the document must also be signed by a
State of California Professional Geologist (PG) or Registered Civil Engineer (RCE).
For information or questions regarding this document, contact:

Primary Contact:
Emily Hoe
Supervising Hazardous Materials Specialist
Phone (510) 567-6765
Fax (510) 337-9335
e-mail: Emily.Hoe@acgov.org

Alternate Contact:
Sukla De
CIH Consultant
Phone (510) 304-5446
Fax (510) 337-9335
e-mail: sukla.de@acgov.org
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Attachment 14A
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Clandestine laboratories (Clan Labs) / methamphetamine illegal activities are periodically
discovered in Alameda County and subsequently seized by law enforcement personnel.
While officials arrange for the removal of chemicals and process equipment for evidence,
portions of, or the entire property may be highly contaminated with both precursor chemicals
and the final drug products.
1.2 As required by Section 25400.35 of Chapter 6.9.1 of the California Health and Safety Code
(H&SC), this plan has been developed to establish procedures for the assessment and
remediation of clandestine methamphetamine manufacturing sites within Alameda County
Environmental Health CUPA areas of jurisdiction. These procedures are to be followed by
property owners and authorized contractors to develop and implement an appropriate
remediation strategy, and by County authorities to evaluate workplans and assessments in a
manner consistent with best available practices.
1.3 This Plan has been peer-reviewed by other County health and environmental agencies within
the State of California, as well as technical experts in the Clan Lab remediation industry and
is consistent with Chapter 6.9.1, Article 6 of the H&SC.

2.0 Authority
Pursuant to Chapter 6.9.1, Section 25400.17(b) of the California Health and Safety Code (H&SC), the
Alameda County Health Officer has delegated authority for the regulatory oversight of these contaminated
properties in unincorporated part of the County of Alameda County Department of Environmental Health
(DEH).

3.0 DETERMINATION OF CONTAMINATION AND NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES
3.1 Upon notification from law enforcement or other sources that a clan Lab has been
discovered, DEH will:
3.1.1 Respond and post the property in a conspicuous location within 48 hours after
notification. DEH may not limit posting to the room where the cooking occurred
(e.g., bedroom, kitchen) within the occupancy; experience has indicated that
contamination is rarely limited to the specific area of the cooking process.
Depending upon the apparent extent of contamination, DEH may post adjacent
units of apartments, hotels, and other proximal building units. If the clan lab
activity has been limited to outbuilding such as sheds and garages, these may be
posted without impacting the residence. Anyone disturbing or destroying the
posted notice is subject to a civil penalty in an amount of up to five thousand
dollars ($5,000).
3.1.2 Perform and inspection of the property and surrounding area within five (5) days
after notification. The inspection will include, but not be limited to: obtaining
evidence of hazardous chemical use or storage and documentation of evidence
of any chemical stains, cooking activity and release or spillage of hazardous
chemicals used in the production of methamphetamine.
3.2 If DEH determines that the property is not contaminated, DEH will complete the following
actions:
3.2.1 Within three (3) working days of making the determination, remove all notices
posted to the property and prepare written documentation that includes findings
and conclusions.
3.2.2 Within ten (10) working days after preparing written documentation that the
property is not contaminated, send a copy of this document to the property owner
and to the local code enforcement agency that has jurisdiction.
3.3 If DEH determines that the property is contaminated, DEH will complete the following actions
within ten (10) working days after making eh determination.
3.3.1 If the property is real property, record with the Alameda County Clerk Recorder’s
office a lien on the property.
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3.3.2

Issue an Order to all known occupants of the property and to all persons who
have a recorded right, title, estate, lien, or interest in the property prohibiting use
or occupancy of the property.
3.3.2(a).
Provide a copy of the Order to local code enforcement that has
jurisdiction.
3.3.2(b). Within one working day of the issuance of the Order, post a copy in a
conspicuous place on the property.

4.0 PROPERTY RESTRICTIONS
4.1 Properties used as Clan Labs will typically be found with a lab-like setting, including
containers of chemicals and manufacturing equipment. While this material will be removed
by a law enforcement sponsored contractor, DEH experience indicates that, until proven
otherwise, contamination from the drug manufacturing process remains. Typical areas of
contamination include sinks, toilets, bathtubs, floor, walls, ceilings, carpets, drapes, furniture
and ventilation (heating and air conditioning) systems.
4.2 Entry into the posted area(s) of the property is prohibited unless specifically approved in
writhing by DEH.
4.3 No personal belongings, furniture, or other items will be removed form the tagged property
until released by DEH. Such release is not likely to occur until the Preliminary Site
Assessment (PSA) has been reviewed and approved by DEH.
4.4 Anyone completing an unauthorized entry or removal is subject to a civil penalty in an amount
of up to five thousand dollars ($5,000).

5.0 PROPERTY OWNER RESPONSIBLITIES
5.1 A property owner and any person(s) occupying the property that is the subject of an Order
issued per paragraph 3.2.1 above, shall immediately vacate the affected unit described in the
Order (H&SC) Section 25400.25(a)).
5.2 The property owner shall utilize the services of an “authorized contractor” (H&SC) Section
25400.26(a)) to remediate the contamination and shall, within 30 days after receipt of an
Order demonstrate to DEH that such an authorized contractor has been retained for this
work. An “authorized contractor” means a person who has been trained or received other
qualifications pursuant to Section 25400.40 of the H&SC.
5.3 The property owner or the property owner’s authorized contractor shall submit a preliminary
site assessment (PSA) Work plan to DEH for review. This shall be submitted no later than 30
days after demonstrating to DEH that an authorized contractor has been retained by the
property owner.
5.4 The property owner shall complete remediation of all applicable portions of the contaminated
property in accordance with H&SC Chapter 6.9.1 no later than 90 days after the date that the
PSA Work Plan has been approved by DEH
5.5 Until the property owner receives a determination from DEH that no further action is required
to remediate the affected units or site, the following must be compiled with:
5.5.1 All prospective buyers of the property shall be provided with a copy of the Order
and must indicate receipt in writing.
5.5.2 All prospective tenants that have completed an application to rent an affected
unit or other property described on the Order shall be provided with a copy of the
Order and must indicate receipt in writhing.

6.0 REMEDIATION PROCESS – Preliminary Site Assessment (PSA)
6.1 PSA Work Plan. A written PSA Work Plan shall be developed and submitted to DEH within
30 days after demonstrating to DEH that an authorized contractor has been retained by the
property owner. The PSA Work Plan shall include, but not be limited to:
6.1.1 A description of the physical location of the property.
6.1.2 A summary of the information obtained from law enforcement, DEH, and any
other involved agency. The summary shall include a discussion of the
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6.1.3

6.1.4

6.1.5

information’s relevance to the contamination, including areas suspected of being
contaminated and may include all of the following:
6.1.2.1
Duration of lab operation and number of batches cooked and
processed.
6.1.2.2
Hazardous chemicals known to have been manufactured at the site.
6.1.2.3 Recipes and methods used for methamphetamine production. Each type
of methamphetamine manufacturing process involves chemicals specific
to the process. The Red Phosphorus Method is the most common
method found in the Alameda County. However, some clan labs have
been discovered that used the Ammonia Method (also known as the
Birch or Nazi method). Information regarding process-specific chemicals
is provided in Appendix II.
6.1.2.4
Chemicals and equipment and their location(s).
6.1.2.5
Location of contaminated cooking and storage areas.
6.1.2.6 Visual assessment of the severity of contamination inside and outside of
the structure where the clan lab was discovered.
6.1.2.7 Assessment of any contamination in adjacent rooms, units, apartments
or structures.
6.1.2.8 Disposal methods observed at or near the property (e.g. dumping,
burning, venting, and/or drain disposal).
6.1.2.9 A comparison of the chemicals on the manifest with known methods of
manufacture in order to identify other potential contaminants.
6.1.2.10
A determination as to whether the manufacturing method
included the use of chemicals containing mercury or lead (e.g., lead
acetate, mercuric chloride, mercuric nitrate.).
A description of the areas to be sampled and the basis for the selection of the
areas. This element of the work plan should also document the decision process
used in determining not to sample particular areas. When identifying potential
sample areas, consideration should be given to:
6.1.3.1
Obviously stained areas.
6.1.3.2
Areas in the immediate vicinity of the manufacturing (cooking)
location.
6.1.3.3
Areas where chemicals were found.
6.1.3.4
Adjacent rooms.
6.1.3.5 Locations typically accessible for contact by occupants, particularly
children.
6.1.3.6
High traffic areas outside of the cooking area.
6.1.3.7
Ventilation systems.
6.1.3.8
Hard and soft surfaces, walls, floors, ceilings and appliances.
6.1.3.9 Areas of potential waste disposal such as sinks, floor drains, bathtubs,
showers and toilets.
6.1.3.10
Septic systems (see Section 17.0).
Primary areas of potential contamination.
6.1.4.1 Manufacturing or cooking areas. Contamination in these areas can be
caused by spills, boil-over, explosions, or by chemical fumes and gases
created during cooking. Affected areas include: floors, walls, ceilings,
glassware, containers, working surfaces, furniture, carpeting, draperies
and other textile products, plumbing fixtures and drains, heating and air
conditioning vents.
6.1.4.2 Disposal areas. Indoor areas include sinks, toilets, bathtubs, plumbing
traps and floor drains, vents and vent fans, and chimney flues. Outdoor
contamination may be caused by dumping or burning on or near soil,
surface water, groundwater, sewer or storm systems, septic systems,
and cesspools.
Secondary areas of potential contamination.
6.1.5.1 Locations where contamination may have migrated, such as hallways or
high traffic areas.
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6.1.5.2 Common areas in multiple dwellings, and adjacent apartments or rooms,
including floors, walls ceilings, furniture, carpeting, light fixtures, blinds,
draperies and other textile products.
6.1.5.3 Common ventilation and plumbing systems in hotels and multiple
dwellings.
6.1.6 Sampling protocols (Section 7.0), analytical methods (Section 14.0), laboratories
to be used and their relevant certifications/accreditations. During each phase of
sample collection, identical methods must be used to provide a common basis for
comparing results.
6.1.7 A description of areas and items that will be remediated in lieu of sampling, if
any. In the case of surfaces that are obviously or highly suspected to
contaminated, DEH will waive sampling requirements for those items or materials
that will be removed and properly disposed. For example, if cooking was
conducted in a kitchen and staining is evident, the property owner may decide
that it is more cost-effective to remove and dispose of sheet rock, cabinets,
appliances and linoleum rather than to spend money on sampling only to affirm
that the materials are in fact contaminated. It may also be decided to surface
wash (Section 9.4) and encapsulate (Section 9.5) all surfaces in a room that
appear to have been impacted; assessment sampling would not be required for
these surfaces, but post-remediation sampling would be. Note that the disposal
facility may require sampling of these items or materials, an action over which
DEH has no control.
6.1.8 The PSA work plan shall be signed and notarized by the contractor responsible
for the completion of the PSA and by a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH).
6.2 PSA Report. After the PSA is completed, a PSA Report shall be prepared and submitted to
DEH.
6.2.1 The PSA Report must be thorough and specific in reporting findings and
recommendations. If areas or items are contaminated, the report must clearly
specify all required remediation actions. Therefore, a recommendation such as
“the stove and all adjacent impacted areas must be cleaned” is insufficient, for it
begs the question of what constitutes an “adjacent impacted area.” It is
important that the PSA sampling program is designed to provide sufficient data to
make specific, rather than vague, recommendations.
6.2.2 Components of the PSA Report shall include:
6.2.2.1 Location which should include street address, mailing address, unit or
room number of the contaminated property. Also include the legal
description, and clear directions for locating the property.
6.2.2.2
Owner of record, his/her mailing address.
6.2.2.3 Site map of the contaminated property, including floor plans of affected
buildings, local drinking water wells and nearby streams (if potentially
impacted) drawn to a scale of ¼” to 1’ unless otherwise directed by DEH.
The diagram shall show the location of damage and contamination and
the location of sampling points used in the PSA; the sampling point
locations shall be keyed to the sampling results and remediation
recommendations.
6.2.2.4 A description of the sampling methods and analytical protocols used in
the assessment.
6.2.2.5 A description of the sampling results. If providing a narrative, group
results by location rather than by analyte. Also include information
regarding the background samples and results obtained.
6.2.2.6 Specific recommendations, including methods, for remedial actions
required to meet State Re-occupancy criteria (Section 13.0).
6.2.2.7 A plan for the Post Remediation Site Assessment, including specific
sampling requirements and methodologies, and locations at which
samples are to be obtained.
6.2.3 The PSA Report shall be signed and notarized by the authorized contractor
responsible for the remediation work and by a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH).
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6.2.4

If DEH upon review of the PSA Report determines that there is no level of
contamination at the site that requires remediation, then DEH shall take actions
specified in Section 12.0 of this plan.

7.0 SAMPLING PROTOCOL
DEH has reviewed several sampling methods from a variety of sources, and has determined that a
standard method based on the “Proposed Surrogate Method” devised by Bruce Lazarus, CIH, will be
the benchmark for evaluating sampling protocols. Lazarus’ paper describing this method was
published in the Journal of Clandestine Laboratory Investigating Chemist, Volume 10, Number 2. A
brief Review of Lazarus perspective, taken from the article, as well as the “Surrogate Method”
sampling protocol required by DEH is at Appendix I.
7.1 WIPE SAMPLES AND RESULT REPORTING
7.1.1 Wipe samples are, at best, an imprecise sampling technique for which there is
little agreement on the “best” method. It is noted that the literature indicates that
wipe samples do not collect anywhere near all the contaminant from a specific
sampling area, and that it takes at least three wipes to collect the majority of the
surface contamination. To control variables, the Consultant shall use a
consistent wipe sample technique throughout the project, and describe the
specific wipe sample process in the reports. DEH expects Consultants to follow
the sample collection methodology described in Appendix I.
7.1.2 Recent work by the Washington Department of Ecology suggests that deionized
water is not effective in lifting methamphetamine from sampled surfaces.
Samples obtained using methanol as a solvent have shown much better
recovery. Therefore, all wipe samples shall us methanol as the wetting/collecting
solvent. Consultants are cautioned to use appropriate personal protective
equipment when using methanol.
7.1.3 DEH will not accept sample results for which the area of the sample is not
recorded. All methamphetamine wipe sample results shall be reported as
weight/surface area, in mass/100cm 2 (mass/ft2 for lead). A common investigation
practice is to take several swipes of unknown and inconsistent surface areas for
a composite sample; such practices will not be accepted, even if only to
substantiate that contamination exists in a particular area.
7.1.4 Lazarus recommends a one square foot surface area sample be obtained (see
Appendix I). For general wipe sampling, literature and regulatory agencies
typically recommend surface areas of either 100 cm 2 or 1 ft2. DEH requires a
surface sample area of 100 cm 2, as this is consistent with other regulatory
agencies for Clan Lab investigations.
7.1.5 Sample containers shall be bottles, as described in Appendix I. The use of
plastic bags presents a greater opportunity for the contaminant to transfer from
the wipe to the bag than would be the case with a bottle. In most instances, the
laboratory will prepare the samples for analysis in the sample containers,
allowing any sample transferred to the container wall to be collected.
7.2 COMPOSITE SAMPLES
7.2.1 Compositing of samples is a popular means of minimizing analytical costs.
However, appropriate sampling and result reporting methods must be followed.
In addition, care must be taken when deciding to composite, for a positive lab
result may require individual resampling of all surfaces represented by that
composite sample. Therefore, it is highly recommended that composite samples
be reserved for those areas in the authorized contractor’s judgment, are
anticipated not to be contaminated.
7.2.2 Each sample area composited must be 100 cm 2. For example, to composite
wipe samples of four discrete wall areas in a kitchen, there must be four – 100
cm2 wipes. Each wipe sample will be done with a #40 Whatman Filter Paper or
similar (see Note to Appendix I), with compositing accomplished by the lab in the
extraction process. The maximum number of wipe samples that may be
composited is four.
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7.2.3

7.2.4

Do not use composite sampling combining an area or item that is likely to be
contaminated (e.g., obvious staining) with areas unlikely to show contamination
(e.g., remote from known cooking areas). DEH will assume an attempt to dilute
the sample from the likely contaminated areas to below instrument detection
limits. Composite sampling should be limited to similar surfaces (i.e. walls with
walls, etc.).
There should be no between-appliance compositing (e.g., stove AND refrigerator
AND microwave). The authorized contractor may consider compositing samples
within an appliance (e.g., in a stove; burners, oven, handles, knobs, surface,
etc.), but defining 100 cm 2 sample areas will be difficult.

8.0 GROSS REMEDIATION
Materials associated with operating Clan Lab, such as containers of chemicals and lab equipment, should
have been removed by the law enforcement sponsored contractor at the time the lab was seized. If the
authorized contractor finds any such materials during the site assessment process, the material should be
left in place and the DEH shall be notified immediately.

9.0 RESIDUAL REMEDIATION
A number of processes can be successfully used to make the property suitable for re-occupancy. Note
that the degree to which areas adjoin a space used for cooking activities are significantly contaminated is
difficult to predict; long-term or high volume activities are likely to have impacted adjoin areas. As a
result, it is generally most cost effective to assume low-level contamination by non-volatile materials and
rid these and other areas of all potentially contaminated porous materials or items. Such decisions are to
be reflected in the PSA Report. All material disposed associated with the site remediation process shall
be in accordance with Section 16.0 “Waste Disposal.”
9.1 “AIRING-OUT”/VENTING. “Airing-out” is typically conducted by law enforcement personnel
during lab processing. Several agencies have advocated the airing-out of structure during
the remediation process as a means to reduce the concentration of volatile solvents and
similar materials by volatilization; some have suggested increasing the air temperature within
the structure to 85° F while increasing the ventilation rate for several days prior to
remediation. While this practice may well reduce the airborne concentration of solvents and
minimize the risk to remediation personnel, DEH does not accept it as a substitute for
removing and disposing those items such as porous furnishings and wallboard that have
been soaked or otherwise degraded/impacted by solvents.
9.2 AIR MONITOING. Several references and jurisdictions suggest the use of air monitoring for
both evaluation of a property and for final clearance. DEH neither supports nor encourages
the use of air monitoring, for the following reasons:
9.2.1 For many precursor and waste materials, validated analytical methods do not
exist. For materials which have appropriate analytical methods, industrial
hygiene sampling methods may not yield a low enough detection limit for
evaluation against suggested exposure limits, requiring the use of expensive
ambient air monitoring equipment. Direct reading instruments are generally nonspecific and have relatively high detection limits.
9.2.2 Exposure limits for residential occupancies are problematic. Exposure limits
established for occupational settings (e.g., PELs, TLVs, RELs) are inappropriate,
as they are designed to protect, to some limited extent, the working population,
not the more sensitive members of the population.
9.2.3 Exposure limits for ambient air, such as California OEHHA’s Toxic Hot Spot limits
and the draft Clan Lab clearance limits developed by other states, are based on
assumptions that make them far too low for practical use. For example,
Colorado assumes occupancy 350 days a year, 24 hours a day, for 30 years.
Implicit here is the assumption that the vapor source is steady-state, which would
require it to be renewed. The lab is gone, chemicals removed, so a steady-state
assumption fails.
9.2.4 The materials that air monitoring would detect are mostly volatile solvents, and
most with vapor pressures above 10 torr. As long as the building has reasonable
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9.2.5

ventilation, the concentrations should decrease to negligible in a fairly short
period of time.
Air monitoring may suggest that there is a problem, but provides no idea where
to look for it. The effort may be better placed in additional wipe and bulk
samples.

9.3 REMOVAL
9.3.1 Visibly contaminated (etched or stained) sinks, bathtubs, toilets and similar
fixtures are to be removed and properly disposed.
9.3.2 Porous materials (e.g., carpeting, suspended ceiling panels, wallpaper, etc.) that
can absorb dust, powder, aerosols and vapors from the cooking process shall be
removed and properly disposed. In most cases, the cost of analytical testing,
cleaning and post-testing exceeds the cost of replacement of these articles.
While DEH strongly recommends that this apply to furniture and clothing, DEH
has no authority to require that property contents be disposed.
9.3.3 “Popcorn” spray-on ceiling coatings may contain asbestos and should not be
disturbed unless there is gross staining; any such work must be directed by a
Cal/OSHA Certified Asbestos Consultant. A sealant, of the type typically used
for asbestos-containing spray-on finishes, should be applied to the ceiling if low
concentrations of contaminants are detected.
9.3.4 Some nonporous and semi-porous surfaces (e.g., floors, countertops, tiles, walls
and ceilings) can hold contamination from the cooking process, particularly in
those areas where cooking and preparation was performed and chemicals were
stored. If a surface has visible contamination or staining, complete removal and
replacement of that surface is required. This could include removal and
replacement of wallboard, floor coverings, concrete slabs, and countertops. If
this is not possible, intensive cleaning (see below) could be attempted.
Circumstances that prohibit removal and replacement should be described in the
Remediation Workplan.
9.3.5 Appliances that were in the room in which cooking was conducted must be
disposed (too many surfaces to show sufficiently clean for food preparation or
storage). All other appliances associated with food preparation or storage
located outside the cooking area must be sampled for analytical testing.
9.4 SURFACE WASHING. Surface washing takes many forms, including pressure washing,
detergent-washer washing, solvent (alcohol) washing, steam cleaning, and others. The
objective is to remove contaminants to below criteria specified in Section 25400.16 of the
H&SC by an efficient and cost-effective method that generates a minimal waste stream. Note
that all wash solutions and rinsate must be effectively collected for disposal (see Paragraph
15.0).
9.5 ENCAPSULATION. In cases where porous or semi-porous surfaces (e.g., walls, wood
flooring, panels, ceiling, concrete) have had levels of contamination that permitted in-situ
cleaning instead of removal and replacement, such surfaces shall be encapsulated with an
oil-based paint, varnish, or similar sealant. Water-based latex paints appear to have a
greater tendency to permit “bleed-through” than oil-based coatings. The sealant is to be
applied after surface washing has been completed. After the sealant has cured in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, sampling and analysis must be conducted to
assure that any remaining contamination is below criteria specified in Section 25400.16 of the
H&SC.
9.6 VENTILATION SYSTEM
9.6.1 Ventilation systems tend to collect fumes, vapors and dust, and redistribute them
throughout a structure. The vents, stove hoods, ductwork, filters and even the
walls and ceiling near the ventilation ducts can become contaminated. Absence
evidence to the contrary, all air filters in the system shall be replaced, ventilation
registers removed and cleaned, and surfaces near inlets and outlets cleaned.
Cleaning of system ductwork should be considered, although the efficacy of duct
cleaning is subject to debate; US EPA’s article on duct cleaning is at the
following link: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/pubs/airduct.html.
9.6.2 In motels, apartments, row-houses or other multiple-family dwellings, a
ventilation system may serve more than one unit or structure. These
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connections must be considered when evaluating remediation and testing
procedures. One strategy is to take samples from adjacent or connected
areas/room/units, working outward form the lab site until samples show results
below criteria specified in Section 25400.16 of the H&SC.
9.6.3 Anecdotal evidence indicates that rooms adjacent to the cooking area may be
impacted by active or passive ventilation (distributing fumes and vapors) or by
poor chemical handling and hygiene practices. As is the case with other
jurisdictions, DEH will require evaluation and possible decontamination of areas
adjacent to the cooking area. Such areas may include hallways and other high
traffic areas, as well as adjacent rooms. The Consultant shall consider this in the
PSA Workplan.
9.7 IMPACTED SOIL AND GROUNDWATER
9.7.1 Impacted soil or groundwater will be investigated and remediated under normal
regulatory criteria for hazardous waste sites. Oversight for hazardous waste site
remediation will be conducted by the California Department of Toxic Substance
Control; if groundwater may be impacted, oversight may be shared with the
Regional Water Quality Control Board. These agencies may under certain
circumstances, transfer oversight responsibility to the Site Assessment/Mitigation
(SA/M) Unit of DEH. Responsible parties may have the option of requesting the
SA/M Unit to provide oversight of the voluntary remediation of the hazardous
waste site component of the property; such oversight would be provided on a
fee-for-service basis.
9.7.2 The variables associated with hazardous waste site remediation are numerous,
and will not be discussed in this document. In the event that the PSA Report
identifies potential impacts to soil and/or groundwater, DEH will work with the
Property Owner and Consultant to determine the appropriate path for further
assessment and mitigation activities and associated regulatory oversight.

10.0

POST REMEDIATION ASSESSMENT

The purpose of the post remediation assessment is to establish that the property has been cleaned
up to a level below criteria specified in Section 25400.16 of the H&SC. This assessment should be
conducted by the authorized contractor after remediation has been completed and/or the encapsulant
has cured. Sampling protocols for the post-remediation assessment will have been defined in the
approved PSA Work Plan. In general, those areas of the property for which the PSA sampling
indicate levels above criteria specified in Section 25400.16 of the H&SC and were not removed and
replace (e.g. were cleaned, or cleaned and encapsulated) are sampled in the same manner used for
the PSA. If all sampling results fall below criteria specified in Section 25400.16 of the H&SC, then the
remediation work is completed and the authorized contractor can prepare the Final Report. Any
areas that fail the post-remediation sampling are to be further remediated and then re-sampled.

11.0

Final Report
11.1
TWO OPTIONS FOR COMPLETION. There are two options for the completion of the
Final Report.
11.1.1 If the remedial action consisted solely of removal of contaminated surfaces, such
as cabinets, floor coverings, sheetrock and similar materials, and postremediation sampling and assessment is not required by DEH, then the
authorized contractor must provide to DEH a Final Report following procedures in
paragraph 11.2 certifying the remedial activities have been completed in
accordance to the PSA Report. This documentation shall include proof of proper
disposal of contaminated items and building materials that have been removed
from the property as part of the remediation process. Note that any
remediation activity other than removal of contaminated surfaces requires
post remediation sampling and assessment.
11.1.2 If the PSA Report includes actions other than removal of contaminated surfaces
(e.g., removal of some surfaces, cleaning of others), the authorized contractor
must provide a Final Report establishing in detail that the remediation work has
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11.2

12.0

been completed in accordance with the approved PSA report. This
documentation shall include proof of proper disposal of contaminated items and
building materials that have been removed from the property as part of the
remediation process.
REPORT COMPONENTS. The Final Report is a technical document, summarizing the
work performed as outlined in the approved PSA Work Plan and PSA Report and data
collected during the Post Remediation Assessment. The Final Report must be signed
and notarized by the authorized contractor responsible for the completion of the PSA and
by a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH). Components of the Final Report shall include:
11.2.1 Case Narrative
11.2.2 Site Description
11.2.3 Summary of PSA findings and recommendations
11.2.4 Summary and documentation of remedial actions
11.2.5 Post-remediation assessment with detailed description and documentation,
including lab reports and scaled site map keyed to sample locations
11.2.6 Post-remediation assessment results, with Consultant’s analysis and
recommendation

NO FURTHER ACTION (NFA) DETERMINATION

If DEH determines that the property that has been the subject of a PSA Report does not require
remediation or has remediated in accordance with this Plan and Chapter 6.9.1 of the H&SC, DEH shall
issue a NFA determination and complete all required actions in accordance with Section 25400.27 of the
H&SC.

13.0

REOCCUPANCY CRITERIA
13.1

13.2

14.0

ANALYTICAL AND SAMPLING METHODS
14.1

14.2

14.3

15.0

METHAMPHETAMINE. Pursuant to Section 25400.16 of the H&SC, property
contaminated by Clan Lab activity is safe for human occupancy only if the
methamphetamine level is less than, or equal to 0.1 microgram per 100 square
centimeters (0.1 μg/100 cm2).
LEAD AND MERCURY. When it is suspected that the Clan Lab activity had included the
use of lead or mercury, a property will be considered safe for human occupancy when the
following standards are met:
13.2.1 The total level of lead is less than, or equal to, 20 micrograms per square foot (20
μg/ft2).
13.2.2 The total level of mercury is less than, or equal to, 50 nanograms per cubic meter
of air (50 ng/m3).

Analytical methods are driven by the analyte, and sampling methods are frequently
driven by the analytical method. Analytical methods from wipe and bulk samples are
expected to be from US EPA SW-846, OSHA Sampling and Analytical Methods, NIOSH
Analytical Methods, and, in the case of lead, HUD guidelines.
Methamphetamine samples shall be analyzed by modified Method 8270. According to
Washington Department of Ecology-accredited labs, modified Method 8015 is prone to
false positives. Wipe samples are to be obtained with 11 cm #40 Whatman Filter Paper
(p/n 1440-110) or similar wetted with methanol, stored and shipped in appropriate
sampling jars.
DEH will not accept field analyses for clearance samples. This includes the use of
colorimetric detector tubes, real-time direct reading instruments such as flame ionization
and photo ionization detectors, any type of Hazardous Category evaluation, and
Marquis/Methamphetamine reagents, pH paper, or similar.

LABORATORY REQUIREMENTS.

All analyses are to be conducted by analytical laboratories which are accredited (Fields of Testing
E114-E117) by the California Dept. of Health Service Environmental Laboratory Accreditation
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Program. Note that this list is not limited to labs in California, as California has ELAP reciprocity with
several states.

16.0

WASTE DISPOSAL
16.1

16.2

16.3

17.0

All materials removed from a Clan Lab property as a result of having been
impacted/contaminated by Clan Lab activities (operation, storage, spills, disposal) must
receive special handling at the disposal or recycling facility. Examples of such materials
are kitchen appliances, drapes, carpets, and building materials. Items such as
appliances and furniture must be rendered unusable prior to disposal.
For any disposed items, DEH will require an inventory, as well as a waste disposal
receipt, to be submitted with the Final Report. For items that are required to be disposed
as hazardous waste, a copy of the Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest is required.
DEH does not regulate the types of wastes accepted by any landfill as each facility has
its own permit requirements to meet, and will likely review Clan Lab debris on a case by
case basis. It is up to the Contractor to contact the landfill to determine if a specific
material removed from a Clan Lab Property will be accepted, and the conditions under
which it will be accepted.

SEPTIC SYSTEMS
17.1

If there is evidence that wastes were dumped down a drain, the Consultant will need to
work through a process to determine whether a septic system was impacted.
17.1.1.1
If there is no evidence of disposal, the task is complete.
17.1.1.2
If there is evidence of disposal, continue to 16.1.2.
17.1.2 Assuming evidence of disposal, determine whether the property is on septic or
sewer system. Contact local water quality agencies.
17.1.2.1
If the property is on a sewer system, the task is complete.
17.1.2.2
If the property is on a septic system, continue to 16.1.3.
17.1.3 Obtain a representative sample of the material in the septic tank. Have the
sample analyzed for hazardous waste characteristics. Use an ELAP-accredited
laboratory appropriate for the analysis.
17.1.3.1
If analysis indicates that the sample is non-hazardous, the task is
complete.
17.1.3.2
If analysis indicates that the sample is hazardous, continue to 16.1.4
17.1.4 Using resources such as the SWRCB tables of disposal facilities (Appendix IV),
determine which facility will accept the mixed septic/hazardous waste. Use an
appropriately-permitted hazardous waste transporter to pump the tank and
transport the contents to the accepting facility.
17.1.5 Information regarding the positive analysis for hazardous waste characteristics
shall be provided to the DEH Site Assessment/Mitigation Section, which will
evaluate whether remediation action will be required for the leachfield.
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Appendix I
The Surrogate Method
DEH has reviewed a number of sampling methods from a variety of sources, and has
determined that a standard method based on the “Proposed Surrogate Method” devised by
Bruce Lazarus, CIH, will be the benchmark for evaluating sampling protocols. Lazarus’ paper
describing this method was published in the Journal of Clandestine Laboratory Investigating
Chemist, Volume 10, Number 2. Most of the material in this Appendix is taken from this article.
It should be noted that few individuals outside of the law enforcement community have Lazarus’
experience in Clandestine Laboratory health risks and assessments. His background as a
Certified Industrial Hygienist in the environmental remediation and emergency response
industry, as well as his extensive work with Clan Lab investigation and remediation, provide him
with a unique perspective for designing a cost-effective investigation process.
In the Surrogate Method, a limited number of laboratory samples are taken from judgmentallyselected locations throughout the clandestine laboratory site and analyzed for the target
analytes. This design method attempts to balance the necessary cost burden of assessment
activities against the public health need to ensure that no significant residual contamination is
unknowingly allowed to persist uncorrected. The surrogate approach is based on the following
concepts:
A. There is a lack of test methods and reference standards for many of the substances, and
especially some of the organic drug compounds, which are associated with clandestine
lab activities. In short, one can’t feasibly test for all hazardous materials associated with
the cooking process, and even if test methods were available, it would be prohibitively
expensive to do so.
B. Some target chemicals tend to be more persistent in the environment, both in porous
media and on non-porous surfaces, allowing for latent detection.
C. The presence and concentration variability of target chemicals assessed at laboratory
sites is assumed to be representative of similar conditions for the remaining clan lab
chemicals no specially analyzed for owing to the reasons outlined above. The premise
assumes that if the target analytes are detected in significant concentrations, then other
clan lab method specific chemicals not analyzed for are also present in concentrations of
public health interest. Conversely, if the target analytes are not detected, or detected in
very low concentrations, it may be inferred, following this presumption that chemicals not
analyzed for are also likely to be not present, or present in concentrations low enough
not to be of public health concern.
It is understood that these assumptions define a data gap suitable for future study. However,
absent an alternative method that concurrently minimizes the cost of investigation while
providing adequate information to indicate potential public health risk, the Surrogate Method is
the minimum level of site investigation acceptable to DEH.
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DEH Criteria under the Surrogate Method
A. Sample types. A combination of wipe and bulk samples should be taken utilizing this
protocol. Wipe samples should be taken of non-porous surfaces, whereas bulk samples
should be taken of porous materials.
1. Wipe samples should be taken of sealed concrete (garage floors), vinyl flooring,
sealed wood surfaces, tile, Formica, bathroom fixtures, appliance surfaces, painted
surface of good condition, etc.
2. Bulk samples should be taken of unsealed or poor condition concrete and wood
surfaces, drywall, painted surfaces of poor condition, carpeting, carpet padding,
upholstery, septic waste, and soils.
NOTE: In some cases, particularly with painted surfaces, a decision must be made if a wipe
sample or bulk sample would be more appropriate to recover and identify potential
contamination. To address error associated with mass loading of bulk samples, particularly
from painted surface and drywall, it may be appropriate to obtain bulk samples using a
surface scraping technique.
B. Sample Locations and Quantities
Take one bulk or wipe sample from the following as associated with each major area of the
location suspected by history and/or visual observations as being potentially affected by
contamination:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Each major floor surface.
Each major wall surface.
Each major ceiling surface.
Each major home appliance (e.g., refrigerator, over, microwave, dishwasher,
washing machine, dryer, etc.).
5. Each major cabinet, counter, and/or built-in feature (e.g., kitchen cabinets, counters,
vanities, etc.).
6. Each bathroom and/or kitchen fixture or grouping of fixtures.
7. Each major furniture grouping.
Note: in establishing the number and location of samples at individual property sites,
sampling of some locations or items may not be necessary if the need for remediation is
apparent by observation or agreement of parties. Examples include fire-damaged surfaces,
apparent direct chemical staining or damage, and/or obvious physical damage of an item or
feature necessitating removal.
C. Collection Procedures
1. Wipe samples. Wipe samples should be obtained using the following protocol unless
otherwise instructed by the analytical laboratory. Note that these instructions differ
from Lazarus’ paper, as lab requirements have been refined.
a. Use eight-ounce, wide mouth, borosilicate glass jars having phenolic screw
top lids with Teflon liners.
b. Prepare each sample by placing an 11 cm #40 Whatman Filter Paper (p/n
1440-110) or similar (see Note) into each sample jar. Add 5 ml of methanol
to each pad and close the jar. Use appropriate personal protective
equipment when using methanol.
c. Select the surface location to be sampled.
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d. Squeeze excess methanol from the pad (back into the open jar) before wiping
the sample area.
e. Wipe a one hundred square centimeter (100 cm2) surface area, using a
consistent wipe or blot pattern technique (i.e., concentric circle pattern
starting in the upper left corner and ending in the center of the area). Use a
10-by-10 cm square template (usually made of Teflon or other material that
will not contaminate the sample and is resistant to the solvent).
f. Without allowing the filter to contact any other surfaces, fold the filter with the
exposed side in, then fold it again. Return the filter to the glass jar and
replace the lid.
g. Wear disposable Nitrile or PVC gloves for each sample taken. Change
gloves between samples.
h. Obtain separate wipe samples (separate jar and pads) for each individual
analyte, including pH, to be analyzed by the laboratory unless the laboratory
explicitly states that multiple analytes can be tested from one pad.
Otherwise, if multiple analytes are to be tested, then all wipe samples from a
selected location should be of adjacent, contiguous surfaces. Do not re-wipe
the same surface.
i. Preservation of the samples for inorganic analysis is not normally required
unless otherwise specified by the analytical laboratory.
j. When appropriate, submit a sample blank consisting of a prepared sample jar
taken to the field and returned to the laboratory for analysis.
k. Label the jar, attach custody seal, and prepare sample for transport to the
laboratory.
l. See Section 4.6.2 for information on compositing samples.
NOTE: In some cases, specific to the surface being sampled, it may be preferable to use
sterile gauze pads.
2. Bulk Samples. Bulk samples should be obtained using the following protocol unless
otherwise instructed by the analytical laboratory:
a. Use four- or eight-ounce, wide mouth, borosilicate glass jars having phenolic
screw top lids with Teflon liners.
b. Select the media to be bulk sampled.
c. Using an appropriate sampling tool/device, obtain a minimum of 30 grams for
each bulk sample unless the analytical laboratory specifies a different
quantity of sample.
d. Wear disposable Nitrile or PVC gloves for each sample taken. Change
gloves between samples.
e. Unless otherwise specified by the analytical laboratory, multiple analytes,
including pH, may be analyzed from single bulk samples representing each
medium to be evaluated.
f. Sampling tools/devices should be cleaned and triple-rinsed with deionized
water between each bulk sample or otherwise cleaned following a laboratoryrecommended protocol between samples.
g. For scrape samples of paint, etc., a polyethylene tray (or similar capture
device) may be taped to the wall surface below the surface are to be scraped.
Collect the sample in the tray and then transfer it to the sample container.
h. Preservation of the samples for inorganic analysis is not normally required
unless otherwise specified by the analytical laboratory.
i. Bulk samples for organic analysis should be preserved at 4°C (usually
applies to septic waste and subsurface soil samples recovered for volatile
and semi-volatile hydrocarbon analysis).
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Target Analytes
Analytes specified for analysis should be selected based on individual association with specific
Clan Lab Manufacturing processes, expected persistence in the environment, usefulness of
data interpretation, application of available testing methods, laboratory capabilities, and cost of
analysis. The table below provides selected target analytes and test methods appropriate for
the most common methamphetamine synthesis routes typically encountered in the United
States. This table should be used as a guide only, as it may not be necessary nor appropriate
to sample and analyze for every analyte listed.
Target Analytes for Common
Methamphetamine Manufacturing Methods
Manufacturing
Method

Red Phosphorous

Ammonia

Mercuric Chloride

Methamphetamine1

Modified EPA
Method 8270

Modified EPA
Method 8270

Modified EPA
Method 8270

Precursor

Ephedrine by
Modified EPA
Method 8270

Ephedrine by
Modified EPA
Method 8270

Phenyl-2Porpanone
By Modified EPA
Method 8270

Hydrochloric
Acid (Chloride)

EPA Method 300

Essential
Chemicals (or
by-products)2
Total Phosphorous
By EPA Method
60103
Iodide by EPA
Method 300

EPA Method 300

Total Lithium or
Total Sodium by
EPA Method 60103
Total Ammonia by
EPA Method 350

EPA Method 300

Mercury by EPA
Method 7471A
Total Lead by EPA
Method 6010

NOTE: approved labs (e.g., ELAP labs) may select methods other than those listed in this table.
1 – Results for Modified EPA Method 8270 may be semi-quantitative depending on analytical laboratory capabilities.
2 – Select one or more analytes for sampling and analysis, based on property data and assessment needs.
3 – Metals analysis may also be performed by EPA Method 6020.
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Appendix II
Chemicals of Concern
Taken from the CSTI Clandestine Drug Laboratory Chemical Identification training manual, the
following is a less than exhaustive list of typical Clan Lab chemicals.
Methamphetamine Methods of Production and Chemicals Typically Used
•
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Hydriodic Acid Method (Ephedrine)
Ephedrine
Hydriodic acid
Red phosphorous
Sodium hydroxide
Hydrochloric acid
Freon

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Phenyl-2-Propanone (P-2-P)
Phenyl-2-Propanone
Methylamine
Methyl Alcohol
Mercuric Chloride
Aluminum
Ether
Sodium Hydroxide

•

•
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
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Sodium Metal Method (Nazi or (Birch)
Ephedrine
Pseudoephedrine
Anhydrous ammonia
Sodium (metal)
Lithium (metal)
Hydrochloric acid
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California Department of Pesticide Regulation

R EIMBURSING M EDICAL C OSTS OF
P ERSONS I NJURED I N PESTICIDE I NCIDENTS
Updated April 2019

This law requires
violators to pay
certain medical
costs.

If a pesticide use violation causes illness or injury, violators are
legally responsible to pay certain medical costs of victims.
A law passed in 2004 placed the financial burden to pay for acute
medical costs on businesses responsible for the harm. It also
increased penalties the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR)
and county agricultural commissioners (CACs) can impose for
pesticide violations.
The law was prompted by several incidents in which large numbers of
persons living near agricultural fields were made ill by pesticide
drift. Many lacked medical insurance, and did not have the means to
pay for medical treatment themselves.

DID THIS LAW CHANGE THE ROLE OF
PESTICIDE ENFORCEMENT?

The law places
the financial
burden to pay
for acute
medical costs on
those that are
responsible
for the harm
when they
violate pesticide
rules.

No. CACs enforce pesticide rules
locally and are responsible for
investigating pesticide illnesses and
incidents in their jurisdictions.
After determining whether pesticide
laws or regulations were violated, a
CAC has a variety of enforcement
options, including administrative
civil penalties. The law also
increased the level of civil penalty
authority for CACs.
The major emphasis of the law
involved the responsibility of the
violator to pay for medical costs.

Under the law, if a pesticide use
violation causes illness or injury, the
penalty action a CAC issues will also
include a statement notifying the
violator of his or her responsibility to
pay the uncompensated medical
costs of those who suffered acute
illness or injury and sought
immediate medical treatment
(Section 12997.5[a] [b], Food and
Agricultural Code [FAC]).
There is no obligation, expectation or
authority for the CAC to oversee the
reimbursement process.
(continued on page 2)
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(continued from page 1)

 After the CAC issues a final

enforcement order that includes
the statement of a violator’s
responsibility for reimbursing
victims, what happens next?
After the final enforcement order
is issued, the violator has 30 days
to submit a written plan to DPR,
detailing how unreimbursed
medical costs will be paid (FAC
12997.5[c]).
 Does the CAC determine what

the medical costs are, or who
qualifies for reimbursement?

No. Although the county will
probably identify most individuals
who were made ill, neither the
CAC nor DPR are obligated to
determine the amount of
uncompensated medical costs, or
who qualifies for reimbursement.
The violator is ultimately responsible for covering the costs of those
affected.

part of an investigation. By the
time an investigation is complete
and an enforcement order issued,
the CAC usually has the names of
those made ill by the illegal
application. The CAC can provide a
list to the responsible party as
soon as possible.
However, under the law, it is not
the responsibility of the CAC to
identify all persons entitled to
medical reimbursement. If
additional individuals who suffered
acute illness and sought immediate
medical care are identified later,
they can contact the violator to
claim medical reimbursement.
 What happens if a violator

refuses to reimburse medical
costs as required by law?

Violators who refuse to comply
with their legal responsibility are
subject to enforcement actions by
DPR as needed. Additionally, the
violator may be subject to lawsuits
by private individuals.

 Who gets the reimbursement?

The violator must compensate the
injured individuals or their medical
providers, such as ambulance
companies, doctors, and hospitals.
 What if the CAC doesn’t know

the names of everyone who was
injured? Can people who come
forward later have their medical
costs reimbursed?

Determining the scope of the
incident and interviewing victims is

 Investigations usually take
several weeks. What happens to
victims in the meantime?

The law strongly encourages the
CACs to complete investigations of
and take appropriate action on
these incidents within 45 days, and
DPR will assist the counties in this
effort (FAC 12997.5 [g]). Violators
would not be responsible under the
law to pay for medical costs until
they have exhausted due process
appeal rights.
(Continued on page 3)

The law defines
acute illness
or injury as “a
medical condition
that involves a
sudden onset of
symptoms due to
an illness, injury,
or other medical
problem that
required prompt
medical attention
and that has
a limited
duration.”
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However, the law provides an
incentive for persons responsible
for the application to pay medical
costs before an investigation is
complete. If the responsible party
pays medical costs immediately,
the law gives CACs the option of
reducing penalties by as much as
50 percent. (FAC 12997.5[g])
However, the amount of a fine
reduction does not affect the costs
a responsible party must pay in
medical expenses.
 Can victims file a civil suit for
damages if they have accepted
payment for medical costs?

Yes. The law says that accepting
payment of emergency medical
costs does not affect a victim’s
right to file suit. However, any
damages awarded by a court
must be reduced by the amount
the victim received in medical
reim-bursement from the
violator. (FAC 12997.5[e])
 Does the requirement for

medical reimbursement apply in
all pesticide incidents in which
persons are injured?

No, it applies only to incidents
in which pesticides were used in
production of an agricultural
commodity. Furthermore, the
medical payment provisions are
limited to persons who at the time
of exposure were not performing
work as an employee.

Page 3

 What about employees who

suffer injuries or illnesses?

Under pre-existing law, medical
costs of employees are already
covered by the workers’
compensation system. Employers
are required to see that they get
medical treatment immediately,
and costs are covered by the
workers’ compensation system.
 The law also increased the
maximum penalties. How?

These provisions of the law are
broader than the medical
reimbursement requirements. SB
391 authorizes DPR and the CACs
to levy a separate penalty for
each person who is injured or
made ill by a pesticide violation.
DPR and the CACs had previously
been allowed to levy separate
penalties only for multiple
violations of worker safety
regulations—the number of workers
injured did not increase the
penalty, only the number of code
sections violated.
The 2004 law created a one
person/one violation provision that
applies to violations involving
workers as well as victims in
non-occupational settings. DPR and
CACs have the authority to
multiply the amount of the penalty
by the number of victims.
What this means is that DPR and
the CACs could levy a penalty of up
to $5,000 for each person injured
(Continued on page 4)

Uncompensated
medical costs are
defined in the
law as the cost of
care not covered
by any other
program, such as
(but not limited
to) medical
insurance, the
Healthy Families
Program, or
Medi-Cal. The
law specifies that
medical expense
payments shall
not be more than
125% of Medi-Cal
reimbursement
rates.
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or made ill as a result of a
violation of any pesticide law
or regulation, significantly
increasing the potential penalties.
(FAC 12996.5[b])

•

Establish emergency shelters, if
needed.

•

Access services in languages
known to be spoken in the
affected area.

•

Ensure access to health care
within 24 hours of the exposure
and up to a week afterwards.

 The law also required

development of better response
mechanisms for emergency
agencies. How will this work?

The California Environmental
Protection Agency (CalEPA) took
the lead on this element of the
law. CalEPA worked work with the
CACs, local health officers, other
local government agencies, and
affected community members on
"standard protocols”—standardized
operating procedures—for
pesticide incidents. The goal was
to improve procedures used to:
•

Request and provide access to
pesticide-specific information
to help emergency responders
identify pesticides involved in a
drift incident, as well as
appropriate treatments.

•

Define specific agency
responsibilities and the process
for responding to calls,
notifying residents, and
coordinating evacuation, if
needed.

Page 4

•

Notify medical providers
regarding their eligibility
for reimbursement under the
law.

 If I have more questions, whom
do I ask?

Contact DPR’s chief legal counsel,
Daniel Rubin, 916-324-2666, or via
email to Daniel.Rubin@cdpr.ca.gov.

DPR and CACs
can levy fines
up to $5,000
for each
person
injured or
made ill as a
result of a
violation of
any pesticide
law or
regulation.

Department of
Pesticide Regulation
1001 I Street
P.O. Box 4015
Sacramento, CA 95812

www.cdpr.ca.gov

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT OF PESTICIDE REGULATION
The California Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) protects human health and the environment
by regulating pesticide sales and use and by fostering reduced-risk pest management. DPR’s strict
oversight includes product evaluation and registration, environmental monitoring, residue testing of
fresh produce, and local use enforcement through the county agricultural commissioners. DPR is one
of six boards and departments within the California Environmental Protection Agency.
MR/E 0419
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Federal Emergency Management Agency

RESOURCE:
CATEGORY:

HazMat Entry Team
Hazardous Materials Response (ESF #10)

MINIMUM CAPABILITIES:
COMPONENT
Team

Team

METRIC
Field Testing

Air Monitoring

TYPE I

KIND:
TYPE II

Team

TYPE III

Same as Type II plus:

Same as Type III plus:

Known Chemicals

Known or Suspect Weapons
of Mass Destruction
Chemical/Biological
Substances [WMD
Chem/Bio]

Unknown Chemicals

The presumptive testing and
identification of chemical
substances using a variety
of sources to be able to
identify associated chemical
and physical properties.
Sources may include printed
and electronic reference
resources, safety data
sheets, field testing kits,
specific chemical testing
kits, chemical testing strips,
data derived from detection
devices, and air-monitoring
sources

Same as Type II plus:

Same as Type III plus:

(WMD Chem/Bio Aerosol
Vapor and Gas)

The use of advanced
detection equipment to detect
the presence of known or
unknown gases or vapors.

(Basic Confined Space
Monitoring; Specific Known
Gas Monitoring)

Advanced detection and
monitoring includes WMD
Chem/Bio detection
Instruments

Advanced detection and
monitoring may incorporate
more sophisticated
instruments that differentiate
between two or more
flammable vapors, and may
directly identify by name a
specific flammable or toxic
vapor

TYPE IV

OTHER

The use of devices to detect
the presence of known gases
or vapors. The basics begin
with ability to provide
standard confined space
readings (oxygen deficiency
percentage, flammable
atmosphere Lower Explosive
Limit [LEL], carbon monoxide,
and hydrogen sulfide)
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Attachment 14C

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Federal Emergency Management Agency

RESOURCE:
CATEGORY:

HazMat Entry Team
Hazardous Materials Response (ESF #10)

MINIMUM CAPABILITIES:
COMPONENT
Team

METRIC

TYPE I

KIND:
TYPE II

Sampling:

Same as Type II plus:

Same as Type III plus:

Capturing
Labeling
Evidence
Collection

(WMD Chem/Bio)

(Unknown Industrial
Chemicals)

Special resources may be
required for air sample
collection

Known and unknown
industrial chemicals
standard evidence collection
protocols.
Ability to sample liquid and
solids

Team

TYPE III

TYPE IV

OTHER

(Known Industrial
Chemicals)
Known industrial chemicals
standard evidence collection
protocols required for each
include capturing and
collection, containerizing
and proper labeling, and
preparation for
transportation and
distribution, including
standard environmental
sampling procedures for lab
analysis.
Consistent with established
chain of custody protocols

Radiation
Monitoring/
Detection

Same as Type II plus:

Same as Type III plus:

Identify and establish the
exclusion zones after
contamination spread (this
does include identification of
some, but not all,
radionuclides).

(Alpha Detection)

Ability to conduct
environmental and personnel
survey.
Ensure all members of survey
teams are equipped with
accumulative self-reading
instruments (dosimeters)

Basic criteria include
detection and survey
capabilities for alpha, beta,
and gamma

(Beta Detection; Gamma
Detection)
The ability to accurately
interpret readings from the
radiation-detection devices
and conduct geographical
survey search of suspected
radiological source or
contamination spread.
Basic criteria include
detection and survey
capabilities for beta and
gamma
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Attachment 14C

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Federal Emergency Management Agency

RESOURCE:
CATEGORY:

HazMat Entry Team
Hazardous Materials Response (ESF #10)

MINIMUM CAPABILITIES:
COMPONENT
Equipment

METRIC
Protective
Clothing:
Ensembles

TYPE I
Same as Type II plus:
(Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD) VaporProtective CPC; WMD Liquid
Splash-Protective CPC)
Levels of CPC vapor
protection are:
Vapor-Protective, Flash Fire
Protective option for VaporProtective, and
Chemical/BiologicalProtective option for VaporProtective, all of which must
be compliant with National
Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) Standard # 1991,
“Standard on VaporProtective Ensembles for
Hazardous Materials
Emergencies” current edition.

Equipment

Technical
Reference

KIND:
TYPE II

Team

TYPE III

TYPE IV

OTHER

(Liquid Splash-Protective
(Vapor-Protective CPC; Flash CPC)
Fire Vapor- Protective CPC)
Chemical Protective Clothing
(CPC), which includes
Levels of CPC vapor
complete ensembles (suit,
protection are:
boots, gloves) and may
Vapor-Protective, and Flash
incorporate various
Fire Protective option for
configurations (encapsulating,
Vapor-Protective both of
which must be compliant with non-encapsulating, jumpsuit,
multi-piece) depending upon
NFPA Standard # 1991,
the level of protection
“Standard on Vaporneeded.
Protective Ensembles for
Same as Type III plus:

Hazardous Materials
Emergencies,” current
edition.

Level of CPC liquid protection
is:
Liquid Splash-Protective,
which must be compliant with
NFPA Standard # 1992,
“Standard on Liquid SplashProtective Ensembles and
Clothing for Hazardous
Materials Emergencies,”
current edition

Same as Type II plus:

Same as Type III plus:

(Printed and Electronic)

(WMD Chem/Bio)

(Plume Air Modeling; Map
Overlays)

Access to and use of various
databases, chemical
substance data depositories,
and other guidelines and
safety data sheets, either in
print format, electronic format,
stand-alone computer
programs, or data available
via telecommunications. The
interpretation of data
collected from electronic

At a minimum, technical
references will have the
ability to outsource additional
capabilities and have one
source for air-modeling
capability
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Attachment 14C

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Federal Emergency Management Agency

RESOURCE:
CATEGORY:

HazMat Entry Team
Hazardous Materials Response (ESF #10)

MINIMUM CAPABILITIES:
COMPONENT

METRIC

TYPE I

KIND:
TYPE II

Team

TYPE III

TYPE IV

OTHER

devices and chemical testing
procedures

Equipment

Equipment

Special
Capabilities

Same as Type II plus:

Intervention

Same as Type II plus:

Same as Type III plus:

(WMD Chem/Bio Agent
Confinement)

(Liquid Leak Intervention;
Neutralization; Plugging;
Patching; Vapor Leak
Intervention)

(Digital Imaging
Documentation Capability)

Advanced capabilities should
include ability to intervene
and confine incidents
involving WMD Chem/Bio
substances

Equipment

Decontamination Same as Type II plus:

(Gloves and Other
Specialized Equipment Based
(Heat Sensing Capability;
Light Amplification Capability) on Local Risk Assessment)
Additional resources that
augment the capabilities of
the team
Same as Type III plus:

Chemical means such as
neutralization and
encapsulation of known and
unknown chemicals.
Mechanical means include
specially designed kits for
controlling leaks in rail car
dome assemblies and
pressurized containers, to
pneumatic and standard
patching systems
Same as Type III plus:

(WMD Chem/Bio)

(Unknown Contaminants)

Capable of providing
decontamination for known
and unknown contaminants
and WMD Chem/Bio.

Capable of providing
decontamination for known
and unknown contaminants.

(Diking; Damming;
Absorption)
Employment of mechanical
means of intervention and
control such as plugging,
patching, off-loading, and
tank stabilization
Environmental means such
as absorption, dams, dikes,
and booms

(Known Contaminants Based
on Local Risk Assessment)
Must be self-sufficient to
provide decontamination for
members of their team.
Capable of providing
decontamination for known
contaminants.
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Attachment 14C

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Federal Emergency Management Agency

RESOURCE:
CATEGORY:

HazMat Entry Team
Hazardous Materials Response (ESF #10)

MINIMUM CAPABILITIES:
COMPONENT
Equipment

METRIC

TYPE I

Communications Same as Type II plus:

KIND:
TYPE II

Team

TYPE III

Same as Type III plus:

(In-Suit; Wireless Voice)

(Secure Communications)

(Wireless Data)

Personnel utilizing CPC shall
be able to communicate
appropriately and safely with
one another and their team
leaders

Personnel

Staffing

5 Personnel

5 Personnel

5 Personnel

Personnel

Training

Same as Type II

Same as Type III

All personnel must be trained
to the minimum response
standards in accordance with
the most current editions of
NFPA Standard # 471,
“Recommended Practice for
Responding to Hazardous
Materials Incidents,” NFPA
Standard # 472, “Standard for
Professional Competence of
Responders to Hazardous
Materials Incidents,” and
NFPA Standard # 473,
“Standard for Competencies
for EMS Personnel
Responding to Hazardous
Materials Incidents,” as is
appropriate for the specific
team type

Personnel

Sustainability

Same as Type II

Same as Type III

Capability to Perform Three
(3) Entries in a 24-hour
Period

TYPE IV

OTHER

COMMENTS:
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Attachment 14D

Alameda County Fire Department
Hazardous Materials Response Team
HazMat team Staffing
Location
Station 12, San Leandro
Station 19, LBNL
Station 25, Castro Valley
Station 20, LLNL
Captain 20

Minimum staffing daily
4
3
2
6
1 40-hr week
Total 16

Maximum staffing daily
6
4
3
9
Responds to all Level 2,3 HM
incidents, 24 HR a day
23

Response Matrix
HM1
HM2

HAZ MAT LEVEL 1
HAZ MAT LEVEL 2

1E
2E, 1T, 1BC, HM12,
HM25, C18, Captain 20 &
DC

1 E OR 1Q
2E, 1Q, 1BC, HM12,
HM25, C18, Captain
20 & DC

1E
2E, 1T, 1BC, HM12,
HM25, C18, Captain
20 & DC

